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ABSTRACT 

Supervising Professor:  John W. Geissman 

This dissertation consists of three separate projects investigating how changing environmental 

and tectonic conditions effect the rock-magnetic properties of sedimentary redbeds in Texas and 

Utah. The first project, discussed in Chapters 2-3, is an environmental magnetic study of the 

Pleistocene-aged Blackwater Draw Formation, located in the Southern High Plains (SHP) region 

of Texas. I constructed a three-phased paleoenvironmental model, by correlating the bulk 

magnetic susceptibility (ꭓ), bulk magnetic susceptibility of Anhysteretic Remanent 

Magnetization (ꭓARM), Isothermal Remanent Magnetization (IRM) values vs. depth curves to 

various textural and geochemical datasets. In this model, the basal-most section correlates to a 

more arid environment where eolian magnetic particles sourced from the southern Pecos River 

experienced relatively little weathering, thus preserving higher magnetic values. The second 

phase correlates to a more humid time period where a mixture of southerly Pecos River sands 
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and northerly derived glacial loess were deposited and then weathered at intensities substantial to 

result in depletion of the magnetic signal. Finally, the third phase correlates to a semi-

humid/semi-arid time period where the eolian sediments (sourced from both the North and the 

South) were subjected to precipitation levels greater than Phase 1 but less than Phase 2, which 

allowed for the neoformation of superparamagnetic ultra-fine-grained magnetite during 

pedogenesis, resulting in a magnetically enhanced signal. 

The second project, discussed in Chapter 4, involves an environmental magnetic study of the 

Harpole Mesa Formation, a sequence of Pliocene to Upper Pleistocene-aged basin-fill sediments, 

which were deposited directly adjacent to the Onion Creek Salt diapir (OCSD), located in Fisher 

Valley, Utah. The ꭓ– and ꭓARM – values vary cyclically with depth, and thus are tentatively 

interpreted to correlate to astronomically forced 100-ka eccentricity cycles. Moreover, the 

percent frequency dependence of magnetic susceptibility %ꭓFD show a negative trend from the 

Bishop Ash (~0.774 Ma) to the Lava Creek B ash layer (~0.631 Ma). However, this negative 

trend is interpreted to reflect a faster rate of basin-subsidence due to faster rise of the OCSD, 

which in turn caused the migration of the medial portion of the alluvial-fluvial system in a 

process analogous to the retrogradation of shorelines along continental margins. This change in 

sediment sorting rates is the primary cause for the relative increase in %ꭓFD for those sediments 

coeval with this halokinetic event. This indicates that although the paleoclimate signal is 

preserved, it is mixed with the halokinetic signal, therefore care should be taken when inferring a 

paleoclimate record from this important Quaternary sedimentary sequence. 

The final project investigates the anisotropy of magnetic susceptibility (AMS) of the Permian 

aged undivided Cutler Group, which are exposed immediately north of the OCSD. These late 
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Paleozoic sediments form a halokinetic structure known as a salt shoulder, characterized as the 

low-angle segment of the salt-host rock sediment interface where the margin of a passive salt-

diapir, -stock, -wall, or -glacier steps abruptly inboard (i.e., towards the center of the diapir). To 

better understand how this structure forms, independently oriented samples were collected from 

83 sites, and the magnetic petrofabric investigated via AMS. Overall, the AMS results indicate 

that sediments of the undivided Cutler Group within the OCSD-salt shoulder were likely 

syndepositionally deformed. Evidence for this conclusion include: the primarily oblate fabric, 

relatively low corrected anisotropy degree values, and the fact that the majority of specimens 

yield a magnetic foliation that is parallel to bedding.  

Nevertheless, on a larger scale the specimens display a mangetic lineation that are largely 

oriented NW-SE, which is oblique to paleoflow directions (~NE-S), while being parallel to the 

elongate shape of the OCD. Moreover, on a more local scale the magnetic lineations are roughly 

parallel to smaller scale halokinetic folds adjacent to the salt-sediment interface. This indicates 

that the magnetic lineations are recording halokinetic deformation due to late Paleozoic salt flow 

of the OCSD. 

Overall, the results of this dissertation show the power in using a holistic approach when 

conducting rock-magnetic studies. Therefore, to more robustly support the conclusions implied 

from the rock-magnetic data, it is highly recommended that one has a clear understanding of the 

geologic setting of the research area while using independent data to support one’s paleoclimate 

or structural models. 
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to the high quartz content rather than high weathering and hence are represented with 
open squares. Nevertheless, CIA and ΣBase/Al values for the other paleosols are more 
representative of relative weathering intensity and are represented with closed squares.  
Magnetic polarity is from (Patterson and Larson, 1990), and age calibration is from 
(Singer, 2014). Shaded gray background is the part of the section that closely aligns with 
the approximate duration (1250–700 ka) of the mid-Pleistocene transition from (Clark et 
al., 2006). TL—thermoluminescence-obtained date, from (Holliday, 1989). The 
stratigraphic position of the TL -date within Paleosol 1 is uncertain, hence it is currently 
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interpreted to represent the minimum age of Paleosol 1. Soil horizon nomenclature 
follows standard (Soil Survey Staff, 1990) procedures. Figure modified from (Stine et al., 
2020). ...................................................................................................................................2 

Figure 3.3: Principal rock-magnetic parameters (χlow, ꭓARM, and SIRM2.9T) in addition to 
Environmental-magnetic ratios (S-ratio, L-ratio, %χFD1-3, ꭓARM/SIRM2.9T, and χR) all 
plotted as a function of depth in the type section. Note the similarity in behavior among 
all the principal rock-magnetic parameters. The various rock-magnetic experiments in 
this paper show that the principal rock-magnetic parameters are primarily a reflection of 
the concentration of low-coercivity ferrimagnetic phases (magnetite and maghemite) 
(Thompson and Oldfield, 1986; Evans and Heller, 2003; Jordanova, 2016). This is 
supported by the high and low values of the S-ratio (Stine et al., 2020) and L-ratio (this 
study), respectively (Liu et al., 2007b). Low %χFD1-3, ꭓARM/SIRM2.9T, and χR values for 
Paleosols 5 and 4 imply that the magnetic signal is controlled primarily by a wide 
distribution of coarse magnetic phases, which were likely detrital in origin (Thompson 
and Oldfield, 1986; Evans and Heller, 2003; Hrouda, 2011; Jordanova, 2016; Stine et al., 
2020). By contrast the relatively high %χFD1-3, ꭓARM/SIRM2.9T, and χR values for Paleosols 
3- Surficial Soil implies that the magnetic signal is controlled by fine, potentially SP-SD 
magnetic phases (Hrouda, 2011; Maxbauer et al., 2016a), and thus the magnetically 
enhanced and depleted signals are likely a reflection of environmental processes. ............2 

Figure 3.4: Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of Blackwater Draw sediment images 
a-f respectively represent specimens from Paleosols 5-Surficial Soil. (a) Paleosol 5: 
Cubic shaped magnetite grain surrounded by clay, note the general absence of shrinkage 
cracks. (b) Paleosol 4: Aggregation, of magnetite particles, the triangular faces are 
interpreted to represent octahedral faces. (c,e,f) Paleosol 3,1, and Surficial Soil 
respectively: Heavily weathered magnetite grains, the shattered appearance of the grain is 
interpreted to represent an overabundance of shrinkage cracks, which in turn suggest low-
temperature oxidation (Johnson and Merrill, 1973; Petersen and Vali, 1987; Cui et al., 
1994; Zhou et al., 2001; Vahle et al., 2007; Gehring et al., 2009; Nowaczyk, 2011; Haltia 
and Nowaczyk, 2014). (d) Paleosol 2: Hematite platelet, in general the SEM was only 
able to detect a few examples of hematite in the specimens (Stine et al., 2021); this 
suggests that most of the hematite content is likely submicron in scale ..............................2 

Figure 3.5: Room temperature Mössbauer spectra of samples from the Surficial Soil, Paleosol 1, 
Paleosol 2, Paleosol 4, and Paleosol 5; in addition to low temperature spectra of Paleosols 
1,2, and 5. Regardless of temperature of the experiments, all spectra can be fit to a 
hematite model and a doublet model, the latter indicating paramagnetic material (de 
Grave and Vandenberghe, 1990; Vandenberghe et al., 2000; Zhi et al., 2000; de Grave et 
al., 2002; Jeleńska et al., 2010; Necula et al., 2015). ...........................................................2 
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Figure 3.6: Results of bulk magnetic susceptibility vs heating/cooling (red, blue respectively) 
experiments for representative samples from all soil horizons identified in the BDF for 
Paleosol 5 (6a), Paleosol 4 (6b), Paleosol 3 (6c), Paleosol 2 (6d), Paleosol 1 (6e), and the 
Surficial Soil (6f). The derivative of bulk magnetic susceptibility with respect to 
temperature (dꭓ/dT) is inset in the bottom left of each graph. The red-dashed lines 
represent the raw dꭓ/dT, while the light reddish-pink line represents the smoothed model, 
which was created to highlight the general trends. In general, the smoothed dꭓ/dT shows 
Curie temperatures of ~540°-560°C indicates the presence of low-Ti magnetite and or 
partially maghemitized magnetite (Tarling, 1983; Maher and Thompson, 1999; Hanesch 
et al., 2006). Loss of susceptibility after heating is interpreted to represent the inversion 
of maghemite into hematite (Dunlop and Özdemir, 1997). .................................................2 

Figure 3.7: RTSIRM-LTD data. 7a: Cooling (black) and warming (green) RTSIRM curves for all 
five paleosols and the Surficial Soil. Note the humps present on the cooling curve, this is 
indicative of maghemitization (Özdemir and Dunlop, 2010). The dashed purple line is a 
loess smooth of the warming curve, representing the potential contribution of goethite 
which often has a similar parabolic shape in RT-SIRM curves of synthetic samples 
(Lascu and Feinberg, 2011). 7b: Subtracting the loess-model from the raw RT-SIRM 
data, this theoretically removes the goethite contribution. 7c: Focusing on the detrended 
warming curve, note how the Morin (TM) and Verwey (TV) transitions are now visible 
(Verwey, 1939; Morin, 1950). 7d:  Derivatives of the smoothed RTSIRM curves with 
respect to temperature. Note the change in slope of the dM/dT cooling curves at ~120 K 
evident in all the soils, this is interpreted to be the Verwey transition that the detrending 
procedure enhances. .............................................................................................................2 

Figure 3.8: ZFC (orange) and FC (blue) curves for all five paleosols and the Surficial Soil. 
Derivatives of the FC/ZFC curves with respect to temperature are displayed to the left of 
each paleosol. Note the subtle change in slope at ~120 K, most evident in Paleosols 1,3, 
and 5. This change (represented as a sharp drop in the derivatives) is interpreted to 
represent the Verwey transition of magnetite (Verwey, 1939). ...........................................2 

Figure 3.9: Magnetization values of each specimen during the various steps of the low-
temperature hematite goethite test. First the specimen is measured at room temperature 
(Black cross). Then is it heated from 300 K to 400 K and cooled back to 300 K in a 2.5 T 
(Red-Blue Curves, respectively). This process results in the “Enhanced Magnetization” 
(Green ‘X’), which is the value to which all other values in Fig. 3.9 and Fig. 3.10 are 
normalized. Afterwards the specimen is subjected to oscillation mode that begins at -300 
mT, which is the rough equivalent of being AF demagnetized at 300 mT (Lagroix et al., 
2014; Lagroix and Guyodo, 2017; B. Moskowitz and Dario Bilardello, personal 
communication, 2020). After the specimen is AF demagnetized the remaining 
magnetization, termed the “Final Magnetization” (Orange star/asterisk-symbol) is all that 
remains .................................................................................................................................2 
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Figure 3.10: Low-temperature hematite-goethite test for all six soils in the Blackwater draw type-
site after AF demagnetizing the TRM acquired by field cooling each sample from 400 K 
to 300 K in a 2.5 T field. Brown curve represents cooling from 300 K to ~20 K after AF 
demagnetization at 300 mT. Magenta curve represents warming from ~20 K to 400 K to 
thermally demagnetize goethite. Green curve represents cooling from 400 K to ~20 K. 
Red curve represents final warming curve from ~20 K to 300 K. Figures 8a-c and 8g-i 
includes all four curves for Paleosols 5-3 and Paleosols 2- Surficial Soil respectively. 
Note the difference in magnetization values between the first two curves (brown and 
magenta curves) and the final two curves in the sequence (green and red curves); the loss 
in magnetization in the final two curves is attributed to the thermal demagnetization of 
the goethite contribution at 400 K. Figures 9d-e and 9j-l merely focus on the final two 
curves (green and red curves) of Figures 9a-c and 9g-i, respectively so that they can be 
observed in more detail. Theoretically these curves should only represent the isolated 
hematite contribution for each soil specimen although the increase in magnetization with 
decreasing temperature (evident in Paleosols 5,2,1 and Surficial Soil) indicates that either 
high-coercivity maghemite was not completely AF-demagnetized or that a goethite 
contribution was not adequately thermally demagnetized. Nevertheless, all specimens 
display a Morin transition at ~220 K — ~200 K indicating the presence of hematite. 
Morin transitions shifted towards lower temperatures, in addition to the “humps” around 
~100 K — ~25 K are interpreted to represent a distribution of very fine (potentially nano-
sized) hematite grains (Özdemir et al., 2008; Jiang et al., 2014) .........................................2 

Figure 3.11: Three component IRM progressive thermal demagnetization (Lowrie, 1990) of six 
representative specimens from each of the five paleosols in addition to the Surficial Soil 
of the BDF. The z-direction (blue line) represent the hard-coercivity (IRM2.9T) 
component, the y-direction (green line) represent the intermediate-coercivity component 
(IRM300mT), and the x-direction (red line) represent the low-coercivity component 
(IRM50mT). ............................................................................................................................2 

Figure 3.12: Normalized hysteresis curves, after correction for any paramagnetic contribution, 
and First-Order-Reversal-Curves (FORC(s)) of representative samples from all five 
paleosols and the Surficial Soil.  Fig. 3.10 a-f correlates respectively to Paleosols 5- 
Surficial Soil. For the hysteresis curves note the narrow loops and low coercivity values 
(5-10 mT), which indicate the dominance of low to moderate coercivity ferrimagnetic 
phases (Tarling, 1983; Thompson and Oldfield, 1986; Tauxe et al., 2002; Tauxe, 2010). 
For the FORCs, the weak magnetization of all 6 specimens resulted in (i.e., the vortex 
structures present over the central ridge in Paleosol 5 and the Surficial Soil). 
Nevertheless, all FORCs show a central ridge which indicates the presence of SD 
magnetic phases, while the spread of contours from the central ridge indicates the 
presence of PSD phases (Roberts et al., 2000, 2014; Muxworthy and Dunlop, 2002; Egli 
et al., 2010; Egli, 2013; Egli and Winklhofer, 2014; Ao et al., 2017). ................................2 
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Figure 3.13: Day Plot (Day et al., 1977) using remanence parameters calculated from the 
hysteresis curves in Fig. 11 of the main manuscript. Results indicate the dominance of 
pseudo-single domain particles. ...........................................................................................2 

Figure 3.14: Curves showing the acquisition of an isothermal remanent magnetization (IRM) and 
backfield direct field demagnetization of specimens. Results indicate the dominance of 
relatively low coercivity ferromagnetic phases in these intervals of the BDF ....................2 

Figure 3.15: Coercivity analysis for specimens from representative samples of all five paleosols 
and the Surficial Soil in the BDF. Magnetic component unmixing analysis results using 
the MAX UnMix protocol of (Maxbauer and Fox, 2016; Maxbauer et al., 2016b) for IRM 
acquisition data. In terms of results of the unmixing analysis, Bh is the mean activating 
field (coercivity) of each component grain population and Bh.sd the standard deviation. 
Dp is the dispersion parameter, defined as one standard deviation in log space and Dp.sd 
the standard deviation. P is the optimum model parameter and P.sd the standard 
deviation. The IRM acquisition and backfield demagnetization data indicate the 
dominance of relatively low coercivity ferromagnetic phases in these intervals of the 
BDF and is supported by the results of the unmixing analysis that reveals two primary 
components: one dominant component with Bh values of about 35 mT (purple area –
component 2) and a secondary component with Bh values ~130-150 mT (light blue area –
component 3). The unmixing analysis also indicates very minor contribution of a low 
coercivity phase with Bh values of ~5−~10 mT (darker blue area –component 1) and two 
much higher coercivity phases with Bh values of about 600-700 mT (red area –
component 4) and ~3000−~6000 mT (green area –component 5).......................................2 

Figure 3.16: Comparing the geochemical and rock-magnetic data set from (Stine et al., 2020) to 
determine change in provenance. Fig. 3.16a and 3.16b are log10(Fe2O3/K2O) vs 
log10(SiO2/Al2O3) geochemical classifications based off Herron, (1988), with Fig. 3.16b 
merely focusing in on the data-points. Note the clustering of the solely-Pecos sediments 
(dark-grey circle: Paleosols 5-4) and the mixed-source sediments (light-grey circle: 
Paleosols 3-1), defined by Stine et al. (2020). The few Paleosol 3 data-points that plot in 
the solely-Pecos region are from the basal-most section of the unit, and potentially 
represent a transitional zone from Paleosol 4 to 3. Fig. 3.16c shows a spider-diagram of 
select trace element concentrations normalized to the North American Shale Composite 
(NASC) (Condie, 1993). Note how Paleosols 3-1 have substantially higher concentrations 
of Zr, Nb, Hf, and Ta, implying different provenance (Parker and Fleischer, 1968; 
Armstrong-Altrin et al., 2013; Nagarajan et al., 2016; Stine et al., 2020). Fig. 3.16d is a 
cross-plot of ꭓARM vs the Zr concentration, note how the clustering of solely-Pecos and 
mixed-source sediments, like Fig. 3.16b. This implies that the change in provenance is 
partly responsible for the change in magnetic properties. ...................................................2 
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Figure 3.17: Scatterplots comparing ꭓlow, ꭓARM, and SIRM2.9T to the Chemical Index of Alteration 
(CIA) calculated by (Stine et al., 2020). Note how each scatterplot results in two clusters.
..............................................................................................................................................2 

Figure 3.18: Summarizing MAP (right) and MAT (left) for Paleosols 4-1 and the Surficial Soil. 
No MAT or MAP were determined for Paleosol 5 due to inadequate data, discussed in 
text. The modern record of MAP for the SHP, represented by the blue bar, ranges from 
310-560 mm/yr (Bomar, 1983). In general, the paleosols appear to record an increasing in 
precipitation from Paleosols 4-2 and a decreasing trend in precipitation from Paleosols 2-
1. The implications of these MAP calculations for paleoenvironmental reconstruction are 
discussed in the text. The modern record of MAT for the SHP, represented by the yellow 
bar, is 14°C and 18°C (Bomar, 1983), however the error bars are high, and thus more 
studies are recommended to confirm our initial findings. ...................................................2 

Figure 3.19: Three phased paleoenvironmental model for the Blackwater Draw Type-section 
Phase 1 (Paleosols 5-4): Arid Time period where sediment was primarily derived from 
Pecos River and the lack of precipitation led to relative preservation of eolian magnetite. 
Phase 2 (Paleosols 3-2): Semi-Humid time period where sediment was derived from both 
Pecos and Northern Loess and where increased precipitation led to dissolution of 
magnetite into hematite and goethite. Phase 3 (Paleosols 1-Modern): Semi-Arid to Semi-
Humid time period where sediment was derived from both Pecos and Northern Loess and 
where a moderate amount of precipitation led to neoformation of SP/SD magnetite during 
soil formation .......................................................................................................................2 

Figure 3.20: Satellite image of the Southern High Plains (SHP) taken on February 24, 2007, 
during a dust storm event. Note how the dust source points (green dots) are located closer 
to the Pecos River in the Southwest. This is similar to the source of sediment in our 
tentative paleoclimatic Phase I. Figure modified from Kandakji et al., (2020). ..................2 

Figure 3.21: Reconstruction of the Laurentide Ice Sheet based off paleomagnetic data. Figure 
modified from Balco et al., (2005). ......................................................................................2 

Figure 3.22: A) North America at present with the current location of the Polar jet stream near 
the Arctic. B) North America during the Late Pleistocene where the polar jet stream 
migrated to much lower latitudes. Figures modified from Blakey (2013) ..........................2 

Figure 3.23: A) North America at present, red arrow represents mean wind directions, note how 
winds primarily come from the Southwest to the Northeast in Northern Texas (Klink, 
1999). B) North America during the Late Pleistocene with mean wind directions modeled 
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from Bromwich et al. (2004, 2005). Note that winds in the Pleistocene are estimated to 
have come from both the Northwest and the Southwest, potentially explaining the mix of 
different sources in the Blackwater Draw.  Figures modified from Blakey (2013) ............2 

Figure 4.1: Outline of the Colorado Plateau (CP) (black line), mapped with the spatial 
distribution of Quaternary–, Pre-Quaternary Cenozoic–, Mesozoic–, Paleozoic–, and pre-
Cambrian – aged rocks. Note the general lack of Quaternary aged deposits in the region, 
moreover, the large accumulation of Quaternary aged rocks in the Southern region of the 
CP are primarily igneous rocks. The study area is identified using a red star. Figure 
modified from Bursztyn et al. (2015). .................................................................................2 

Figure 4.2: Simplified bedrock map of the Fisher Valley microbasin (FVB). The primary focus 
of this study is the QFVB sediments which include the Holocene Eolian Sands and the 
Plio-Pleistocene Harpole Mesa Formation. Qu consists mostly of talus slope deposite. 
Figure modified from Colman et al., (1986,1988). ..............................................................2 

Figure 4.3: A) Modified google earth image of the study area (Red outline), B) photograph 
showing the exposed Harpole Mesa Formation, looking to the east.  Sage brush is ~2 m 
tall. .......................................................................................................................................2 

Figure 4.4: A): Map of the Great Basin (i.e., the Basin and Range Province) showing its position 
relative to the Colorado Plateau. B) Simplified paleogeography map showing the pluvial 
lakes common in that region during glacial time periods. Figure modified from Graham 
(2014). ..................................................................................................................................2 

Figure 4.5: Schematic three-dimensional block diagram illustrating a tentative depositional 
model of the Harpole Mesa Formation. Plio-Pleistocene rise of the diapir due to caprock 
expansion in combination with subsidence caused by salt-dissolution resulted in the 
creation of a large accommodation space. This in turn allowed for enhanced 
accumulation of Harpole Mesa Formation detritus. ............................................................2 

Figure 4.6: Schematic plan view depicting the tentative depositional model for the Harpole Mesa 
Formation. (left) Prior to the pseudo-halokinetic rise of the diapir, sediment typically was 
transported into the Colorado River, resulting in minimal deposition. (right) The rising 
diapir served as a partial dam, allowing for enhanced sediment accumulation (Colman et 
al., 1988). .............................................................................................................................2 

Figure 4.7: Measured Stratigraphic Column the Quaternary Fisher Valley Basin-fill sediments. 
The Harpole Mesa Formation (10-140 m) which consists of the Upper Basin Fill (10- 55 
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m) and Lower Basin Fill (55-140 m). Paleomagnetic and Tephrochornology cited from 
Colman et al. (1988) ............................................................................................................2 

Figure 4.8: Outcrop images of Gravel-Dominated Layer (GLD) (top), Calcified Layer (CL) 
(middle), and the Loose-Sediment Layer (LSL) (bottom). Note that, although CL is 
slightly lighter than LSL, the two layers do look very similar in outcrop. Nevertheless, 
CL layers are heavily indurated with calcium carbonate essentially lithifying them, this 
makes CL a lot more cohesive and resistant weathering. LSL layers, by comparison, are 
poorly cemented and very non-resistant. Note, this photo displays two sedimentary 
cycles, the CL and LSL layers are the top of one cycle, and the GLD layer is the base of 
the following cycle. ..............................................................................................................2 

Figure 4.9: Rock-magnetic data (ꭓlow, ꭓhigh, ꭓARM) and environmental magnetic ratios (ꭓFD, %ꭓFD, 
ꭓARM/ꭓlow) vs depth. ..............................................................................................................2 

Figure 4.10: (%ꭓFD and ꭓARM/ꭓ1 vs depth charts. Blue arrows highlight the positive secular trend 
observed in the interval between the two ash layers, while the red arrows highlight the 
negative secular trend indicated in the interval stratigraphically above the Lava Creek B 
ash layer. This figure also highlights where the ES, UBF1-2, and LBF1-2 samples were 
taken from for the rock-magnetic experiments ....................................................................2 

Figure 4.11: Heating vs cooling curves of bulk susceptibility for FVB specimens from LBF1, 
LBF2, UBF1, UBF2, and the Holocene Eolian sediment. Inset with each figure is a zoom 
in of the heating curve and the derivative of the heating curve with respect to temperature 
(dꭓ/dT). Note how all specimens show a drop in dꭓ/dT at ~580°C, implying that a low Ti-
magnetite is the primary magnetic mineral present. ............................................................2 

Figure 4.12: Hysteresis curves of specimens taken from depths which correspond to peak values 
in the ꭓ vs Depth figure (Fig. 4.9) ........................................................................................2 

Figure 4.13: Hysteresis curves of specimens taken from depths which correspond to trough 
values in the ꭓ vs Depth figure (Fig. 4.9) .............................................................................2 

Figure 4.14: First Order Reversal Curve(s) (FORC(s)) of representative specimens. ....................2 

Figure 4.15: IRM acquisition and backfield demagnetization curves of the specimens associated 
with peaks in the bulk magnetic susceptibility vs depth chart (Fig. 4.9) .............................2 
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Figure 4.16: IRM acquisition and backfield demagnetization curves of the specimens associated 
with troughs in the bulk magnetic susceptibility vs depth chart (Fig. 4.9) ..........................2 

Figure 4.17: Unmixing IRM acquisition curves of the specimens associated with peaks in the 
bulk magnetic susceptibility vs depth chart (Fig. 4.9) .........................................................2 

Figure 4.18: Unmixing IRM acquisition curves of the specimens associated with troughs in the 
bulk magnetic susceptibility vs depth chart (Fig. 4.9) .........................................................2 

Figure 4.19: Box plots of the %ꭓFD [left] and ꭓARM/ꭓ1[right] values divided into the different parts 
of the Harpole Mesa Formation sedimentary sequence. ......................................................2 

Figure 4.20: Tentative three-phased depositional model. In the first phase (~2.5 Ma -~0.765 Ma), 
conversion of primary evaporites of the Paradox formation are converted to gypsum-rich 
caprock. This chemical conversion results in a volumetric expansion resulting in the 
“rise” of the diapir, resulting in the necessary dam which prevented the sediments of the 
Harpole mesa from eroding away. In the second phase (~0.76 Ma- ~0.63 Ma), increased 
subsidence rate caused by salt dissolution led to retrogradation of the alluvial fan. In the 
final phase (post-~0.631 Ma) salt-activity slowed-down or ceased, allowing for 
sedimentation rate to exceed subsidence rate, resulting in progradation of the alluvial fan
..............................................................................................................................................2 

Figure 5.1: Examples of various salt structures, which are split into two main groups, salt walls 
(A) and Salt-Stocks (B), figure modified from Jackson and Hudec, (2017) .......................2 

Figure 5.2: Conceptual model of a salt shoulder, illustrating the stratal geometries directly 
adjacent to and which overly the salt shoulder structure. Figure modified from 
McFarland, (2016) ...............................................................................................................2 

Figure 5.3: Bedrock map of the Onion Creek Salt shoulder, overlaying a satellite image of the 
study area. Cutler units are subdivided into units C1-C14, (originally described by 
Lankford-Bravo (2021)). The Salt shoulder (located in the north) consists of the area in 
between the northern salt/sediment interface of the Cutler Group and the outer anticlinal 
hinge. Note how intensely this area is folded. Figure modified from Lankford-Bravo 
(2021). ..................................................................................................................................2 

Figure 5.4: Map showing the extent of the Paradox Basin (dark green line), as well as the 
maximum extent where salt tectonics are observed (dashed green light line). The salt-
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cored-anticlines (green-filled shapes) are elongated parallel to the ancestral Uncompahgre 
uplift, which was part of the larger Ancestral Rocky Mountain orogeny (ARM). This 
study will focus on the Onion Creek Salt Diapir (OCSD) (purple outline) which is located 
proximal to the Uncompahgre. Figure modified from Johannessen (2017) ........................2 

Figure 5.5: Stratigraphy of the Paradox Basin, modified from Doelling (2002) .............................2 

Figure 5.6: Field photo of the Onion Creek Salt Diapir, exposures mostly consist of “caprock” 
i.e., layers of gypsum interbedded with organic-rich black shale. .......................................2 

Figure 5.7: Field photo of the Honaker Trail Formation exposed in the southern fisher valley 
megaflap, located directly adjacent to the OCSD in the south of the study area. ................2 

Figure 5.8: Images of outcropping facies identified by Lankford-Bravo (2021). (A) The 
Conglomeratic Sandstone facies, which consists of extraformational and intraformational 
clasts. B) the Laminated Siltstone facies which consists of brown mica-rich, thinly 
bedded, very-fine to fine-grained sandy siltstone interbedded with fine-grained sandstone 
at the 1-10 cm scale. C) the Cross-stratified Sandstone facies which consists of brownish 
red to red mica-rich fine to medium grained sandstone which exhibit a range of 
sedimentary structures. D) Planar Laminated Sandstone which consists of orange colored 
very fine to fine grained upward coarsening horizontally laminated sandstone beds 
deposited in 1-10 cm packages. Figure modified from Lankford-Bravo (2021). ................2 

Figure 5.9: (A), stratigraphic chart of the Paradox Basin Permian Cutler Group, showing the 
relation between the Undifferentiated Permian Cutler Group in the proximal portions of 
the basin to the more recognizable subunits (i.e., Halgaito to the White Rim Sandstone) in 
the more distal portions. (B) is a diagram showing the relation between the Cutler Group 
Units of the Onion Creek Salt Shoulder (originally described by Lankford-Bravo (2021)) 
to the more well-defined subunits in 5.9.a. Figure modified from Lankford-Bravo (2021).
..............................................................................................................................................2 

Figure 5.10:  Photos of outcrop exposures of the 14 Cutler subunits defined from Lankford-
Bravo (2021). Figure modified from Lankford-Bravo (2021) .............................................2 

Figure 5.11: Locations of samples taken from the study area. Map modified from Lankford-
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Figure 5.12: (Bulk Magnetic Susceptibility as a function of temperature in an inert argon 
atmosphere (ꭓ vs T). Specimens were heated from room temperature to 700°C (Red lines) 
and then cooled back to room temperature (blue lines). Note that none of the specimens 
are reversible, implying a thermal alteration of the magnetic mineralogy. .........................2 

Figure 5.13: Magnetic hysteresis measurements of selects samples. Low Hc-values indicate that 
the hysteresis is primarily controlled by a low-coercivity ferrimagnetic phase (i.e., 
magnetite/maghemite). A significant paramagnetic contribution is inferred from the 
slightly asymmetric intersection points of the hysteresis curves in conjunction with the 
inability of the specimens to fully saturate at 1.8 T. ............................................................2 

Figure 5.14: IRM acquisition (red line left graphs), backfield demagnetization (blue line left 
graphs), and unmixing of the IRM acquisition curve (right graphs) of select samples. 
Overall, the results show that the samples are dominated by a low-coercivity (likely 
magnetite) and a high-coercivity (likely hematite) component, refer to the text for more 
details. ..................................................................................................................................2 

Figure 5.15: Magnetic and Anisotropy Parameters. A) histogram of the volume-normalized bulk 
susceptibility (km). B) Jelenick plot, note how most of the specimens plot in the oblate 
region. C) Flinn-Type diagram, specimens primarily plot in the oblate region, similar to 
5.15b. D) km vs corrected degree of anisotropy (Pj). ..........................................................2 

Figure 5.16: Spatial distribution of (A) the Shape Parameter (T), (B) Corrected Anisotropy 
Degree (Pj), and (C) volume normalized bulk magnetic susceptibility (km). .....................2 

Figure 5.17: Comparing, the spatial distribution of Pj and T values for Cutler Unit 4 to the unit’s 
isopach map calculated by Lankford-Bravo (2021). Note how slightly higher Pj and T 
values correlate to relatively thinner levels of the unit and vice-versa. Moreover, thinner, 
and thicker units correlate to syndepositional anticlines and synclines respectively 
(Lankford-Bravo, 2021). This implies that higher Pj values may be due to increased 
strain. ....................................................................................................................................2 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1  Statement of Problem and Summary 

Rock-magnetic methods are an increasingly popular tool for geologic studies, due to the near 

ubiquity of magnetic minerals in all rocks, coupled with the relatively high measurement speed, 

and cheap cost of the measuring process. Furthermore, rock-magnetic measurements are 

surprisingly versatile such that the same methods can be applied to a myriad of problems from 

various branches of geoscience including but not limited to geochronology, paleoclimatology, 

and structural geology (Thompson and Oldfield, 1986; Butler, 1992; Evans and Heller, 2003; 

Gubbins and Herrero-Bervera, 2007; Tauxe, 2010; Oliva-Urcia and Pueyo, 2019). However, this 

presents a potential problem in that a rock-magnetic signal can be attributed to multiple, 

potentially compounding, processes, such as changing climatic environment (Evans and Heller, 

2003) and differential strain from tectonic (Parés, 2015) or halokinetic forces (Soto et al., 2014, 

2017; Santolaria et al., 2015). This issue is further compounded when investigating the magnetic 

properties of sedimentary terrestrial siliciclastic rocks since changing source material and post-

diagenetic alteration must be considered in addition to paleoenvironment and paleostrain (Liu et 

al., 2007; Ejembi et al., 2020). 

To investigate these effects on the rock-magnetic signal, three sites consisting of first- and 

second-order terrestrial redbeds were studied, each of which represents different 

paleoenvironmental and deformational settings. The first site, the Quaternary Blackwater Draw 

Formation (Southern High Plains Region, Texas), consists of eolian sediments and paleosols 

deposited within a tectonically inactive region of the North American continental interior, that 
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nevertheless experienced changing paleoenvironmental conditions due to the waxing and waning 

of the Pleistocene North American (Laurentide) ice sheet (Holliday, 1989; Stine et al., 2020). 

The second site, the Quaternary Harpole Mesa Formation (Colorado Plateau, Utah), consists of a 

mix of fluvial, alluvial, and eolian sediments which were subjected to both the climatic shifts 

associated with the Laurentide ice sheet as well as the contemporaneous rise (and associated 

deformation of) the Onion Creek Salt diapir (composed of the Pennsylvanian Paradox formation) 

(Colman, 1983; Colman and Hawkins, 1985; Colman et al., 1988). Finally, the third site, the 

Permian Cutler group (Colorado Plateau, Utah), consists of coarse grained alluvial-fluvial 

sediments which were deposited in a paleoequatorial foreland basin and subsequently deformed 

by the Permian rise of large salt walls of the Paradox formation (Lankford-Bravo, 2021).  

Using a holistic approach, combining the use of rock-magnetic methods with independently 

acquired datasets (geochemistry, bulk grain-size, structural mapping, isopach maps, etc.) it was 

determined that the magnetic signal of both the Blackwater Draw and Harpole Mesa Formations 

could be primarily attributed to changing provenance and paleoenvironmental conditions which 

in turn were caused by shifting glacial-interglacial cycles. Conversely, the magnetic signal of the 

studied Permian Cutler Group is attributed to syndepositional deformation caused by late-

Paleozoic salt movement.  

The results of this dissertation show that it is crucial for rock-magnetic studies to be 

conducted with a clear understanding of the geologic setting of the research area, including the 

regional tectonics, mineralogy, petrology, and paleoenvironment. This holistic approach 

necessitates the use of independent methods to more robustly support the conclusions interpreted 

from the rock-magnetic data.  
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1.2  Rock Magnetism 

1.2.1  Overview of Theory 

Diamagnetism, Paramagnetism, and Ferromagnetism 

When subjected to a magnetic field, all matter will produce an induced magnetic field, 

however, based on the matter’s atomic properties this induced magnetic field will either behave 

diamagnetically, paramagnetically, or ferromagnetically (Dunlop and Özdemir, 1997; Evans and 

Heller, 2003). Diamagnetic matter, consisting of elements with completely filled electron shells, 

will produce an induced magnetic field that is in the opposite direction to the applied magnetic 

field. This in turn results in a repulsive force that moves the diamagnetic matter away from the 

magnetic field (Fig.1.1) (Iacovacci et al., 2016; Griffiths, 2017). Conversely, paramagnetic 

matter, consisting of elements with partially filled electron shells, will produce an induced 

magnetic field that is parallel to the direction of the applied field, resulting in an attractive force 

(Fig. 1.1) (Iacovacci et al., 2016; Griffiths, 2017).  

  

Figure 1.1: Simple model of Dia-, Para-, and Ferromagnetic materials and their 
           

Figure 1.1: Simple model of Dia-, Para-, and Ferromagnetic materials and their interactions 
with an applied magnetic field. Note how ferromagnetism retains a magnetization even when 
the applied field (H) =0, this property is referred to as remanence (Iacovacci, 2016) 
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Despite how seemingly intrinsic these properties are, diamagnetic and paramagnetic interactions 

are so weak that they very rarely occur at scales that human beings can experience (Dunlop and 

Özdemir, 1997; Evans and Heller, 2003; Griffiths, 2017). 

Ferromagnetism is similar to paramagnetism, in that both materials will be attracted to an 

applied magnetic field (Fig 1.1), yet the later has two important qualities which distinguish it 

from the former. First, the induced magnetization in ferromagnetic materials are orders of 

magnitude stronger than what is seen in either dia- or paramagnetic material, resulting in 

phenomenon observable to human beings (Dunlop and Özdemir, 1997; Griffiths, 2017). Second, 

ferromagnetic materials are distinct from both dia- and paramagnetic materials in that 

ferromagnetic materials will continue to generate a magnetic field even after the applied field is 

removed (Fig. 1.1), a property referred to as remanence (Dunlop and Özdemir, 1997; Griffiths, 

2017). It is this remanence, sometimes referred to as magnetic memory, which allows 

ferromagnetic materials to be exceptional recorders of information such as in computers (Dunlop 

and Özdemir, 1997; Evans and Heller, 2003). 

Ferromagnetism is also distinct from dia- and paramagnetism in that the cause of 

ferromagnetism can only really be understood through the lens of quantum mechanics. Within 

the crystal lattice of an iron crystal, neighboring atoms are sufficiently close enough such that 

their electron orbitals begin to overlap. When this happens, it becomes energetically favorable 

for the spins of each electron in overlapping orbitals to align with one another, giving rise to a 

strong magnetic moment, resulting in ferromagnetism (Dunlop and Özdemir, 1997; Evans and 

Heller, 2003).  
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Magnetic Domains and Hysteresis 

However, to minimize its internal energy a ferromagnetic material will split into separate 

magnetic domains (Fig 1.2) (Andersen and Christensen, 2015), which are regions of the material 

consisting of uniform magnetization each of which point in different directions to reduce the net 

magnetic moment to zero (Dunlop and Özdemir, 1997). However magnetic domains are size 

dependent, resulting in different magnetic phases.  

 

Figure 1.2: Simple model of various magnetic domains and their relation to the size of 
the material. Figure modified from Andersen and Christensen (2015) 
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For example, if the material is too small to form a magnetic domain, then it is referred to as 

“superparamagnetic” (SP), because it has the high magnetization of a ferromagnetic material 

while lacking the remanence (Dunlop and Özdemir, 1997; Andersen and Christensen, 2015; 

Maxbauer et al., 2016). As the name suggests, single-domain (SD) phases are materials which 

are only large enough to form one solitary magnetic domain while a larger compound with many 

magnetic domains is referred to as a multidomain (MD) phase (Dunlop and Özdemir, 1997; 

Evans and Heller, 2003; Griffiths, 2017). 

One of the keyways to differentiate from the magnetic phases at room-temperature is to 

observe their magnetization values in a steadily changing magnetic field. When all three domains 

are subjected to a magnetic field (H), their internal magnetization (M) will proportionally 

Figure 1.3: Simple model of magnetic hysteresis 
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increase until the phase has achieved magnetic saturation (Ms) (Fig. 1.3), i.e., remains constant 

regardless of how much higher H becomes. If H reverses direction, decreasing in intensity, one 

will observe that the M of all three phases decreases as well. However, once H reaches zero, the 

SD and MD phases retain a non-zero M value, which is their remanence value (Mr), while the SP 

phase becomes zero (Fig. 1.4) (Mohapatra and Liu, 2018).  

 

Figure 1.4: Simple model of magnetic domain-size (top) and corresponding 
magnetic hysteresis, modified from Mohapatra and Liu., (2018). To review, Super-
Paramagnetic (SP) phases are those that are too small to retain a remanence, though 
will still have a substantial bulk magnetic susceptibility. Single-Domain (SD) 
phases are large enough to retain a remanence and have a large coercivity. Multi-
domain (MD) phases are the largest and have a relatively lower coercivity (Dunlop 
and Özdemir, 1997; Evans and Heller, 2003; Griffiths, 2017). 
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To “demagnetize” the SD and MD phase, an H-field in the opposite direction needs to be 

applied until the M-value of each phase reaches zero, a property referred to as coercivity (Hc) 

(Fig. 1.3-1.4) (Dunlop and Özdemir, 1997; Andersen and Christensen, 2015; Mohapatra and Liu, 

2018). Because an SD phase consists of a solitary magnetic domain, it takes a substantially larger 

magnetic field to demagnetize it compared to a MD field, nevertheless, after both are 

demagnetized, the specimens will continue to gain a negative M-value if the H-field continues to 

increase in the opposite direction. This results in a distinct shape for the M vs H graphs of a 

ferromagnetic material, referred to as magnetic hysteresis (Fig. 1.3) (Dunlop and Özdemir, 1997; 

Evans and Heller, 2003; Griffiths, 2017). 

1.2.2 Magnetic Mineralogy 

Iron is the fourth most common element on the planet, thus iron-minerals, particularly iron-

oxides, are especially prolific, being present in nearly all rocks, if only in minute quantities 

(Lepp, 1975; Thompson and Oldfield, 1986; Frey and Reed, 2012). Of the iron-oxides, the two 

most well-known are magnetite (Fe3O4) and hematite (α-Fe2O3) (Dunlop and Özdemir, 1997). 

Magnetite, belongs to a class of magnetic materials known as ferrimagnets, composed of an 

alternating sequence of atoms in opposing directions, albeit with different magnitudes such that 

the mineral still retains a significant magnetization (Dunlop and Özdemir, 1997). This 

differentiates magnetite from pure antiferromagnets, which are composed of alternating magnetic 

moments with equal magnitudes resulting in a net zero magnetization (Dunlop and Özdemir, 

1997). Though pure antiferromagnetism has been observed in synthetic hematite, the magnetic 

moments within natural hematite are never perfectly antiparallel, resulting in a weak magnetic 

moment from canted antiferromagnetism (also referred to as parasitic ferromagnetism).  
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However, despite a lower magnetization, hematite has a substantially larger coercivity (Hc ≈ 

100-500mT) than magnetite (~10-50 mT), a property attributed to magnetoelastic magnetic 

domain wall pinning due to internal crystal defects within hematite (Özdemir and Dunlop, 2014; 

Roberts et al., 2020). By taking advantage of this property one can potentially differentiate 

between the two minerals using magnetic hysteresis measurements. However, when present in 

rocks these two minerals are hardly uniform, often consisting of various grain-sizes and chemical 

alterations possessing elemental substitutions all of which can affect the coercivity, remanence, 

and saturation values (Hu et al., 2021). In those cases, it is useful to conduct other magnetic tests 

which take advantage of thermal dependent properties of magnetic materials. 

1.2.3 Magnetic Properties as a Function of Temperature  

When a ferromagnetic or ferrimagnetic substance such as iron or magnetite respectively, are 

heated to a certain temperature then the magnetic moments become disordered and the substance 

behaves paramagnetically, concurrently losing its formerly high magnetic moment. This property 

is referred to as the mineral’s curie temperature (Tc) and can be explained using the Curie-Weiss 

law (Hook and Hall, 2013). 

ꭓ =
𝐶𝐶

𝑇𝑇 − 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
 

Where C is the material-specific Curie constant, T is the absolute temperature, and Tc is the 

curie temperature. ꭓ is the magnetic susceptibility, which can be simply understood as the ratio 

between the applied magnetic field (H) and the spontaneous magnetization (M)(Dunlop and 

Özdemir, 1997; Hook and Hall, 2013). 

ꭓ =
𝑀𝑀
𝐻𝐻
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The Néel temperature (Tn) is a very similar concept, describing a temperature above which 

antiferromagnetic minerals, such as hematite, lose their magnetization and behave 

paramagnetically. It is explained with the following equation (Dunlop and Özdemir, 1997). 

ꭓ =
𝐶𝐶

𝑇𝑇 + 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
 

In addition to the Curie and Néel temperatures, magnetic minerals also undergo phase 

transitions, when subjected to freezing temperatures. For instance, at ~120 K magnetite 

undergoes the “Verwey transition” when it transitions from an isometric to a monoclinic mineral, 

rearranging the magnetic moments and thus losing a portion of its magnetization (Verwey, 

1939). Similarly, at ~250 K-260 K hematite undergoes the “Morin transition” where it becomes a 

perfect antiferromagnet and thus loses its weak magnetic moment previously attributed to spin 

canting (Morin, 1950). 

With knowledge of these phase transitions, geoscientists can determine what magnetic 

minerals are present by heating and cooling unknown mixtures and seeing at what temperatures 

the specimen loses magnetization. Moreover, by coupling these rock-magnetic experiments with 

other isothermal tests, one can more accurately determine the type of magnetic mineral and its 

domain state, knowledge of which can be applied to solve a myriad of geologic problems. 

1.3 Applications of Rock Magnetism 

1.3.1 Environmental magnetism  

While observing sedimentary sequences, it is not uncommon to infer that changes in 

lithology relate to a corresponding change in a past sedimentary environment, a principal which 

is easily applied to rock-magnetic studies. Perhaps the most famous example demonstrating this, 
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are the loess-paleosol cycles of the Chinese loess plateau (Fig 1.5A-B) (Lu et al., 2006; Rutter, 

2009; Yang et al., 2021). There 100s of meters of thick yellow eolian silt, with relatively lower 

magnetic susceptibility, are punctuated by reddish paleosol layers, with relatively higher 

magnetic susceptibility values, resulting in a cyclic sequence in both outcrop and magnetic-vs-

depth data that has been correlated to late Cenozoic glacial-interglacial cycles (Fig. 1.5C-D) 

(Evans and Heller, 2003). 

Simply put, during colder-arid glacial periods, eolian silt, carrying hematite would be 

deposited down onto the plateau, resulting in a relatively low-magnetic susceptibility value. 

However, during warmer-humid interglacial periods, the corresponding increase in precipitation 

would result in the development of soil layers upon the fertile silt. During pedogenesis, new 

ultrafine magnetite crystals would precipitate in the soil, resulting in a net increase in magnetic 

susceptibility values (Jordanova, 2016). Far from being unique to the Chinese loess plateau, it 

was soon discovered that many other sedimentary environments also display cyclic changes in 

magnetic values which can be correlated to climate change, such as lakes, fluvial-environments, 

and deep-sea marine to name a few (Liu et al., 2012). 

The field of Environmental Magnetism (Thompson and Oldfield, 1986) takes advantage of 

magnetic minerals sensitivity to environmental changes to solve a variety of problems including: 

provenance, paleoprecipitation, pedogenesis, as well as anthropogenic pollution. Fully 

summarizing all the uses of Environmental Magnetism is beyond the scope of this dissertation, 

however the reader is highly encouraged to reference various sources particularly the textbooks 

of Thompson and Oldfield, (1986) and (Evans and Heller, 2003). The calculations of values 

frequently used in Environmental Magnetic studies are summarized in Tables 1.1-1.3 
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Figure 1.5: A) Chinese Loess Plateau’s location in China, B) Zoom in of the Chinese 
Loess Plateau, C) Photo of the Quaternary Chinese loess-paleosol sequence in Xian, 
China, D) Grain size and magnetic susceptibility of the loess-paleosol sequence of the 
last four glacial-interglacial cycles at Xifeng on the central Loess Plateau. Modified 
from Lu et al., (2006); Rutter, (2009); Chen et al., (2021) 
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Table 1.1: Primary Rock-Magnetic Parameters 

Value Name Specification Common Interpretation
976 Hz : This is considered “low-

frequency” 
magnetic susceptibility, also referred 

to as ꭓlow or ꭓ1

3094 Hz : This is considered 
“medium-frequency” 

magnetic susceptibility, also referred 
to as ꭓmed or ꭓ2

15616 Hz : This is considered “high-
frequency” 

magnetic susceptibility, also referred 
to as ꭓhigh or ꭓ3

Calculated by dividing the mass-
normalized ARM values 

for the specimens by the DC-bias 
field used to import the ARM

Peak AF field = 100 mT 
DC-Bias field = 0.1 mT = 79.77 A/m

Decay rate = 2.5 mT/s
DC Field intensities:

100 mT
300 mT

2900 mT (2.9 T) = This is the 
maximum field intensity that could be 
applied with the instruments used, it 

is considered the SIRM or “Saturating-
IRM”

Back-field intensities: applying a DC 
field in the opposite direction after 

SIRM is applied
-100 mT
-300 mT

IRM Isothermal Remanent
Magnetization

Concentration of magnetic phases 
which are capable of a remanence 

at room-temperatures. 

Sources = Thompson and Oldfied (1986), Evans and Heller (2003), Kodama and Hinnov (2014), Jordanova (2016)

ꭓ"N" Hz Bulk-Magnetic Susceptibility

All magnetic minerals 
(i.e diamagnetic, paramagnetic, ferromagnetic, 

ferrimagnetic, superparamagnetic, etc.) 
contribute to the magnetic signal

ꭓARM

Magnetic Susceptibility of 
the 

Anhysteretic Remanent 
Magnetization (ARM)

Preferentially activates SD low-coercivity 
phases (i.e. SD magnetite). 

No contribution from dia-, para-, or 
superparamagnetic phases. 
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Name/Symbol Calculation Common 
Interpretation

HIRM100mT =0.5*(SIRM2.9T+IRM-100mT)

HIRM300mT =0.5*(SIRM2.9T+IRM-300mT)

S-ratio (SIRM2.9T+IRM-300mT) / (2* SIRM2.9T)

Relative contribution 
of 

magnetically soft 
phases (values closer 
to 1) to magnetically 
hard phased (values 

closer to 0)

L-ratio (SIRM2.9T+IRM-300mT) / (SIRM2.9T+IRM-100mT)

Determining the effect 
of hematite 

grain size on the values 
of S-Ratio and HIRM. 
If L-ratio values are 

uniform than the 
conventional 

interpretation of S-
ratio and HIRM is 

permitted

ꭓFD1-3 ꭓ1 - ꭓ3 = ꭓ976Hz - ꭓ15616Hz

Concentration of 
superparamagnetic 

particles

%ꭓFD1-3 
100*[(ꭓ1 - ꭓ3)/ ꭓ1] = 

100*[(ꭓ976Hz - ꭓ15616Hz)/ ꭓ976Hz]

Relative proportion of 
the 

SP phases to the total 
bulk-magnetic 

susceptibility signal

HIRM = 
“Hard” 

Isothermal 
remanent 

magnetization 

Concentration of the 
high-coercivity 

fraction (i.e. hematite 
and/or goethite)

Sources = Thompson and Oldfied (1986), Evans and Heller (2003), Hrouda, 2011, Kodama and Hinnov 
(2014), Jordanova (2016)

Table 1.2: Environmental Magnetic Ratios – Part 1 
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Name/Symbol Calculation Common Interpretation

ꭓR 
 [(ꭓ1 - ꭓ2)/ (ꭓ2- ꭓ3)] = 

[(ꭓ976Hz - ꭓ3094Hz)/ (ꭓ3094Hz- ꭓ15616Hz)]

High values indicate 
narrow-distribution of 
magnetic- grain sizes 

and vice-versa.

ꭓARM / ꭓ1 ꭓARM / ꭓ976Hz

High values represent 
greater contribution 

from SD phases, while 
low values represent 
greater contribution 

from MD or SP phases

ꭓARM / SIRM2.9T ꭓARM / SIRM2.9T 

High values represent 
greater contribution 
from fine SD phases 
while lower values 

represent greater 
contribution from 

coarser grain sizes 
(remanence carrying 

phases only)

SIRM2.9T / ꭓ1 SIRM2.9T / ꭓ976Hz

Magnetic grain-size 
where higher values 

indicate greater 
contribution from finer 

SD phases
Can also identify 
magnetic-sulfides

Sources = Thompson and Oldfied (1986), Evans and Heller (2003), Hrouda, 2011, Kodama and Hinnov 
(2014), Jordanova (2016)

Table 1.3: Environmental Magnetic Ratios – Part 2 
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1.3.2 Petrofabric Analysis, Anisotropy of Magnetic Susceptibility (AMS) 

When the magnetic susceptibility of a rock-specimen is measured, it is often the case that the 

intensity of the magnetization will vary based on the orientation of the magnetic minerals within 

the rock during the measurement. By taking advantage of this property, early researchers 

theorized that by calculating the anisotropy of magnetic susceptibility (AMS) of a specimen, one 

could in turn determine the orientation of the petrofabric (Graham, 1954, 1966) (Fig. 1.6).  

 

The great strength of this technique being that it is a fast, non-destructive way of determining 

deformation even in rocks that lack mesoscopic strain markers, such as weakly deformed 

mudstones and shales (Parés, 2015). Fine-grained sedimentary rocks (i.e., shale and mudstones) 

are primarily composed of clay minerals (42% on average), silt-grade quartz (38%) and a mixed 

Figure 1.6: A) Model of the anisotropy of the magnetic susceptibility (AMS); B) an 
example of a petrofabric, note how the AMS aligns with the lineations, C) An example 
of the many different directions needed to measure AMS. Figure modified from Agico 
Manual 
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assortment of other minerals (less than 5%) such as feldspar, calcite, plagioclase, pyrite, etc. 

(Parés, 2015). By contrast, ferromagnetic, moderate to high susceptibility iron-oxides (e.g., 

magnetite, hematite) are present in minute concentrations, typically less than 0.01 wt% (Parés, 

2015).  

Diminutive ferromagnetic content in conjunction with low bulk magnetic susceptibility (k) 

values (10-4 to 10-5 SI) imply that the susceptibility of shales and mud rocks are primarily 

controlled by the paramagnetic phyllosilicates which volumetrically dominate said rocks, an 

observation confirmed by numerous rock-magnetic studies (e.g., Martín-Hernández and Hirt, 

(2001, 2003, 2004); Martín-Hernández and Ferré, (2007) and references therein). This in turn 

implies that the AMS of mudstones and shales are reflective of the shape anisotropy of clay 

minerals, which can preferentially align due to applied stress (as would occur due to salt 

tectonics) (Graham, 1954, 1966; Soto et al., 2014, 2017; Parés, 2015; Santolaria et al., 2015).  

Though this is the ideal case, in reality the correlation between AMS and paleo-stress is not 

always straight forward. For example, higher concentrations of post-depositional fine-grained 

magnetite can dominate susceptibility and result in deviating AMS directions. This makes proper 

identification of the magnetic mineralogy crucial to any AMS study. However, when these 

factors are properly addressed the high sensitivity of AMS has shown it to be an invaluable 

petrofabric tool. Moreover, AMS data obtained from outcropping salt structures has provided 

information on diapiric flow, internal salt deformation, and halokinetic deformation (Hrouda et 

al., 2001; Šmíd et al., 2001; Soto et al., 2014, 2017; Santolaria et al., 2015; Issachar et al., 2019). 

This dissertation will contribute to the field via analyzing the AMS of specimens collected from 

the onion creek salt shoulder (Chapter 5). 
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1.4 Brief Overview of Salt Tectonics 

Salt tectonics refers to movement and associated deformation involving bodies of salt 

consisting of halite or other evaporite minerals, such as gypsum or anhydrite (Hudec and 

Jackson, 2007; Jackson and Hudec, 2017). Though, these minerals are generally seen as static 

solids, rock-formations primarily composed of salt often display fluid-like behavior over 

geologic timescales (Fig. 1.7). The original school of thought posited that the primary cause of 

salt-flow was salt buoyancy (Jackson, 1995, 1997). 

 

Figure 1.7:  Examples of various salt structures, which are split into two main groups, 
salt-walls (A) and salt-stocks (B). Generally, salt-walls can be thought of as salt 
structures rising from line sources, while salt-stocks rise from point sources. This figure 
also shows how increasing maturity typically correlates to more complex structures. 
Figure modified from Jackson and Hudec, (2017) 
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The formation of large evaporate deposits are common occurrences throughout the life of a 

sedimentary basin, when changing climatic and/or tectonic conditions result in water evaporation 

and outflow exceeding inflow (Warren, 2006; Hudec and Jackson, 2007). Therefore, it is not 

uncommon for formations composed of evaporates to be intercalated with carbonate and 

sedimentary rocks (Warren, 2006). Moreover, natural rock salt typically has a density of 2200 

kg/m3, making it less dense than most carbonate and siliciclastic rocks, and it is this density 

instability that was originally believed to drive salt tectonics (Hudec and Jackson, 2007). In these 

older models, dense sedimentary overburden was imagined to spontaneously sink into the less 

dense salt layers. During this sinking motion, the underlying and mechanically weaker salt layers 

would be displaced and steadily move upward, while simultaneously undergoing significant 

deformation, thus resulting in the various salt diapirs often associated with salt tectonics (Jackson 

and Hudec, 2017).  

Nevertheless, since the 1980s, various studies and models have shown that buoyancy alone is 

insufficient to initiate salt flow. Instead, differential loading is now understood to be the 

dominant process driving salt tectonics. Salt buoyancy is still an important factor, with regards to 

continued salt flow, however it should be stressed that it is no longer considered the initial cause 

of salt tectonics (Nelson, 1991; Ge et al., 1997; Gemmer et al., 2004; Hudec and Jackson, 2007; 

Jackson and Hudec, 2017). In order to understand how differential loading initiates salt flow, it is 

best to imagine the salt layer as a fluid responding to hydraulic heads (Fig. 1.8). Typically, fluids 

flow in response to head gradients from high head to low head. Therefore, salt can be expected to 

flow granted: significant thickness-variation in the overburden, and/or significant elevation 

variation of the hydraulic heads due to the salt-beds tilting (Fig. 1.8).  
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Conversely the fluid will remain at rest if the hydraulic head is constant, thus no salt flow is 

expected if both the overburden’s thickness is relatively constant and the salt-layer itself is flat-

lying (Hudec and Jackson, 2007; Jackson and Hudec, 2017). This explains why areas such as the 

Permian basin, which contain thick evaporite layers, display little to no diapirism despite being 

overlain by thick layers of denser material.  

 

Figure 1.8: For simple geometries, the initial direction of salt flow can be inferred from 
hydraulic heads. (a) Salt driven by pressure head due to differential loading, regardless 
of overburden density (b) Salt driven by differential elevation. (c) Salt that can flow in 
either direction depending on whether the elevation head gradient is more or less than 
(denoted by “<>”) the pressure head gradient. (d) No flow because the irregular base of 
salt does not create any hydraulic head gradient. Modified Hudec and Jackson (2007). 
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1.4.1 Salt-Shoulders: 

The aforementioned mechanical weakness typical of salt-layers, means that the initiation of 

salt-flow can result in a variety of complex structures, e.g., salt-glaciers, -walls, -diapirs, -stocks, 

-pillows, -anticlines, -rollers, etc. (Fig. 1.7). Moreover, the development and growth of these 

structures will often deform the surrounding sedimentary rocks, resulting in various halokinetic-

sedimentary structures including structures known as salt shoulders (Lawton et al., 1997; Giles 

and Lawton, 2002; Jackson and Hudec, 2017). Salt shoulders are low-angle segments of the salt-

sediment interface where the margin of a passive diapir steps abruptly inboard (Fig. 1.9) 

(Mcfarland, 2016; Giles et al., 2017). 

 

Figure 1.9: Model of a salt shoulder, notice how the lower sediments (‘light-blue’ 
Older Cutler Group) are nearly vertical at the salt sediment contact. However two 
noticeable changes occur up-section. First, the more greenish units (1-14) are more 
flat lying, second the salt-sediment contact abruptly step inward towards the diapir. 
This gives the diapir a “shoulder-like” appearance when looked at in cross-section. 
Modified from Lankford-Bravo (2021).  
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Salt shoulders, which have been observed in the subsurface of the Gulf of Mexico, Santos 

Basin, Pre-Caspian Basin, and the North-sea, can serve as proficient hydrocarbon traps, 

especially if faulted or folded (Halbouty and Halbouty, 1982; Demercian et al., 1993; Mcfarland, 

2016; Giles et al., 2017; Draper, 2020). However, ambiguity persists on the exact conditions in 

which salt shoulders form. This dissertation seeks to resolve this ambiguity by studying the 

Northern Onion Creek Salt Shoulder, Paradox Basin, Utah (Chapter 5). 

1.5 Summary of Chapters 

In brief, Chapters 2-4 will primarily be an environmental magnetic study while Chapter 5 

will primarily focus on the use of magnetic fabrics to solve a problem related to structural 

geology and geometry. To be more specific, Chapter 2 (previously published as a GSA special 

paper,(Stine et al., 2020)) will focus on the Bulk Magnetic Susceptibility (ꭓ), the magnetic 

susceptibility of the Anhysteretic Remanent Magnetization (ꭓARM), the Isothermal Remanent 

Magnetization (IRM), and associated environmental magnetic ratios (i.e. %ꭓFD, ꭓ/ꭓARM, 

ꭓARM/SIRM, etc.) of the Quaternary Blackwater Draw Formation (located in the southern high 

plains-region, Texas) and how these values correlate to previously measured grain-size and 

chemical index of alteration (CIA) values.  

Chapter 3 (previously published in Frontiers, (Stine et al., 2021)) takes a more in depth look 

at the magnetic mineralogy of the Blackwater Draw Formation via the use of a myriad of rock-

magnetic experiments such as magnetic hysteresis, First Order Reversal Curves, Magnetic 

susceptibility, and remanence as a function of temperature, IRM acquisition curves, and IRM 

unmix analysis. Chapter 3 then combines this information with the data from Chapter 2 in order 

to construct paleoenvironmental models of the Blackwater Draw.  
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Chapter 4 is an environmental magnetic study of the Quaternary Harpole Mesa Formation, a 

sequence of fluvial-alluvial second-order redbeds deposited within a microbasin in the Fisher 

valley Basin, Utah, which developed due to the Quaternary pseudo-halokinetic rise of the Onion 

Creek Salt Diapir. Finally, Chapter 5 uses AMS data to better quantify the development of the 

Onion Creek Salt Shoulder, located directly north of the site studied in Chapter 4.  
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2.1 Chapter Abstract 

The mid-Pleistocene transition is a time interval between ca. 1.2 and 0.7 Ma during which a shift 

occurred from ~41 k.y. glacial-interglacial cycles to ~100 k.y. cycles. Although the mid-

Pleistocene transition has been well documented in global marine records, its effects in 

continental environments, including North America, are incompletely understood owing to the 

paucity of terrestrial sediment records spanning the entire Quaternary. A notable exception is the 

ca ~1.4 Ma and younger Blackwater Draw Formation, an extensive eolian sequence on the 

Southern High Plains of the United States. Intervals of the Blackwater Draw Formation section 

that are inferred to span the mid-Pleistocene transition can be divided into pre–, syn–, and post–

mid-Pleistocene transition parts. Weathering profiles in the pre–mid-Pleistocene transition 

section are dominated by weakly developed soils formed in arid environments, as evidenced by 

well-expressed pedogenic carbonate horizons, lack of clay formation during hydrolysis, and 

magnetically soft, coarse-grained magnetite/maghemite populations.  

Conversely the syn– and post–mid-Pleistocene intervals demonstrate an increase in weathering 

intensity by an abrupt increase in clay content formed in part by hydrolysis of feldspars, soil 

profiles that demonstrate leaching and illuviation, and a fining-upward grain size of the 

magnetite/maghemite population. Sedimentologic, geochemical, and rock-magnetic data are 

consistent with a southern and coarser sediment source derived from the Pecos River drainage 

prior to the mid-Pleistocene transition, followed by a mixture of northern and southern sources 

during and after the mid-Pleistocene transition. Overall, our results indicate that pre–mid-

Pleistocene transition conditions on the Southern High Plains were arid with wind energy 

sufficient to mobilize sand sheets out of the Pecos River and deposit them on the plateau. The 
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syn– and post–mid-Pleistocene transition environments reflect somewhat wetter conditions and 

potentially an influx of silt from the north, in addition to continued sand derived from the Pecos 

River valley. The wetter conditions and silt influx may have resulted from longer-lived and more 

robust glacial activity in the Northern Hemisphere that characterized the post–mid-Pleistocene 

transition Earth system 

2.2 Introduction 

The mid-Pleistocene transition was characterized by a global increase in ice volume and a 

strong influence by the change from a 41 k.y. obliquity cycle to a 100 k.y. eccentricity cycle that 

took place between ca. 1.2 and 0.7 Ma (Mudelsee and Schulz, 1997; Head and Gibbard, 2005; 

Clark et al., 2006). Understanding the cause of the mid-Pleistocene transition as well as Earth’s 

surface response is of particular interest because the 100 k.y. cycles emerged without any change 

in orbital forcing, and because the 100 k.y. frequency (eccentricity) is the weakest orbital 

parameter (Imbrie et al., 1993). Proposed external forcing mechanisms for climate change across 

the mid-Pleistocene transition vary considerably. Some workers suggest that longer-lived 

Northern Hemisphere ice sheets in the post–mid-Pleistocene transition world were the direct 

result of external forcing, including long-term global cooling and CO2 decline (e.g., Berger and 

Jansen, 1994; Raymo, 1997), disruption or alteration of the thermo-haline, deep-water ocean 

current (Schmieder et al. 2000), increased volume of sea-ice (Tziperman and Gildor, 2003), or El 

Niño-Southern Oscillation patterns in the tropical Pacific Ocean (McClymont et al., 2005).  

Each hypothesis implies that external forcing drove Northern Hemisphere ice buildup that 

resulted in the post–mid-Pleistocene transition cyclicity. Alternatively, Elderfield et al. (2012) 

proposed that the post–mid-Pleistocene transition 100 k.y. cycle was initiated by an abrupt 
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increase in Antarctic ice volume at ca. 900 ka, implying that changes in Northern Hemisphere ice 

volume were the consequence of Southern Hemisphere ice buildup. Notably, these models are 

largely derived from sedimentologic and geochemical data from marine sediments. Additional 

data from terrestrial sequences are needed to further assess the climate effects across the mid-

Pleistocene transition. 

 The major terrestrial records that preserve the mid-Pleistocene transition with high 

fidelity are best exposed in the continuous and thick accumulations of loess-paleosol sequences 

in Central Asia (Head and Gibbard, 2005). There, thicker loess sequences characterize the onset 

of the mid-Pleistocene transition, which is attributed to the cooler and drier climate conditions 

that resulted from the high atmospheric pressure expanding from the north European ice sheet 

(Head and Gibbard, 2005). In contrast, many Quaternary loess deposits in North America are 

relatively thin (~20 m or less) and, with few exceptions, were deposited near the maximum 

extent of continental glacial ice (Fig. 2.1) (Muhs, 2018). Despite these thin loess sequences and 

restricted locations, workers have been able to construct glacial-interglacial cycles through 

several data sets (e.g., Grimley et al., 2003; Muhs and Bettis, 2000; Muhs et al., 2008).  

Quaternary eolian sediment, mapped as the Blackwater Draw Formation, mantles the top of 

the Southern High Plains (Fig. 2.1) (Holliday, 1989; 1990). Sedimentation has been interpreted 

as cyclic during deposition of the Blackwater Draw Formation, where intervals of aggradation 

were separated by times of landscape stability and regionally extensive pedogenesis (Holliday, 

1989; 1990). Each cycle is characterized by an eolian sand, or a sandy-silt deposit capped by a 

paleosol (i.e., buried soil).  
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Figure 2.1: A) North American continent displaying the location of major loess 
accumulations and extent of Northern Hemisphere ice sheets during the last 
glacial maximum. Distribution of loess is adapted from Muhs (2018, and 
sources therein). Extent of ice sheets is adapted from Dyke et al. (2002). (B) 
Geographic extent of the Southern High Plains demonstrating areas discussed 
in text and location of grain-size transects of Seitlheko (1975). Dashed line in 
center of Southern High Plains defines boundary between loess and cover 
sands (after Reeves, 1976). (C) Grain-size data along the SW-NE transect 
shown in B. Data is from Seitlheko (1975). Solid black line is regression line 
(R2 = 0.94) 
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Existing age control of the Blackwater Draw Formation indicates that these deposits span at 

least the last 1.4 m.y. and potentially up to the last 2.0 m.y. (Holliday, 1989; Gustavson and 

Holliday, 1999). Thus, there is a likelihood that the mid-Pleistocene transition is recorded, at 

some level of fidelity, within the Blackwater Draw Formation. In this chapter, we utilized 

sedimentologic, geochemical, and rock-magnetic data to assess the character of the eolian 

sediment, the degree of weathering, and provenance of sediment that accumulated across the 

mid-Pleistocene transition at the Blackwater Draw Formation type section. We attempt to test the 

hypothesis that the longer period cyclicity of glacial intervals during and after the mid-

Pleistocene transition resulted in a different sediment provenance during glacial intervals and a 

higher degree of weathering during interglacial intervals. 

2.2.1 Evolution of the Southern High Plains 

Geomorphic Evolution and Depositional Models 

The Southern High Plains (often called the Llano Estacado) comprise a plateau covering 

~130,000 km2 (Fig. 2.1). The plateau formed when the Pecos River at the west edge of the 

Southern High Plains incised through a regional resistant layer of caliche. This “caprock caliche” 

formed atop the Miocene-Pliocene Ogallala Formation (Brown, 1956; Reeves, 1971; Reeves, 

1976; Machette, 1985). Locally overlying the Ogallala Formation is a lacustrine deposit 

consisting of olive-green claystone up to 27 m thick termed the Blanco Formation (Pierce, 1973; 

Holliday, 1988). The Blackwater Draw Formation is a widely distributed unit across the 

Southern High Plains, and it consists of eolian-derived sand and silt deposits (Fig. 2.1) that 

overlie the Ogallala and Blanco deposits (e.g., Reeves, 1976; Holliday, 1989). A conspicuous ash 

deposit (Gauje Ash) within the lower part of the Blackwater Draw Formation yields fission-track 
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dates on glass shards of 1.4 ± 0.2 Ma (Izett et al., 1972), and this age estimate provides an 

approximate maximum age of the Blackwater Draw Formation. Because the Blackwater Draw 

Formation is inferred to represent aggradation atop the Southern High Plains, this age estimate 

may also be a minimum-age estimate for Pecos River incision (e.g., Holliday, 1988, 1989, 1995).   

The Blackwater Draw Formation forms a sheet-like body that extends across the Southern 

High Plains (Fig. 2.1B) (Reeves, 1976). It commonly ranges from <1 to ~9 m thick but is locally 

up to 27 m thick near Amarillo, Texas (Hovorka, 1995). Internally the eolian sequences are 

punctuated by distinct Bt and Bk pedogenic horizons. The number of individual, distinct 

paleosols within specific stratigraphic sections varies from 4 to 14 at different locations. This 

range in paleosol number likely reflects localized wind deflation or soil welding (Holliday, 

1989). Thicker sections of Blackwater Draw Formation tend to contain a greater number of 

paleosol profiles (Hovorka, 1995). Each past soil-forming episode is considered to have been a 

widespread phenomenon in which the modern soil represents the most recent episode. The 

paucity of exposures and age dating has made correlation of soil stratigraphy in the Blackwater 

Draw Formation across the Southern High Plains problematic, especially for the oldest buried 

horizons (Holliday, 1989,1997; Holliday et al., 1996, 2008; Gustavson and Holliday, 1999).  

The modern soil of the Blackwater Draw Formation displays a general northward-fining 

trend (Fig. 2.1C). Different north-south transects show that both sand concentration and mean 

sand size display a strong correlation with distance from the Pecos River valley to the south 

(regression R2 values range from 0.88 to 0.94) (Seitlheko, 1975; Holliday, 1989). This northward 

fining has been interpreted as a downwind fining of sediment transported out of the Pecos River 

drainage to the south and west (Holliday, 1989). 
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A proposed depositional model for the Blackwater Draw Formation involves cyclic 

deposition episodes (Holliday, 1989; Gustavson and Holliday, 1999). Each cycle begins with 

eolian deposition, followed by landscape stability when depositional rates are lower than the rate 

of pedogenesis, resulting in widespread well-developed paleosols atop earlier sediment. During 

depositional episodes, winds deposited fine material from the southern and western Pecos River 

drainages onto the Southern High Plains at a higher rate than erosion or pedogenesis. During 

times of landscape stability, pedogenesis occurred at a higher rate than deposition, resulting in 

soils forming across the Southern High Plains. These soils exhibit calcic horizons and thickened 

argillic horizons, the latter of which are inferred to be the result of continued slow rate of dust 

accumulation (Holliday, 1989). Several of these cycles has resulted in a stack of cyclic silt to fine 

sand that represent different weathering episodes.   

Earlier work on the Southern High Plains interpreted a different depositional model. In that 

model, the northeast part of the Southern High Plains (Fig. 2.1) is inferred to be dominated by 

loess (Frye and Leonard, 1965; Reeves, 1971, 1976). The southwest part of the Southern High 

Plains (Fig. 2.1) was mostly fine sand and termed Blackwater Draw Formation by Reeves (1971, 

1976) or “cover sands” by Frye and Leonard (1957). In that depositional model, it seems that two 

genetically separate stratigraphic units interfingered, or tapered out, in the middle of the 

Southern High Plains (Fig. 2.1).  

Current Age Estimates for the Blackwater Draw Formation 

The Blackwater Draw Formation ranges in age from at least 1.4 Ma to Holocene (Holliday, 

1989). The lowermost Blackwater Draw Formation accumulations must be older than the ca. 1.4 

Ma Guaje ash, which lies near the base of the sequence at some sites (Izett et al., 1972), and 
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Stage IV Calcisols lie within the Blackwater Draw Formation deposits below the Guaje ash 

(Holliday, 1988). Similarly developed Calcisols in the Blackwater Draw Formation well below 

the Guaje ash in the southwest part of the Southern High Plains indicate that the inception of 

Blackwater Draw Formation deposition could be as old as about 1.9 Ma (Gustavson and 

Holliday, 1999). Strata underlying the Blackwater Draw Formation vary across the Southern 

High Plains and include the Miocene-Pliocene Ogallala Formation, the Late Pliocene Blanco 

Formation, which contains a 2.8 Ma ash bed, and the early Pleistocene Tule Formation 

(Holliday, 1989). Although a Pliocene ash bed implies an older age of deposition for the 

Blackwater Draw Formation strata, more age control is needed to test this hypothesis. 

Nevertheless, most studies suggest that the Blackwater Draw Formation is likely not older than 

ca. 2 Ma (Gustavson and Holliday, 1999).  

Independent internal age control for the Blackwater Draw Formation type section includes a 

thermoluminescence date of ca. 0.12 Ma for material in the youngest paleosol and the 

identification of one magnetozone of reverse polarity, meaning that some of the Blackwater 

Draw Formation deposits must be older than ca. 773 ka (Holliday, 1989; Patterson and Larson, 

1990). Numerous playas are inset into the Blackwater Draw Formation. Thus, mobilized 

sediments in lunettes adjacent to playas likely provide a minimum age on the last period of 

Blackwater Draw Formation aggradation.  

Available optical stimulated luminescence (OSL) dates suggest that the oldest lunette on the 

Southern High Plains is ca. 122 ka (Rich, 2013). This lunette, associated with the Double Lakes 

basin 40 km south of Lubbock, Texas, is inset completely through the Blackwater Draw 

Formation and into the Ogallala Formation (Reeves, 1976). Most of the playa lakes are smaller 
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and inset within the Blackwater Draw Formation. The oldest lunettes associated with the smaller 

playas range from 31 to 29 ka by 14C and OSL age dating (Rich and Stokes, 2011; Rich, 2013). It 

seems likely that the last period of substantial aggradation on the Southern High Plains formed 

the modern soil at least before 30 ka.  

2.3 Methods   

The type locality of the Blackwater Draw Formation (Reeves, 1976), where we collected the 

suite of samples for this study, is ~ 21 km north of Lubbock, Texas (33.76627°N, 101.87426°W). 

Exposures of Blackwater Draw Formation deposits are rare on the Southern High Plains, but, 

here, a gulley that dissected an old county road has incised down to the Caprock Caliche on top 

of the Ogallala Formation; this provides a complete section of the formation. For this study, we 

described in detail the ~9.5-meter-thick interval, and sampled it for petrographic, grain-size, 

geochemical, and rock-magnetic analyses. Rock-magnetic sampling extended about ~1.6 meters 

into the modern soil, but the top of the formation was not sampled owing to anthropogenic 

disturbance. Geochemical and grain-size samples were not collected from the modern soil 

profile.   

Samples for geochemical and grain-size analysis were taken at 10 cm increments using a drill 

fitted with a coring tool from the lowest exposure at 0.4 m above the base up to a 6.2 m 

stratigraphic height for 5.8 m of section sampled. Samples for rock-magnetic analyses were 

collected from a similar base but sampling extended farther up-section for a total ~8 m of section 

sampled.   

After we scraped away about ~2–3 cm of surficial material, we drilled 2.5-cm-diameter cores 

to 7-10 cm depth into the Blackwater Draw Formation at 10 cm horizontal spacing for 
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geochemical and grain-size analysis. We then took subsets of each sample for grain-size 

analysis. To remove organic material and pedogenic carbonate, we treated the samples with 20 M 

hydrogen peroxide solution followed by 10 M hydrochloric acid solution. We then placed the 

samples in a Calgon® solution to prevent flocculation. Each sample was disaggregated by an 

ultrasound device for 10 min, and then measured with a Beckmann-Coulter LS13320 laser 

particle-size analyzer set for grain sizes 12ϕ to -1ϕ at ¼ ϕ bin size, as suggested by Folk (1966). 

After the first particle-size measurement, we subjected the sample to ultrasound treatment for 

another 10 min and measured again to determine if more deflocculation had occurred. This 

process continued iteratively until histograms of the latest two runs were consistent. Most 

samples required only two runs through the laser particle analyzer before histograms stabilized, 

indicating little to no deflocculation during sonication of the particles in solution. A few samples 

collected above height 5.5 m required more iterations. Quantitative and qualitative grain-size 

descriptions utilized the standard size classes outlined in Folk (1966) and Tanner (1969).   

The silicate fraction was analyzed for major and trace elements after pedogenic carbonate 

was dissolved from a split of each sample using 10 M hydrochloric acid. The insoluble fraction 

was rinsed in deionized water and dried. Major and minor elements as oxides were determined 

by X-ray fluorescence (XRF) using a Thermo Scientific ARL Perform’X sequential spectrometer 

on a glass disc fused with lithium tetraborate flux. Trace-element abundances were then 

measured with an Agilent 7500cs inductively coupled plasma-quadrupole mass spectrometer 

using the XRF disc as the target. Three to five spots, 80-µm in diameter, were analyzed on each 

disc and the averages of these analyses are reported in this chapter. 
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From remaining cored material, thin sections were prepared for selected samples after the 

material was impregnated with epoxy. Thin sections were examined with a petrographic 

microscope, and pedogenic microtextures were assessed using the guidelines of Retallack 

(2001).  

Samples for rock-magnetic analyses were obtained at 5 cm intervals and were dug out of the 

exposure and collected into plastic bags after scraping away a few centimeters of surficial 

material with nonmagnetic copper-beryllium tools. In the laboratory, samples were cleaned of 

any organic material, gently disaggregated with a mortar and pestle, packed into standard 

International Ocean Drilling Program (IODP, 7 cm3 internal volume) plastic boxes, and their 

masses were determined with a Fisher Scientific A-200D scale. Once fully prepared, these 

served as the primary specimens for the mass-normalized rock-magnetic measurements.  

Rock-magnetic measurements, obtained on at least two specimens per sample, include low 

field bulk magnetic susceptibility measured at a low frequency of 976 Hz (χlow), low field bulk 

magnetic susceptibility measured at a medium frequency 3,904 Hz (χmed),  low field bulk 

magnetic susceptibility measured at a frequency of15,616 Hz (χhigh),  frequency-dependent 

magnetic susceptibility (χFD), intensity of anhysteretic remanent magnetization (ARM), and 

intensity of isothermal remanent magnetization (IRM) measured after treatment at different 

imparting direct current (DC) fields including: 100 mT (IRM 100mT), 300 mT (IRM 300mT), a 

saturating field intensity of 2.9 T (SIRM), and a backfield of -300 mT (IRM -300mT). We obtained 

all low bulk magnetic susceptibility (χ) measurements using a MFK1-A AGICO Kappabridge.  

Artificial remanence measurements (ARM and IRM) were made using an AGICO JR6-A 

spinner magnetometer. ARM was applied to all the samples using an ASC Scientific D2000 
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alternating field demagnetizer, with a peak field of 100 mT and a DC bias field of 0.01 mT. The 

bulk magnetic susceptibility of ARM (ꭓARM) was calculated by normalizing the ARM data to the 

DC bias field of 0.1 mT (79.77 A/m). Normalizing the ARM to ꭓARM does not change the signal 

behavior, nevertheless calculation of ꭓARM is recommended for future studies to compare the 

results here with data from other sites (Maher, 1998; Evans and Heller, 2003; Peters and 

Dekkers, 2003). After we measured the ARM intensity, we applied an IRM to all the samples 

using an ASC Scientific IM-10-30 impulse magnetizer. Field intensities applied for the various 

IRM measurements included: 100 mT (IRM100mT), 300mT (IRM300mT), a saturating field of 2.9T 

(SIRM). After saturation, a backfield of -300 mT (IRM–300mT) was applied and measured on all 

specimens, afterwards each specimen was once again subjected to a forward saturating field of 

2.9 T so that a backfield of -100 mT (IRM–100mT) could be applied and measured on all 

specimens.   

Environmental-magnetic ratios calculated from this complete set of rock-magnetic data 

included parameters previously reported in Stine et al. (2020): The S-ratio, HIRM300mT, %ꭓFD1-3, 

ꭓARM/ꭓlow, and ꭓARM/SIRM; in addition to ꭓR and the L-Ratio, the latter of which were previously 

cacluated in Stine et al., (2021). Calculations and common interpretations of all rock-magnetic 

parameters and environmental parameters presented in Fig. 3.3 are summarized in Table 1.1-1.3 

(See Chapter 1).  

To further understand the magnetic mineralogy of the samples bulk magnetic susceptibility 

versus continuous heating/cooling experiments (χ vs temperature [T]) were conducted using ~0.7 

g of material in an argon environment with a MFK1-A, AGICO Kappabridge interfaced with a 

CS4 thermal-heating attachment.  
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2.4 Results 

2.4.1 Sedimentology 

The ~9.5-m-thick interval at the type section site is composed largely of massive deposits of 

reddish-brown sand to silt with intercalated horizons of nodules and vertical columns of 

carbonate (Fig. 2.2A). Bedding is consistently massive with no trace of sedimentary transport 

structures. The basal ~3.5 m interval of the section averages fine sand ranging from 40% to 80% 

sand and 20% to 40% silt (Fig. 2.3). The abundance of clay-sized particles is minimal, typically 

≤10% of the grain-size distribution finer than 8ϕ (3.9 µm). Frequency weight-percent 

distributions mark a well-defined mode between 2ϕ and 3ϕ with a long and thin fine tail. Above 

~4 m, mean grain size oscillates between 4ϕ and 6ϕ but largely centers on 5ϕ (31 µm). Silt 

becomes the dominant grain size, typically ranging from 35%¬ to 57%, while sand is 

volumetrically less, typically 23% to 47% (Fig. 2.3).  

Clay grain size becomes much more volumetrically significant, commonly ranging up to 

20% to 25% of the distribution. Moreover, the grain-size distribution becomes strongly skewed 

to finer grain assemblages, with the mode typically centered on coarse silt (~40–50 µm). 

Throughout the section, all sand grains are subangular to subrounded (Figs. 2B-F). In thin 

section, sand-sized grains in the basal ~3.5 m are nearly all quartz, and clay minerals are mostly 

coatings on grains (Fig. 2.2B). Carbonate is common as nodules and matrix. Above 4 m and 

coinciding with a change to a dominant silt grain size, feldspar becomes more abundant and is 

typically highly weathered (Fig. 2.2E). Carbonate is common as matrix, grain coatings, and 

nodules. Clay minerals are abundant, mostly as matrix, grain coatings, and vertical filled veins 

(Fig. 2.2D, F). 
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Figure 2.2: (A) Photograph of the upper part of the type section. Exposed in the 
background are Bk and Btk horizons of the modern soil (top) and paleosol 1 (below). 
Dark material on top is anthropogenic disturbance. Up the draw to the right of the 
photograph, undisturbed modern soil is exposed. Near the ladder the calcic horizons of the 
modern and paleosol 1 are nearly juxtaposed, but off image to the left, the Bt horizon of 
paleosol 1 is better expressed. (B) Photomicrograph in cross-polarized light of sample 
taken at 60 cm above base of section (Paleosol 5). Sand-sized grains are nearly 
exclusively quartz with coatings of clay. Relatively unweathered grain of microcline is 
present in bottom left of image (yellow arrow). (C) Photomicrograph in plane light of 
sample taken 280 cm above base of section (Paleosol 4), viewed horizontally. Matrix is 
mixture of clay and carbonate. The near-vertical structure in the center left of image is an 
unfilled root trace. (D) Photomicrograph in plane light of sample taken 350 cm above base 
of section (Paleosol 3). Matrix is predominantly clay with local pockets of carbonate. 
Yellow clay cutans throughout image are evidence of clay illuviation (c.f. Gunal and 
Ransom, 2006). Note the mixture of sand and silt grains. (E) Photomicrograph in cross-
polarized light of sample taken at 560 cm above base of section (from the Btk horizon of 
paleosol 1). Note the increased abundance of silt grains with interspersed sand-sized 
grains in a carbonate and clay-mineral matrix. (F) Photomicrograph in plane light of 
sample taken at 590 cm above base of section (Bt horizon of Paleosol 1), viewed 
horizontally. Dark, downward-tapering feature in middle of image is filled with 
predominantly clay minerals and inferred to reflect a vertical zone of increased illuviation 
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2.4.2 Whole-rock Geochemical Trends 

In the basal ~3.5 m of the section, SiO2 content approaches or is centered at ~90 wt%, 

whereas higher in the section, SiO2 ranges between 75 and 85 wt% (Fig. 2.3; Table 2.1). Most 

other major oxides (e.g., Al2O3, Fe2O3, K2O, MgO, Na2O) mirror the SiO2 concentration and 

show minimal variation in the lower part of the section but increase in respective weight percent 

upward. The notable exception is CaO bound to silicate minerals, which varies little in the lowest 

parts of the section but is much more variable than the other major oxides above 3.5 m. In the 

basal ~3 m of the section, individual minor and trace elements are at their lowest abundance and 

vary minimally. Above that depth, those individual elements generally increase in respective 

abundance, but also show much greater variability (Table 2.2-2.3). 

2.4.3 Rock Magnetism 

Magnetic Susceptibility as a Function of Temperature:  

The curves of magnetic susceptibility as a function of temperature during continuous heating 

show that most samples lose most of their magnetization around ~580°C (approximate Curie 

temperature for pure magnetite) and lesser amounts at ~620°C, with also a very weak magnetic 

signal remaining until ~675 ˚C (Néel temperature for hematite; Fig. 2.4). This indicates that, for 

these sediments the primary magnetic carrier is a mixture of low-titanium magnetite/maghemite 

with a minor contribution from hematite (Dunlop and Özdemir, 1997). Evidence of partial 

alteration of magnetite to maghemite and hematite is indicated by the ~8% to 6% reduction in 

susceptibility upon cooling, as maghemite is known to transform into the magnetically weaker 

hematite during the heating process (Tarling, 1983; Maher and Thompson, 1994; Hanesch et al., 

2006; Gehring, et al., 2009; Zan et al., 2016). 
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Figure 2.3: Integration of sedimentological, geochemical, and geochronological data 
from the type section of the Blackwater Draw Formation. Horizontal lines represent 
soil boundaries. Geochemical samples were acidified to remove calcium carbonate so 
that silicate weathering could be accurately assessed. Chemical index of alteration is 
after Nesbitt and Young (1982). Grain-size data is reported in relative proportions of 
clay, silt, and sand. Magnetic polarity is by Patterson and Larson (1990), and age 
calibration is from Singer (2014). Shaded gray background is the part of the section 
that closely aligns with the approximate duration (1250–700 ka) of the mid-
Pleistocene transition from Clark et al. (2006).  TL— thermoluminescence-obtained 
date. Soil horizon nomenclature follows standard Soil Survey Staff (1990) 
procedures. 
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Height above 
base (cm)

Paleosol SiO2 Al2O3 CaO Fe2O3 MgO K2O Na2O TiO2 P2O5 MnO-gross LOI SUM

620 83.52 8.09 0.98 2.81 0.74 1.81 0.37 0.50 0.04 0.02 0.75 99.63
610 84.54 7.77 0.76 2.72 0.71 1.76 0.38 0.48 0.04 0.02 0.47 99.64
600 84.18 7.93 0.96 2.79 0.77 1.75 0.41 0.46 0.03 0.02 0.53 99.83
590 83.69 8.11 0.93 2.88 0.74 1.77 0.34 0.49 0.04 0.02 0.56 99.57
560 84.65 7.44 1.27 2.61 0.73 1.71 0.39 0.46 0.04 0.02 0.65 99.97
550 83.69 7.95 1.16 2.69 0.75 1.79 0.48 0.48 0.04 0.02 0.57 99.63
540 84.95 7.54 0.79 2.58 0.72 1.71 0.38 0.46 0.04 0.02 0.96 100.15
530 83.50 7.90 1.30 2.80 0.77 1.81 0.40 0.47 0.04 0.02 0.69 99.71
520 85.02 7.96 0.08 2.86 0.89 1.56 0.11 0.38 0.03 0.01 0.71 99.61
500 82.95 7.52 1.04 2.68 0.79 1.75 0.45 0.48 0.05 0.01 0.58 98.30
490 82.54 8.31 0.53 3.12 0.99 1.62 0.13 0.37 0.04 0.02 0.56 98.24
480 84.98 7.78 0.30 2.86 0.93 1.60 0.25 0.38 0.04 0.02 0.48 99.62
470 84.02 8.29 0.32 3.07 0.98 1.69 0.24 0.41 0.04 0.02 0.60 99.68
460 77.61 11.79 0.46 4.18 1.40 2.29 0.31 0.53 0.05 0.02 0.93 99.56
450 79.18 10.56 0.88 4.05 1.28 2.07 0.26 0.47 0.06 0.03 0.72 99.57
440 83.44 8.37 0.65 3.05 0.96 1.71 0.20 0.41 0.05 0.02 0.52 99.36
430 83.95 7.52 0.23 2.83 0.86 1.66 0.23 0.40 0.04 0.02 0.45 98.18
420 84.42 7.75 1.09 2.53 0.89 1.61 0.30 0.39 0.05 0.02 0.70 99.73
410 82.99 8.49 0.91 2.98 1.02 1.73 0.33 0.40 0.05 0.03 0.56 99.49
400 84.18 8.12 0.70 2.84 0.96 1.72 0.32 0.40 0.06 0.02 0.53 99.85
390 82.70 8.69 0.86 3.04 1.03 1.78 0.30 0.41 0.05 0.02 0.61 99.50
380 86.78 6.65 1.03 2.48 0.75 1.28 0.03 0.29 0.03 0.02 0.76 100.10
370 86.66 6.47 1.45 2.40 0.74 1.31 0.04 0.30 0.04 0.01 0.67 100.09
360 86.77 6.14 0.90 2.24 0.67 1.27 0.03 0.29 0.03 0.01 0.49 98.84
350 87.86 6.09 0.68 2.24 0.68 1.23 0.04 0.28 0.04 0.01 0.43 99.58
340 89.57 5.24 0.50 1.91 0.50 1.20 0.00 0.27 0.03 0.01 0.32 99.55
320 89.41 5.87 0.10 2.07 0.65 1.15 0.00 0.25 0.02 0.01 0.40 99.93
310 89.10 5.81 0.15 2.11 0.65 1.19 0.01 0.26 0.03 0.01 0.48 99.80
300 87.84 6.69 0.18 2.44 0.79 1.25 0.02 0.27 0.03 0.01 0.59 100.12
290 89.01 6.01 0.23 2.07 0.68 1.19 0.02 0.25 0.03 0.01 0.53 100.02
280 87.83 6.66 0.24 2.37 0.77 1.25 0.02 0.26 0.03 0.01 0.55 100.00
270 88.32 6.22 0.46 2.19 0.70 1.24 0.04 0.27 0.03 0.02 0.51 100.00
260 90.28 5.24 0.08 1.85 0.58 1.18 0.00 0.27 0.02 0.01 0.34 99.85
250 89.87 5.36 0.08 1.93 0.55 1.20 0.00 0.27 0.03 0.01 0.35 99.66
240 90.53 5.09 0.08 1.69 0.52 1.08 0.00 0.23 0.02 0.01 0.36 99.61
220 90.52 5.05 0.22 1.80 0.58 1.17 0.02 0.26 0.04 0.01 0.37 100.04
210 90.52 5.02 0.07 1.78 0.55 1.17 0.00 0.27 0.02 0.01 0.33 99.72
200 90.01 5.15 0.08 1.85 0.58 1.18 0.04 0.28 0.02 0.01 0.32 99.52
190 89.83 5.21 0.07 1.81 0.53 1.21 0.03 0.28 0.02 0.01 0.30 99.31
180 89.55 5.59 0.06 1.94 0.53 1.27 0.00 0.29 0.02 0.01 0.30 99.56
170 86.88 7.04 0.13 2.55 0.78 1.39 0.02 0.36 0.02 0.02 0.39 99.59
160 90.46 5.22 0.08 1.86 0.55 1.22 0.06 0.28 0.02 0.01 0.29 100.06
150 86.56 7.19 0.13 2.75 0.86 1.34 0.01 0.34 0.02 0.01 0.49 99.70
140 86.23 7.31 0.13 2.84 0.80 1.37 0.00 0.35 0.02 0.01 0.51 99.59
120 89.93 5.32 0.06 1.92 0.54 1.21 0.05 0.29 0.02 0.01 0.33 99.70
110 87.79 6.41 0.07 2.45 0.66 1.33 0.00 0.33 0.02 0.01 0.32 99.40
100 87.79 6.40 0.08 2.44 0.72 1.33 0.05 0.33 0.02 0.02 0.38 99.56
90 88.17 6.29 0.07 2.33 0.70 1.29 0.10 0.34 0.02 0.01 0.45 99.78
80 88.02 6.40 0.08 2.42 0.73 1.32 0.09 0.33 0.02 0.01 0.44 99.86
70 89.78 5.38 0.06 1.88 0.57 1.20 0.05 0.29 0.02 0.01 0.40 99.64
60 91.36 4.59 0.07 1.69 0.46 1.06 0.03 0.27 0.02 0.01 0.32 99.88
50 89.68 5.36 0.35 1.84 0.51 1.19 -0.16 0.27 0.02 0.01 0.36 99.44
40 88.87 6.02 0.07 2.15 0.68 1.30 0.08 0.32 0.02 0.01 0.44 99.97

NOTE: All data reported in weight percent; LOI—loss on ignition
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Table 2.1:  Whole-Rock X-Ray Fluorescence Oxide Data, Blackwater Draw 
Formation, Type-Section, Texas 
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Height 
above 
base 
(cm)

Paleosol Sc V Ga Ge Rb Sr Y Zr Nb Ba La Ce Pr Nd

620 9.65 79.95 39.06 9.19 62.88 65.76 19.62 598.0 17.64 403.9 23.80 38.42 4.73 18.3
610 8.81 78.21 52.05 8.94 62.10 63.86 17.90 571.0 16.76 580.2 21.58 40.36 4.33 16.9
590 10.06 86.77 34.97 10.18 67.66 61.39 18.34 555.1 17.85 375.3 22.99 43.51 4.59 17.7
540 9.53 76.38 43.18 8.87 58.97 53.92 16.01 501.5 16.55 317.6 19.80 35.79 4.04 15.3
530 10.31 81.34 123.97 9.12 60.69 83.62 20.61 571.2 16.97 1118.8 24.34 42.60 4.92 18.6
520 8.01 72.43 15.52 9.42 61.60 36.61 11.81 369.3 12.49 215.3 14.43 36.90 2.79 10.6
500 10.25 78.27 43.88 9.25 61.28 67.38 18.38 510.6 16.97 329.7 22.36 39.37 4.55 17.6
490 8.89 77.07 63.72 9.43 62.14 62.38 12.99 352.8 13.55 740.4 17.80 37.38 3.45 13.4
480 9.83 77.14 32.33 9.35 58.49 43.24 11.54 344.6 13.07 229.8 14.78 31.30 3.06 11.1
470 10.38 76.66 46.44 9.43 58.71 52.81 13.64 388.2 14.07 369.8 16.71 33.35 3.26 12.3
460 10.58 87.99 52.00 13.26 88.58 82.10 13.94 321.6 16.55 1346.7 17.03 33.10 3.30 12.4
450 11.22 98.72 43.01 12.34 77.01 57.00 13.28 320.7 15.69 288.0 19.06 38.61 3.86 14.5
420 8.17 69.70 18.11 9.47 66.92 67.02 14.23 389.7 22.60 271.7 17.86 28.74 3.43 13.4
410 8.67 74.60 29.42 10.28 68.67 70.64 15.52 374.2 23.19 268.2 20.09 37.04 3.99 15.7
400 9.77 78.25 41.10 10.07 65.21 62.83 15.05 353.7 22.25 299.3 17.84 32.84 3.69 14.4
390 10.70 76.53 39.24 10.22 64.82 68.51 16.65 376.5 22.51 282.6 21.29 38.05 4.18 16.6
370 9.33 70.32 29.27 7.70 47.60 50.34 11.12 297.3 10.62 218.0 15.62 26.84 3.16 12.2
360 6.98 67.92 24.63 7.60 49.40 42.79 9.45 266.9 9.56 209.7 14.33 25.10 2.96 11.0
350 8.19 66.10 27.04 7.82 47.14 38.32 9.10 205.8 9.40 187.2 13.77 23.13 2.87 11.2
320 6.28 57.79 20.44 6.92 45.67 29.26 8.53 200.3 8.58 210.0 11.17 24.75 2.09 7.86
300 9.04 66.65 25.67 8.37 48.93 32.92 8.85 217.0 9.30 172.6 11.72 27.33 2.29 8.64
290 8.36 59.73 26.45 7.58 43.98 30.20 8.50 201.0 8.53 175.3 12.41 29.99 2.48 9.40
280 6.53 55.28 12.75 8.06 51.53 31.28 7.68 186.0 8.23 166.4 11.63 20.58 2.35 8.74
270 6.40 56.31 14.03 7.57 47.52 37.11 9.05 211.3 8.54 183.2 12.76 31.29 2.60 10.1
260 5.88 58.19 20.07 6.84 45.74 30.09 8.70 268.4 8.22 186.2 12.04 25.19 2.31 8.66
240 6.55 53.27 17.98 6.99 43.28 26.72 7.48 206.4 7.80 169.7 10.27 27.88 1.94 7.27
220 7.85 58.69 26.16 6.21 39.64 39.78 10.40 289.1 8.67 201.8 14.40 26.42 2.91 11.1
210 7.90 58.66 28.16 6.30 40.26 31.32 8.98 298.3 8.29 197.0 13.48 25.79 2.68 10.7
190 6.21 57.43 19.43 6.05 42.69 30.92 9.07 270.6 8.29 193.4 12.45 22.84 2.61 10.0
160 8.15 59.30 26.03 6.80 43.31 32.73 9.09 275.6 8.95 188.2 12.14 26.79 2.44 9.10
120 8.02 63.22 27.99 6.61 44.35 31.51 10.61 308.6 8.89 197.6 12.72 24.39 2.60 9.62
100 9.36 64.77 27.93 7.69 47.36 34.95 11.97 362.1 9.93 203.2 14.48 27.44 2.95 11.1
90 9.45 60.41 30.73 7.37 44.23 33.86 11.99 366.1 9.88 211.8 15.39 30.93 2.99 11.8
80 8.88 63.53 28.99 7.27 46.86 34.14 10.43 321.7 9.53 206.4 14.30 20.71 2.78 10.5
60 7.00 60.18 24.63 5.80 37.53 28.76 9.40 308.5 7.64 177.4 13.30 21.86 2.81 10.5
40 7.13 57.40 21.87 7.12 47.68 37.61 11.77 337.1 9.57 224.0 15.68 28.44 3.24 12.0

4

5

1

2

3

NOTE : All data reported in ppm.

Table 2.2: Whole-rock Selected Trace-element And Rare Earth Element Data, 
Blackwater Draw Formation Type Section, Texas [Sc-Nd] 
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Height 
above 
base 
(cm)

Paleosol Sm Eu Gd Tb Dy Er Yb Lu Hf Ta Pb Th U

620 3.33 0.59 3.01 0.47 3.38 2.37 2.56 0.42 15.41 1.43 5.20 12.20 1.71
610 3.17 0.53 2.83 0.45 3.19 2.19 2.50 0.41 14.79 1.28 5.84 9.90 1.75
590 3.05 0.60 2.85 0.40 2.89 2.24 2.74 0.38 14.55 1.34 6.14 10.72 1.95
540 3.18 0.49 2.46 0.41 2.63 2.04 2.34 0.35 13.12 1.20 4.86 9.16 1.58
530 3.71 0.58 3.60 0.52 3.58 2.52 2.74 0.46 15.30 1.39 5.86 11.23 1.64
520 1.94 0.31 1.76 0.28 1.94 1.45 1.66 0.27 9.51 0.96 4.26 5.99 1.25
500 3.34 0.57 2.79 0.47 3.07 2.23 2.44 0.39 13.51 1.31 4.94 10.37 1.69
490 2.43 0.40 1.73 0.31 2.23 1.60 1.89 0.29 9.63 1.12 5.34 7.94 1.32
480 2.08 0.38 1.85 0.29 1.99 1.32 1.71 0.28 8.80 1.03 4.47 6.39 1.28
470 2.36 0.43 2.23 0.32 2.29 1.64 1.82 0.27 9.95 1.13 4.30 7.00 1.28
460 2.22 0.44 1.79 0.33 2.31 1.70 1.91 0.30 8.50 1.25 5.01 7.33 1.64
450 2.67 0.46 2.32 0.33 2.32 1.59 1.82 0.26 8.61 1.25 5.83 9.11 1.63
420 2.27 0.40 1.95 0.38 2.45 1.47 1.67 0.29 10.56 1.73 4.62 8.02 1.39
410 2.93 0.47 2.53 0.36 2.74 1.85 2.43 0.34 10.33 1.87 5.80 9.70 1.48
400 2.96 0.51 2.54 0.37 2.57 1.68 1.77 0.30 9.37 1.61 5.64 8.10 1.39
390 3.04 0.53 2.84 0.42 2.87 2.08 2.08 0.35 10.25 1.79 5.26 9.31 1.37
370 2.20 0.40 1.98 0.26 1.96 1.39 1.59 0.24 7.53 0.83 4.17 7.16 1.00
360 2.06 0.37 1.73 0.27 1.74 1.17 1.31 0.22 6.84 0.70 4.52 5.58 1.03
350 2.07 0.36 2.04 0.24 1.86 1.14 1.21 0.19 5.50 0.71 4.11 5.34 0.91
320 1.67 0.23 1.24 0.20 1.49 1.08 1.18 0.19 5.47 0.67 3.73 4.40 0.82
300 1.61 0.32 1.51 0.21 1.51 1.07 1.31 0.17 5.82 0.76 4.60 5.06 0.90
290 1.70 0.31 1.56 0.22 1.50 1.13 1.15 0.18 5.40 0.76 3.83 5.08 0.81
280 1.62 0.29 1.36 0.20 1.43 1.00 1.03 0.19 5.01 0.70 4.19 4.25 0.87
270 1.53 0.29 1.59 0.25 1.63 1.18 1.16 0.24 5.47 0.72 4.54 4.63 0.94
260 2.67 0.31 1.54 0.26 1.32 1.03 1.30 0.20 7.14 0.69 7.43 4.40 0.99
240 1.33 0.27 1.16 0.22 1.39 0.93 1.21 0.19 5.62 0.55 4.25 3.86 0.88
220 2.28 0.37 1.91 0.27 1.77 1.35 1.56 0.24 7.22 0.71 4.37 4.72 0.86
210 1.72 0.35 1.60 0.26 1.53 1.07 1.21 0.22 7.73 0.76 4.24 4.72 0.89
190 1.64 0.34 1.59 0.22 1.60 1.10 1.33 0.21 7.18 0.72 4.27 4.29 0.93
160 1.67 0.32 1.32 0.20 1.57 1.12 1.28 0.19 6.81 0.71 4.42 4.51 0.84
120 1.91 0.33 1.52 0.26 1.60 1.30 1.39 0.22 8.20 0.71 4.64 5.11 1.03
100 2.34 0.37 1.78 0.28 1.99 1.37 1.48 0.26 9.04 0.74 4.69 6.27 1.01
90 2.24 0.36 2.03 0.28 1.99 1.62 1.63 0.27 9.67 0.83 3.91 5.84 1.08
80 1.95 0.38 1.65 0.26 1.81 1.33 1.50 0.26 8.40 0.74 4.46 5.53 1.05
60 1.58 0.39 1.91 0.27 1.60 1.20 1.28 0.19 8.14 0.61 4.00 4.48 0.95
40 1.99 0.36 1.94 0.27 1.92 1.44 1.54 0.27 9.16 0.87 4.41 5.47 1.01

NOTE : All data reported in ppm.

1

2

3

4

5

Table 2.3: Whole-rock Selected Trace-element And Rare Earth Element Data, 
Blackwater Draw Formation Type Section, Texas: [Sm-U] 
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Figure 2.4: Results of bulk magnetic susceptibility vs. heating/cooling 
experiments (arrows pointing to right away from the susceptibility axis are for 
heating curves) for representative samples from all soil horizons identified in the 
Blackwater Draw Formation. Note the large decrease in susceptibility values as 
material are heated to ~580ºC; this indicates that the primary magnetic mineral is 
low-Ti magnetite, which loses its magnetic ordering at about this temperature 
(i.e., the Curie temperature; Dunlop and Özdemir, 1997). It is permissible that 
some component of maghemite, a cation-deficient cubic form of Fe2O3, may 
contribute to this behavior. In addition, some component of the magnetic 
susceptibility remains until ~675 ˚C, corresponding to the Néel temperature of 
hematite (the temperature where canted antiferromagnetic ordering in hematite 
disappears), indicating that a minor component of this phase is present (Dunlop 
and Özdemir, 1997). In all cases, the susceptibility upon cooling is lower than 
during initial heating, suggesting that some combination of magnetite and/or 
maghemite is transformed into hematite, with a lower susceptibility, upon 
heating (Tarling, 1983; Maher and Thompson, 1994; Hanesch et al., 2006; 
Gehring, et al., 2009; Zan et al., 2016). 
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Variation in Rock-Magnetic Parameters through the Type Section:  

Mass-dependent magnetic measurements such as bulk magnetic susceptibility at low, 

medium and high frequencies (χlow, χmed, χhigh), magnetic susceptibility of ARM (χARM), and IRM 

acquired at various field strengths (IRM100, IRM300, and SIRM) are all highly sensitive to the 

concentration of magnetic materials present in rocks and soils (Evans and Heller, 2003). 

Numerous studies have shown that the concentration, grain size, and mineralogy of the 

assemblage of magnetic phases present can all be highly sensitive to changes in environmental 

conditions, thus magnetic data versus depth plots are an increasingly fundamental component of 

many paleoclimatologic studies 

For this study we highlight the fact that all of the rock-magnetic parameters that we have 

obtained (χlow, χmed, χhigh, χARM, IRM100mT, IRM300mT, and SIRM) (Fig 2.5, Table 2.3) exhibit 

varying yet similar trends through the Blackwater Draw type section. This is notable because 

χARM and IRM intensities depend entirely upon magnetic mineral phases that can retain a 

remanence (e.g., magnetite, maghemite, hematite, and goethite).  

This is in contrast to bulk magnetic-susceptibility data, which in some cases can reflect a 

substantial contribution from nonmagnetic materials (i.e., paramagnetic and diamagnetic 

minerals such as micas, ferromagnesian silicates, and clay minerals, etc.; Hrouda, 1982). 

However, the similarities among the χ, χARM, and all the IRM values imply that the carriers of all 

the rock-magnetic parameters are specifically ferrimagnetic components with relatively low 

coercivities (i.e., magnetite and/or maghemite). This is further supported by the values for the 

IRM backfields, which are completely remagnetized by 100 mT.  
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Figure 2.5: Integration of sedimentological, geochronological, and primary rock-
magnetic parameters: plotted as a function of depth in the type section. The rock-
magnetic parameters are: bulk magnetic susceptibility at low, medium and high 
frequencies (χlow, χmed, χhigh), magnetic susceptibility of ARM (χARM), IRM acquired at 
various field strengths (IRM100mT, IRM300mT, and SIRM2.9T), and IRM-backfields 
(IRM-100mT and IRM-300mT). Note the similar behavior of all the rock-magnetic 
parameters, implying that similar magnetic phases are responsible for all the magnetic 
signals. In particular, the similarities that parameters have to the ARM curve imply 
that the magnetic signal is dominated by a mixture of ferrimagnetic phases such as 
magnetite or maghemite (Jordanova, 2017). Moreover, the fact that both IRM-
backfield vs depth curves are nearly symmetrical with the SIRM vs. depth curve 
implies that these phases are of moderate to low coercivity, again implying the 
dominance of magnetite/maghemite within the type section (Thompson and Oldfield, 
1986; Evans and Heller, 2003). TL—thermoluminescence obtained date. 
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Finally, the positive correlation between the rock-magnetic parameters and the geochemical 

proxies for weathering (Fig. 2.3) implies that the χ, χARM, and IRM values are specifically related 

to the concentration of the magnetic fraction within the type section. 

Environmental Rock-Magnetic Ratios: Magnetic Granulometry 

Environmental magnetic loess-paleosol studies have long recognized that fine-grained 

magnetite particles can form during pedogenesis of parent material. These pedogenic magnetite 

particles consist of superparamagnetic (SP; grain size <30 nm) and geologically stable, single 

domain (SSD; grain size ~30–75 nm) populations. Detrital magnetic minerals are distinct in that 

they often consist of coarser multidomain (MD; grain size ~100–300 nm and larger) or pseudo-

single domain (PSD; grain size in between SSD and MD) grain sizes (Maxbauer et al., 2017). 

Many detailed studies have diagnosed and quantified the effects that different grain sizes have on 

different rock-magnetic parameters including χ, χARM, and all the IRM intensities. Numerous 

references (e.g., Thompson and Oldfield, 1986; Evans and Heller, 2003; Liu et al., 2013) can 

provide the reader a better understanding of environmental magnetism approaches and 

interpretations. 

Although a complete review is beyond the scope of this chapter, some succinct observations, 

based on considerable previous research, can be noted. First, although SP grains can drastically 

increase a soil’s bulk magnetic susceptibility, they are too small to retain a remanence and thus 

are not detectable during measurements of χARM , or IRM intensities. Second, the SP grain 

contribution to a sample's bulk magnetic susceptibility is dependent upon the frequency of the 

external magnetic field used to measure said susceptibility. Finally, SSD grains are more 

efficient at acquiring an χARM than PSD or MD grains (Dunlop and Özdemir, 1997). 
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To determine the relative distribution of magnetic grain sizes, independent of concentration, 

the following environmental rock-magnetic ratios were determined: χARM/χlow, χARM/SIRM, 

SIRM/χlow, and percent frequency dependence of magnetic susceptibility (%χ FD).  

Magnetic granulometric estimations are implied by assuming that relatively low values 

(closer to 0.0) represent coarser magnetic grain sizes and that relatively high values (closer to 

1.0) represent a domination of finer magnetic particles in assemblages (e.g., King et al., 1982; 

Thompson and Oldfield, 1986; Bloemendal et al., 1992; Evans and Heller, 2003; Gubbins and 

Herrero-Bervera, 2007). 

The overall increasing trend in values of the %χ FD, χARM/χlow, and χARM/SIRM ratio (Fig. 2.6) 

is interpreted to represent an overall transition from a magnetic assemblage dominated by coarser 

magnetic particles near the base of the Blackwater Draw Formation to generally finer magnetic 

particles closer to the top of the section sampled (Fig. 2.6).  

In marked contrast to the individual rock-magnetic parameters alone, the environmental 

magnetic ratios display a more enhanced sinuous behavior and more pronounced demarcation of 

specific stratigraphic intervals in the Blackwater Draw Formation. The observed variations are 

tentatively interpreted to represent cyclic changes in depositional patterns of magnetic mineral 

phases. 

The SIRM/χlow ratio does not follow the same pattern as the other two ratios. Instead, cycles 

are present that are essentially the inverse of the cycles defined by the χARM/SIRM ratio, and %χ 

FD graph apparent at ~5.2 m and above (paleosol 1 to modern). Despite the inversion, the fact that 

all magnetic granulometry ratios display variations with the same frequency implies that they 

represent similarly cyclic changes in magnetic grain size.  
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Figure 2.6: Environmental rock-magnetic ratios plotted as a function of depth in the 
Blackwater Draw Formation. These ratios were calculated using rock parameters 
displayed in Fig. 2.5. In particular, the χARM/χlow, χARM/SIRM, and %χFD ratios are 
commonly used to estimate magnetic granulometry, with lower values and higher values 
describing coarser and finer magnetic grain sizes, respectively. The SIRM/χlow vs. depth 
curve is also interpreted to reflect grain size but differs in that higher values represent 
coarser magnetic grain sizes and vice versa (Thompson and Oldfield, 1986; Evans and 
Heller, 2003; Gubbins and Herrero-Bervera, 2007). χR values are used to estimate the 
relative distribution of magnetic grain-sizes. Low %χFD1-3, ꭓARM/SIRM2.9T, and χR 
values for Paleosols 5 and 4 imply that the magnetic signal is controlled primarily by a 
wide distribution of coarse magnetic phases, which were likely detrital in origin 
(Thompson and Oldfield, 1986; Evans and Heller, 2003; Hrouda, 2011; Jordanova, 2016; 
Stine et al., 2020). By contrast the relatively high %χFD, ꭓARM/SIRM, and χR values for 
Paleosols 3–Surficial Soil implies that the magnetic signal is controlled by fine, 
potentially SP-SD magnetic phases (Hrouda, 2011; Maxbauer et al., 2016a). Jordanova, 
2017). TL—thermoluminescence obtained date; SP—superparamagnetic. 
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Environmental Rock-Magnetic Ratios: Grain-size Volume Distributions 

ꭓR is a rock-magnetic parameter first proposed by Hrouda (2011) which is theoretically 

independent from dia-, para-, and MD ferromagnetic contributions in sediments. ꭓR is useful for 

determining the difference between wide and narrow distributions of mean grain-size volume of 

SP-SSD particles in a sediment (Hrouda, 2011). It is calculated by the following equation: 

ꭓ𝑅𝑅 =
ꭓ𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 − ꭓ𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
ꭓ𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 − ꭓℎ𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖ℎ

 

The ꭓR signal is distinct from the other environmental magnetic ratios, in that values begin to 

steadily increase in the top half of Paleosol 4, reaching peak values in Paleosol 2, and then begin 

to decrease in Paleosol 1. This behavior seemingly forms a concave arc which is facing lower 

values (Fig. 2.6). High/low values for ꭓR are interpreted to correlate to narrow/wide distributions 

of magnetic grain-sizes, respectively (Hrouda, 2011). Therefore, paleosol 2 which has the highest 

median ꭓR values (0.7111) is interpreted to be characterized by a relatively more homogenous (in 

terms of grain-size) population of magnetic phases. By contrast, Paleosol 5, the bottom half of 

Paleosol 4, and the Surficial Soil are interpreted to more likely constitute a mix of varying grain 

sizes due to their low median ꭓR values of 0.4729, 0.4353, and 0.5625, respectively.  

Environmental Rock-Magnetic Ratios: Coercivity Distributions 

The S-ratio parameter is commonly used in environmental magnetism to quantify the relative 

proportion of “hard”, or high-coercivity, magnetic minerals (e.g., hematite and/or goethite), to 

“soft”, or low-coercivity, phases (e.g., magnetite, maghemite, pyrrhotite)) (Stober and 

Thompson, 1979, Bloemendal et al., 1992, Maxbauer et al., 2016). Here we use the common 

definition of S-ratio as:  

S-ratio = 0.5 x (SIRM — IRM-300mT)/SIRM. (1) 
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This definition is based on the assumption that the true contribution of soft minerals to SIRM 

is one-half the original SIRM minus the value of IRM-300 (Bloemendal et al. 1992). The fact that 

all S-ratio values through the entire Blackwater Draw Formation type section are greater than 0.5 

implies that the magnetic signal of the type section is dominated by relatively low-coercivity 

magnetic phases (Maxbauer et al., 2016). However, the striking drop in S-ratio values at paleosol 

2 implies a relatively larger presence of hard magnetic phases, yet still a dominance by soft 

magnetic minerals.  

The hard isothermal remanent magnetization (HIRM) is the theoretical contribution of the 

“hard” (high coercivity) magnetic phases to the overall remanence (Robinson, 1986; Thompson 

and Oldfield, 1986; Jordanova, 2017). Here we refer to Maxbauer et al. (2016), who defined 

HIRM as: 

HIRM100mT = 0.5 x (SIRM + IRM-100mT) (2) 

HIRM300mT = 0.5 x (SIRM + IRM-300mT) (2) 

The HIRM versus depth curves shows a very similar appearance to the three IRM versus 

depth curves (Figs. 2.5 and 2.7). Nevertheless, the HIRM data appear to be more efficient at 

demarcating different levels of the Blackwater Draw Formation (Fig. 2.7), which can potentially 

relate to changes in the relative contributions by hard magnetic minerals to the remanence 

between each of these levels.  

The L-ratio first developed by Liu et al. (2007b) is interpreted to reflect coercivity variations 

in magnetically harder phases (i.e., hematite and/or goethite) where low/high values represent 

low/high coercivities respectively. It is calculated using the following equation: 

𝐿𝐿 − 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 =
[0.5 ∗ (𝑆𝑆𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑀𝑀 + 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑀𝑀−300𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚)]
[0.5 ∗ (𝑆𝑆𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑀𝑀 + 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑀𝑀−100𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚)] =

𝐻𝐻𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑀𝑀300𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

𝐻𝐻𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑀𝑀100𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
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Figure 2.7: Environmental rock-magnetic ratios plotted as a function of depth in the 
Blackwater Draw Formation. These ratios were calculated using rock parameters 
displayed in Fig. 2.5. In particular, S-Ratio, L-Ratio and HIRM are used to estimate 
coercivity distribution The consistently high/low values for S-ratio and L-ratio, 
respectively imply that the type site is dominated by low- to moderate-coercivity 
phases (magnetite/maghemite; Maxbauer et al., 2016). The hard isothermal remanent 
magnetization (HIRM) vs. depth curves are very similar to the rock-magnetic 
parameters (Fig.2.5). However, the fact that they are better at demarcating the different 
paleosols can potentially be related to the relative contribution of higher-coercivity 
phases (hematite/goethite) within the type-site (Maxbauer et al., 2016; Jordanova, 
2017). TL—thermoluminescence obtained date; SP—superparamagnetic. 
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When compared to depth, the L-ratio at appears to be the inverse of the S-ratio, though subtle 

differences are apparent in Paleosols 2-Surficial Soil upon closer inspection (Fig. 2.7). Paleosol 2 

has a relatively narrower distribution of L-ratio compared to S-ratio values, which implies a 

smaller variation in the concentration of higher coercivity phases (i.e. hematite and goethite) 

compared to lower coercivity phases (i.e magnetite and maghemite) (Liu et al., 2007b). 

Moreover, the L-ratio appears to be more efficient than the S-ratio at demarcating the 

boundaries between the Bt and Bk horizons of Paleosol 1 and the Surficial Soil. These 

boundaries, correlate to subtle increases in L-ratio values, implying that each layer is separated 

by a slightly higher concentration of higher coercivity phases (Liu et al., 2007b).  

2.5 Discussion 

2.5.1 Correlation of Geochemical and Rock-Magnetic Properties with Weathering 

Conditions 

Rock-magnetic properties are relatively inexpensive and quick to measure, which makes 

them an attractive proxy in paleoenvironmental studies. Bulk magnetic susceptibility (χ), ꭓARM, 

and IRM intensities are a function of changes in the mineralogy, grain size, and concentration of 

magnetic minerals.  

These in turn can be related to changes in provenance, weathering intensities, and other 

factors. In order to establish proper context, we couple multiple rock-magnetic parameters with 

geochemical data as a more robust approach for evaluating changes in environmental conditions 

For the Blackwater Draw type section, the correlation between the rock-magnetic parameters (χ, 

ꭓARM, and IRM) and the geochemical proxies for weathering implies that variations in the former 
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are specifically related to the concentration of maghemite/magnetite particles within the type 

section. Table 2.4–2.6 summarizes the key geochemical and magnetic properties of each 

paleosol, and the implications of these properties for varying weathering intensities are discussed 

below. 

The coarse grain size, high quartz content, limited clay mineral content, and the stability of 

geochemical proxies all suggest minimal weathering of siliciclastic minerals within paleosols 5 

and 4. The high percentage of quartz and minimal clay result in artificially high chemical index 

of alteration (CIA) values — specifically, no feldspar to weather into clay in these paleosols. The 

low environmental magnetic ratio values (ꭓARM/χlow, ꭓARM/SIRM, and %χFD) indicate that 

maghemite/magnetite phases typically were coarser grained (i.e., PSD/MD) and thus are likely 

detrital in origin (Maxbauer et al., 2017). Domination of coarser magnetite in conjunction with 

little geochemical evidence for weathering implies that the high rock-magnetic parameter values 

for these two paleosols are likely correlated to a high concentration of minimally altered detrital 

magnetic phases. 

  

χ 
(SI Unit)

ARM
(Am2/kg) 

IRM100mT

(Am2/kg) 

IRM300mT

(Am2/kg)

SIRM2.9T

(Am2/kg)

IRM-300mT

(Am2/kg)

ARM
χ 

(Am2/kg)

ARM
SIRM

(SI units)

χFD

(SI Units)

SIRM
χ 

(Am2/kg)

S-ratio
(SI units)

HIRM 
(Am2/kg)

ΧFD

HIRM
(kg/Am2)

Modern Soil 2.36E-07 1.95E-04 2.60E-03 3.40E-03 3.70E-03 -3.00E-03 8.29E+02 5.33E-02 7.7 1.60E+04 0.8972 3.80E-04 1.26E-01

Paleosol 1 1.19E-07 8.82E-05 1.20E-03 1.50E-03 1.70E-03 -1.20E-03 7.49E+02 5.52E-02 8.4 1.39E+04 0.86 2.41E-04 1.12E-01

Paleosol 2 7.73E-08 4.98E-05 6.39E-04 8.39E-04 9.98E-04 -6.24E-04 6.13E+02 4.78E-02 7.5 1.28E+04 0.7994 1.92E-04 7.47E-02

Paleosol 3 1.23E-07 6.67E-05 1.10E-03 1.50E-03 1.80E-03 -1.20E-03 5.80E+02 4.00E-02 6.3 1.45E+04 0.8335 3.08E-04 6.36E-02

Paleosol 4 1.55E-07 9.06E-05 1.80E-03 2.30E-03 2.60E-03 -2.00E-03 5.65E+02 3.24E-02 5.15 1.67E+04 0.8586 3.75E-04 5.64E-02

Paleosol 5 2.01E-07 1.19E-04 2.40E-03 3.10E-03 3.50E-03 -2.70E-03 6.23E+02 3.50E-02 4.6 1.77E+04 0.8801 4.19E-04 5.28E-02

Paleosol

Rock-magnetic parameters Environmental rock-magnetic ratios

NOTE: χ—bulk magnetic susceptibility (SI units); ARM—anhysteretic remanent magnetization (Am2/Kg); IRM100mT—isothermal remanent magnetization,

with 100 mT direct current field treatment (Am2/Kg);IRM300mT—isothermal remanent magnetization, with 300 mT direct current field treatment (Am2/Kg); SIRM—saturating isothermal remanent 

magnetization with field at 2.9 T(Am2/Kg); IRM-300mT—isothermal remanent magnetization with backfield of -300 mT(Am2/Kg); χFD—frequency-dependent magnetic susceptibility (SI units); 

HIRM—hard isothermal remanent magnetization (Am2/Kg); S-ratio—relative proportion of "hard", or high-coercivity, magnetic minerals (e.g., hematite and/or goethite), to "soft", 
or low-coercivity, phases (e.g., magnetite, maghemite, pyrrhotite) (SI units)

Table 2.4:  Whole-rock Magnetic Data, Blackwater Draw Formation Type Section, Texas 
Summary, As Mean Values 
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Ba/Sr (leaching)
Al/Si 

(clayeyness)
Sigma Bases 
(hydrolysis) CIA

A 5 YR 3/4

Bt 5 YR 3/6

Bk 7.5 YR 5/8
Average

%Sand (34) 
%Silt (47)

 %Clay (19)
Range

%Sand (23-46) 
%Silt (40-57) 
%Clay (14-23)

Average
%Sand (40)
 %Silt (43) 

 %Clay (17.0)
Range

%Sand (23-73)
%Silt (20-57)
%Clay (7-25)

Average      
%Sand (57)
 %Silt (29)
%Clay (14)

Range      
    %Sand (45-82)

%Silt (11-36)
%Clay (7-20)

Average
%Sand (68)
 %Silt (24) 
 %Clay (8)

Range
%Sand (43-84)
%Silt (12-47)
%Clay (4-16)

Average
%Sand (63)
%Silt (26)
%Clay (11)

Range
%Sand (40-76) 
%Silt (18-47)
%Clay (6-16)

NOTE : CIA—chemical index of alteration
* Terminology of Mack et al. (1993)
** Terminology of Retallack (2001)
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Table 2.5: Summary of Weathering Indices Interpretations  
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S-ratio L-ratio
ARM/χ

ARM/SIRM
% χ FD

ꭓR

χ
ARM

IRM(100mT, 300mT, 

A 5 YR 3/4

Bt 5 YR 3/6

Bk 7.5 YR 5/8

Average
%Sand (34) 
%Silt (47)

 %Clay (19)
Range

%Sand (23-46) 
%Silt (40-57) 
%Clay (14-23)

Average
%Sand (40)
 %Silt (43) 

 %Clay (17.0)
Range

%Sand (23-73)
%Silt (20-57)
%Clay (7-25)

Average      
%Sand (57)
 %Silt (29)
%Clay (14)

Range      
    %Sand (45-

82)
%Silt (11-36)
%Clay (7-20)

Average
%Sand (68)
 %Silt (24) 
 %Clay (8)

Range
%Sand (43-84)
%Silt (12-47)
%Clay (4-16)

Average
%Sand (63)
%Silt (26)
%Clay (11)

Range
%Sand (40-76) 
%Silt (18-47)
%Clay (6-16)

Ar
gi
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c C
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so
l*

; A
rid

iso
l*

*

Massive ped 
structure; clay and 

carbonate coating on 
grains;  local calcite 
nodules up to a cm

Bt

Bk

NOTE : CIA—chemical index of alteration; χ—bulk magnetic susceptibility; T—temperature; ARM—anhysteretic remanent magnetization; IRM—isothermal remanent 
magnetization; SIRM—saturating isothermal remanent magnetization;  

χFD—frequency-dependent magnetic susceptibility.
* Terminology of Mack et al. (1993)
** Terminology of Retallack (2001)
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Table 2.6: Summary of Rock-Magnetic Interpretations 
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Paleosols 3, 2, and 1 are characterized as distinct weathered profiles as indicated by upward-

increasing CIA values through each profile, Ba/Sr variability, and the increase in Al/Si ratios 

relative to paleosols 5 and 4. Moreover, paleosols 3, 2, and 1 demonstrate a greater percentage of 

finer (SP/SD) magnetic particles than paleosols 5 and 4 (Figs. 2.3, 2.6, and 2.7) (Table 2.4–Table 

2.5). Higher weathering implies that these finer maghemite/magnetite phases were likely formed 

in-situ during pedogenesis (Jordanova, 2017).  

However, paleosols 3 and 2 also display lower S-ratio values, indicating an increased 

contribution from hematite to the magnetic signal. By contrast, paleosol 1 displays high S-ratio 

values, indicating that, like paleosols 5 and 4, the signal is dominated primarily by 

maghemite/magnetite. The increased contribution of hematite in paleosols 3 and 2 is attributed to 

the fact that both were subjected to higher weathering intensities than paleosol 1, indicated by the 

higher CIA values (Fig. 2.3).  

Greater weathering would result in the breakdown of coarse detrital magnetite into more 

stable, though magnetically weaker hematite and/or goethite (Santana et al., 2001). The 

decreased concentration of maghemite/magnetite by weathering is tentatively interpreted as the 

primary reason for the low rock-magnetic parameter values in paleosols 3 and 2.  

The higher rock-magnetic parameter values of paleosol 1 are tentatively interpreted to be 

caused by the precipitation of more highly magnetic phases, which partially offset the decrease 

of detrital magnetite due to chemical weathering. Overall, this suggests that the pedogenic 

formation of fine magnetite versus the weathering of detrital magnetite into hematite was likely a 

competing process during the formation of each paleosol within the type-section of the 

Blackwater Draw Formation. 
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. Moreover, although thermomagnetic data indicate that hematite is present, the high rock-

magnetic parameter and S-ratio values indicates that the hematite contribution to the magnetic 

signal is overpowered by the maghemite/magnetite contribution (Tarling, 1983; Tauxe et al., 

2010; Maxbauer et al., 2016). Therefore, our tentative interpretation is that the modern soil 

experienced weathering intensities similar to paleosol 1, in that weathering was greater than 

paleosols 5 and 4 but less than paleosols 3 and 2. 

2.5.2 Timing and Character of the Mid-Pleistocene Transition as Recorded in the 

Blackwater Draw Formation 

The existence of the mid- Pleistocene transition is well established, such that global ice 

volume and associated proxies (e.g., CO2 atmospheric concentrations) vary on ~41 k.y. and ~100 

k.y. cycles, for the pre– and post– mid-Pleistocene transition, respectively (Shackleton and 

Opdyke, 1976; Pisias and Moore, 1981). However, both the timing and the character of the 

actual transition are debated. Many workers have suggested that the transition began as early as 

1500 ka and ended as late as 600 ka. There is also debate on whether the transition was abrupt, 

gradual, or defined by several stepwise changes (Pisias and Moore, 1981; Ruddiman et al., 1989; 

Park and Maasch, 1993; Bolton et al., 1995; Lau and Weng, 1995; Mudelsee and Schulz, 1997). 

Fairly recent analysis using a high signal-to-noise oxygen-isotope record allowed Clark et al. 

(2006) to estimate the time interval for the mid-Pleistocene transition as between ca. 1250 and 

700 ka. Our existing age model suggests the mid-Pleistocene transition duration denoted by 

Clark et al. (2006) occurs within the Blackwater Draw Formation type section (Figs. 2.3, 2.5–

2.7). The oldest independent age estimates available at the type section is related to the 

identification of an stratigraphic interval (magnetozone) of reverse polarity (Fig. 2.3).  Samples 
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analyzed from below the reverse-polarity interval demonstrate both normal and reverse-polarities 

(Patterson and Larson, 1990). Thus, the stratigraphically highest reverse polarity magnetozone is 

suggested to record part of the Matuyama chron and is thus older than ca. 773 ka. Strata 

providing samples of normal polarity collected below the reverse-polarity magnetozone were 

likely deposited during either the normal polarity Jaramillo or Cobb Mountain subchrons in the 

Matuyama Chron, thus prior to ca. 1000 ka (Singer, 2014).  

For several reasons we hypothesize that the change in character, as shown by the grain size, 

grain mineralogy, geochemical, and rock-magnetic data, between the base and upper parts of the 

section, which occurs within paleosol 3, represents the initiation of the mid-Pleistocene transition 

(Fig. 2.3). In the inferred pre–mid-Pleistocene transition part of the section, the grain size is fine 

sand, and calcic paleosols predominate. The mineralogy is nearly exclusively quartz, and the 

rock-magnetic data indicate an abundance of relatively coarse magnetite/maghemite phases.  

Conversely, we note that silt is the dominant grain size and argillic-calcic paleosols dominate 

above 3.4 m in the section, which is after the inferred inception of the mid-Pleistocene transition. 

Moreover, grain mineralogy is much more varied in this post–mid-Pleistocene transition section. 

A higher concentration of feldspar and clay minerals and increased mineral variability are both 

interpreted to reflect partial derivation from chemical weathering of feldspar during pedogenesis.  

The rock-magnetic data also demonstrate an upward transition to a greater abundance of 

finer-grained (SSD and SP) magnetite/maghemite phases at this same interval. When the rock-

magnetic data are viewed as a function of depth, an evident change in cycle behavior to a higher-

amplitude signal occurs at paleosol 3 (Figs. 2.5 – 2.7). Rock-magnetic data have been noted to 

record Milankovitch cycles within sediments and lithified sedimentary sequences (Kukla et al., 
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1988; Balsam et al., 2005; Kodama et al., 2010; Wu et al., 2012; Kodama and Hinnov, 2014). It 

is possible that this change in signal behavior resulted from the change to 100 k.y. cycles during 

the mid-Pleistocene transition. Nonetheless, with the current and ill-constrained age model 

(Patterson and Larson, 1990), converting these spatial cycles to the time domain remains 

difficult.  

Although we have no age constraint on the inception of the mid-Pleistocene transition at the 

type location of the Blackwater Draw Formation, we hypothesize that the character of the 

stratigraphic section indicates the transition was completed during or before deposition of the 

sediment that composes paleosol 2. The boundary between paleosol 1 and paleosol 2 roughly 

coincides with the stratigraphic top of the reverse magnetic-polarity magnetozone reported by 

Patterson and Larson (1990) interpreted as the termination of the Matuyama chron. Thus, the 

timing of the mid-Pleistocene transition on the Southern High Plains from the study site is 

contained entirely within the duration required to deposit and weather paleosols 2 and 3, and 

likely occurred between ca. 1250 ka and ca. 773 ka.  

2.5.3 Environmental Conditions across the mid-Pleistocene Transition in the Blackwater 

Draw Formation 

A fundamental change in the depositional energy of Blackwater Draw Formation eolian 

deposits occurred across the time interval of the mid-Pleistocene transition. In pre–mid-

Pleistocene transition deposits (paleosols 5 and 4), the grain size is very fine to fine sand and 

includes dominantly subrounded to subangular quartz grains. Furthermore, the environmental 

magnetic ratios indicate that the two paleosols in this interval are composed of coarser magnetic 

particles (i.e., PSD/MD; Table 2.5). The deposits comprising paleosols 4 and 5 are best 
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characterized as eolian sand sheets. These are deposits of eolian dunes where the slip face is 

typically absent (e.g., Kocurek and Nielson, 1986). Alternatively, the deposits were cross-sets 

wholly overprinted and reconstituted during pedogenesis. Yet, it seems unlikely that no primary 

features would be preserved, considering that these are arid paleosols. Thus, in the pre–mid-

Pleistocene transition part of the section, depositional energy moved sand in traction, but not as 

dunes.  

In the post–mid-Pleistocene transition part of the section, the dominant grain size is coarse 

silt, which must have been transported through suspension. Yet, sand grains are present in 

deposits of the post–mid-Pleistocene transition section (Fig. 2.3). Typically, the sand-sized 

grains are dispersed in the silt and clay and therefore demonstrate different processes of 

transport, suspension versus traction, in the same deposit (Fig. 2.2). Two processes may have 

contributed to the grain-size mixing. The first is recycling of material from underlying strata 

containing coarser grains, perhaps during deflation of the numerous playas on the Southern High 

Plains (Carlisle and Marrs, 1982; Holliday, 1997; Muhs and Holliday, 2001; Stout, 2014).  

The sand lag that we have documented at the base of paleosol 2 is consistent with such 

recycling (Fig. 2.3). The second process incorporates sand grains continually derived from the 

Pecos River drainage during the entire depositional history of the Blackwater Draw Formation. 

Pre−mid-Pleistocene transition deposits record enough high energy to winnow silt and clay and 

to transport very fine and fine sand as sand sheets across the Southern High Plains.  

Post–mid-Pleistocene transition strata record deposition of suspension-derived silt that mixed 

with a still-significant volume fraction of sand, likely sourced from the south and southwest. The 
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transition between the two energy regimes occurred abruptly within paleosol 3, ~4 meters above 

the base of the section.  

 Weathering conditions also changed in the Blackwater Draw Formation across the mid-

Pleistocene transition. Pedogenic conditions before the inception of the mid-Pleistocene 

transition resulted in the paleosol 5 and 4 profiles, which record very little chemical weathering, 

minimal clay content, relatively coarse magnetite/maghemite signal, and well-developed calcic 

horizons. These features are interpreted as consistent with relatively arid conditions. Vegetation 

during the period, indicated by root traces in the section (Fig. 2.2C), may have helped facilitate 

sand sheet deposition (Kocurek and Nielson, 1986).  

In the syn– and post–mid-Pleistocene transition part of the section, weathering profiles show 

abundant formation and illuviation of clay minerals. An increase in illuviation and weathering 

would also result in an increased contribution of hematite via weathering of 

magnetite/maghemite, potentially explaining the reduction in the rock-magnetic signal (χ, ARM, 

and IRM) for paleosols 3 and 2 (Fig. 2.5; Santana et al., 2001). Weathering indices show 

progressive weathering upward through each paleosol profile (Fig. 2.3). These properties require 

a periodic presence of water, and thus these profiles likely record semiarid or wetter conditions. 

Yet, the persistent occurrence of pedogenic carbonate throughout the section indicates that the 

climate could not have become truly humid (Machette, 1985). 

Invoking variations in the duration of soil-forming episodes, from the pre–mid-Pleistocene 

transition to post–mid-Pleistocene transition parts of the section, as the sole control for the 

pedogenic variations observed in the Blackwater Draw Formation is untenable. Holliday (1989) 

indicated that there is no evidence for authigenic clay and thus most clay illuviation was related 
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to windblown dust accumulation. If one can assume different durations of time for each soil-

forming episode, then well-developed argillic horizons are the result of more windblown clay 

accumulation. The grain-size, geochemical, and rock-magnetic data presented here strongly 

suggest that variations in precipitation rates were at least partly responsible for the variation in 

pedogenic character. First, paleosols 2 and 3 lack any Bk horizon yet demonstrate greater 

chemical weathering than other paleosols (Fig. 2.3).  

If time were the only factor involved in controlling observed variations, the lack of a Bk 

horizon could be the result of minimal duration of pedogenesis; however, the increased 

weathering indicated by the geochemistry suggests the opposite. Second, syn– and post–mid-

Pleistocene transition paleosols demonstrate an increasing degree of hydrolysis upward within 

each profile, indicating clay formation in the upper half of the profile that was illuviated 

downward. Moreover, the size, chemistry and crystal morphology of clay minerals show that 

authigenically formed clay is present in a separate stratigraphic section of the Blackwater Draw 

Formation ~ 60 km southeast of the type section near Slaton, Texas (B. Segvic, 2018, personal 

commun.).  

The rock-magnetic data from the Blackwater Draw Formation type section are consistent 

with a low contribution of pedogenically formed components in the pre–mid-Pleistocene 

transition paleosols, but a higher contribution in the syn– and post–mid-Pleistocene transition 

paleosols. Thus, temperature and/or precipitation variations must have had some control during 

the formation of the syn– and post–mid-Pleistocene transition paleosols. Previous studies of 

contemporaneous material elsewhere in southwest United States show that temperature 

variations during interglacial periods varied from the modern values by less than 3°C (Fawcett et 
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al., 2011). Given the minimal temperature range, higher precipitation likely controlled the 

character of the syn– and post–mid-Pleistocene transition paleosols with respect to the older 

paleosols. 

2.5.4 Provenance Signals across the mid-Pleistocene Transition 

Holliday (1989) suggested the Pecos River drainage area was the area of provenance for the 

sediment composing the Blackwater Draw Formation. This conclusion was largely based on the 

well-defined, northeast fining of the surficial sediment of the Southern High Plains (Fig. 2.1; 

Seitlheko, 1975). In the Holliday (1989) model, the northeast fining is the result of winnowing of 

fines during eolian transport of material out of the Pecos River drainage and up onto the 

Southern High Plains. Although the northward-fining trend of the modern soil is robust, we 

argue it is not a unique interpretation of the complete data set of Seitlheko (1975). Those data 

demonstrate a strong correlation in fining and volume of the sand fraction, but less of a 

correlation when considering the very fine sand-to-silt ratio and the fact that this ratio becomes 

less distinct farther north along the transect.  

In either the single or dual sediment-source hypothesis, sand is expected to fine away from 

the Pecos River where both models agree it was derived. Finer material is also expected to 

increase in the north in both models. The data reported by Seitlheko (1975) show that silt 

concentration makes a rather abrupt increase near the dashed line that demarcates the loess field 

from cover sands on our Figure 2.1B. The increase goes from typically <10% silt to the 20%–

40% range for silt over a distance of < 20 km. The punctual change appears more consistent with 

a dual-source model for the syn– and post–mid-Pleistocene transition part of the section, as 

described below. 
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 Earlier depositional models (e.g., Frye and Leonard, 1957; Reeves, 1976) implied that the 

Quaternary sediment on the Southern High Plains comprises two distinct Pleistocene 

lithostratigraphic units that potentially have different provenance. These workers defined the 

younger and farther north unit as a loess field, which seemingly has correlative units across the 

Canadian River in northern Texas and in the panhandle of Oklahoma (Stanley and Suneson, 

2003). The data we have obtained from the type section are consistent with a model of Pecos 

River sediment provenance in the pre–mid-Pleistocene transition part of the section, and at least 

partial influence from a northern provenance source for the syn– and post–mid-Pleistocene 

transition part of the section.   

Subtle geochemical variations in the concentration of relatively immobile elements in 

Quaternary loess have previously been used to infer provenance (e.g., Gallet et al., 1998; 

Aleinikoff et al., 1993). We compiled a reference set of data from localities both to the north and 

within the Pecos River drainage to assess a northern versus southern provenance. Relative 

proportions of titanium to niobium and of potassium to rubidium can be useful to differentiate 

provenance because these elements partition into different heavy oxide and feldspar minerals, 

respectively (e.g., Muhs et al., 2008). Data from paleosols 1 and 2 and from the Bailey and Floyd 

playas (Fig. 2.1) plot within and scatter around the titanium to niobium ratio of Nebraska loess, 

whereas data from paleosols 4 and 5 display less scatter but are displaced from the Nebraska 

field (Fig. 2.8A).  

Comparison of the same data on a rubidium-potassium cross-plot indicates that the youngest 

sediment of the Southern High Plains (playa data of Dunne, 2013) most closely aligns with 

Nebraska loess, whereas the data from paleosols 1 and 2 plot in between Nebraska loess and the 
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pre–mid-Pleistocene transition paleosol data (Fig. 2.8B). Both plots suggest that the pre–mid-

Pleistocene transition paleosols contain a different proportion of feldspars and heavy oxides than 

Nebraska loess and are consistent with a Pecos River provenance prior to the mid-Pleistocene 

transition. The syn– and post–mid-Pleistocene transition paleosols, however, are consistent with 

a mixed provenance of Nebraska loess and sand derived from the Pecos River drainage. The 

youngest material most closely aligns with a Nebraska loess provenance. 

Available reference geochemical data from several literature sources (Fig. 2.8C and 7D) were 

compared on a spider plot with data from the Blackwater Draw Formation. Here, a straight 

horizontal line with a value of one indicates a perfect match between the two data sets. Figure 

2.8C demonstrates that an average of selected relatively immobile elements show much less 

variation from the one-to-one line for northern sources (black lines) than from a Pecos River 

source area (gray lines). Conversely, neither paleosol 4 nor 5 provide a match for either the 

northern or the Pecos River reference data (Fig. 2.8C). We infer that this analysis indicates that 

paleosols 2 and 3 demonstrate a better geochemical fit to potential northern sources.  

Paleosols 4 and 5 do not seem to fit the Pecos River or northern sources very well, which 

could be explained by extensive chemical and physical winnowing during fluvial transport in the 

Pecos River drainage system and subsequent eolian traction transport onto the Southern High 

Plains as sand sheets. 

Cross-plots of the principal rock-magnetic data (ARM, SIRM, and χ) result in segregated 

clusters that correlate to the paleosols (Fig. 2.9). Although all the cross-plots have similar trends, 

the ARM versus SIRM cross-plot results in a positive linear trend that begins with paleosols 2 

and 3 and later bifurcates into two distinct populations.  
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These two populations consist of one cluster of high SIRM values but midrange ARM values 

(pre−mid-Pleistocene transition paleosols 4 and 5) and another cluster of both high SIRM and 

ARM values (post–mid-Pleistocene transition paleosol 1 and the modern soil). The comparison 

of ARM and SIRM values is often used to estimate magnetic granulometry (Evans and Heller, 

2003; Gubbins and Herrero-Bervera, 2007; Jordanova, 2017).  

These segregated populations seem to represent the difference between the coarser material 

(pre–mid-Pleistocene transition) and the finer material (post–mid-Pleistocene transition). 

Granulometric estimations alone do not necessarily imply provenance. Nevertheless, the 

segregation of the pre–mid-Pleistocene transition and post–mid-Pleistocene transition 

populations within the rock-magnetic cross-plots lends support for two likely sources of 

sediment for the Blackwater Draw Formation, these being a generally closer source that provided 

coarser material and a more distant sediment source that provided finer material.  

Studies have shown that continental glaciations were more extensive and prevalent in North 

America after the mid-Pleistocene transition, contributing to the shift to dominantly 100 k.y. 

climate cycles (Rutter et al., 2012; Barendregt and Duk-Rodkin, 2004). Loess-paleosol couplets 

in Illinois and Nebraska have been identified to correlate to the marine oxygen-isotope (MIS) 

curve (Grimley et al., 2003; Mason et al., 2007; Otvos, 2015). Loess deposits are interpreted to 

correspond to deep glacial intervals (MIS 2, 6, 12), and well-developed paleosol layers 

correspond to interglacial intervals (MIS 1, 5, 7, 9, 11; Grimley et al., 2003). The less 

pronounced MIS 8- and 10-time intervals apparently do not result in well-developed loess 

sequences, but rather in the over thickened Yarmouth soil (Grimley et al., 2003). 
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Figure 2.8: (A) Cross-plot of titanium to niobium comparing data from the Southern High 
Plains to the Nebraska loess field of Muhs et al. (2008). Black triangles are data from 
paleosols 4 and 5. Black circles are data from paleosols 1 and 2. Open circles are data from 
Dunne (2013) taken from the Floyd and Bailey playas (see Fig. 1 for location). The playas 
were cored to depths <4 m, and playa fill is likely younger than 21 ka (Dunne, 2013). (B) 
Cross-plot of potassium to rubidium comparing data from the Southern High Plains to the 
Nebraska loess field of Muhs et al. (2008). Symbology is the same as in A. (C) Spider plot 
of relatively immobile elements from the post– and syn–mid-Pleistocene transition 
paleosols. (D) Spider plot of relatively immobile elements from the pre–mid-Pleistocene 
transition paleosols. For both C and D, comparison references and symbology are the same. 
Black lines indicate reference data from the north; gray lines indicate reference data from 
the Pecos River drainage area. Data sources: Nebraska loess is from Muhs et al. (2008); 
Northern New Mexico (NNM) Chinle Formation is from Cleveland et al. (2008); Dockum 
Group is from Kanhalangsy (1997); Colorado Plateau Crust (cpc) is from Condie and 
Selverstone (1999); Canadian Shield (cs) reference is averaged from Shaw et al. (1967, 
1976) and Eade and Fahrig, (1971). 
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Figure 2.9: Cross-plots among the three rock-magnetic parameters: bulk magnetic 
susceptibility (χ), anhysteretic remanent magnetization (ARM), and a saturating 
isothermal remanent magnetization at 2.9 T (SIRM). Each data point is labelled 
based on its corresponding soil horizon (i.e., the Bt horizon of the modern soil, the 
Bk horizon of the modern soil, etc.). Note how data points from the same soil 
horizons group together, resulting in separate clusters that correlate to separate soil 
horizons. This illustrates that each individual soil horizon within the Blackwater 
draw type section has distinct magnetic properties. Dashed line in the SIRM vs. 
ARM plot is used to show how the pre–mid-Pleistocene transition soils (paleosols 
5 and 4) form a larger cluster which is distinct from the post–mid-Pleistocene 
transition soils (paleosols 3, 2, 1, and modern soil). This could potentially be 
explained by a change in provenance (Liu et al., 2018). MPT—mid-Pleistocene 
transition. 
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Thus, it seems that longer glacial intervals resulted in greater silt accumulation, which then 

could be reflected in aggradation of post–mid-Pleistocene transition sediment composing the 

modern soil, paleosol 1, and paleosol 2 of the type section Blackwater Draw Formation. 

Moreover, workers have hypothesized that the presence of a 2000-m-thick ice sheet on the 

continent would have greatly affected wind patterns (COHMAP members, 1988; Mason, 2001; 

Bromwich et al, 2004). This is similar to how the rise of the Himalayas and Tibetan plateau 

affected wind patterns of Asia (An et al. 2001).  

The large expanse of loess and sandy areas parallel to the peripheries of these ice sheets has 

been interpreted to indicate that post–mid-Pleistocene transition glacial periods were times of 

more intense wind activity in North America (Muhs et al., 2013; Swezey et al., 2013). Such 

enhanced wind activity potentially provided the mechanism by which the silt was transported to 

the Southern High Plains during the syn– and post–mid-Pleistocene transition intervals in the 

Blackwater Draw Formation. 

2.6 Conclusions 

Newly acquired textural, geochemical, and rock-magnetic data were used to construct a 

revised pedogenic framework for the type section of the Quaternary Blackwater Draw Formation 

that mantles the Southern High Plains. Correlation of the data from this new pedogenic 

framework to the age model previously established by Patterson and Larson (1990) and Holliday 

(1989) provides evidence that the Blackwater Draw Formation records climatic variability of the 

Southern High Plains from before, during, and after the onset of the mid-Pleistocene Transition.  

The pre–mid-Pleistocene transition section of the Blackwater Draw Formation is 

characterized by weakly developed soils with fine sand as the dominant particle size, pedogenic 
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carbonate horizons, a bulk mineralogy dominated by quartz, a lack of clay formation during 

hydrolysis, and a magnetic signal dominated by relatively coarse-grained magnetite/maghemite. 

All these features suggest that the pre–mid-Pleistocene transition part of the Blackwater Draw 

Formation records a relatively arid environment, which may have been controlled by shorter-

duration and presumably less humid 41 k.y. climate cycles. However, numerous 41 k.y. cycles 

likely occurred during the duration of formation of paleosols 4 and 5. In contrast, the syn–and 

post–mid-Pleistocene transition intervals in the Blackwater Draw Formation correspond to a 

wetter climate, as suggested by the increase in siliciclastic mineral weathering and pedogenic 

magnetic mineral concentrations. The rock-magnetic data display cycles with a larger amplitude 

for the post–mid-Pleistocene transition than the pre–mid-Pleistocene transition interval, a pattern 

that is interpreted to represent the transition to 100 k.y. climate cycles characteristic of the post–

mid-Pleistocene transition. 

Geochemical data also suggest a potential change in provenance, where the coarser pre–mid-

Pleistocene transition deposits were likely entirely derived from the Pecos River drainage, while 

the fining-upward sequence of the syn– and post–mid-Pleistocene transition sediments was likely 

sourced from a mixture of northerly derived silt and recycled or southerly derived sand. The 

overall ensemble of data is consistent with an environment in the Southern High Plains prior to 

the mid-Pleistocene transition that was dominated by arid conditions coupled with wind activity 

of sufficient energy to advance sand sheets from the Pecos River to the Southern High Plains.  

However, the syn– and post–mid-Pleistocene transition sections of the Blackwater Draw 

Formation indicate a shift in environment to a wetter climate during interglacial periods, and an 
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influx of northern-derived silt during longer-lived and more robust post–mid-Pleistocene 

transition glacial periods.  

The data presented here provide evidence that the change in planetary climatic frequency had 

noticeable effects on weathering variability, texture, and potentially sediment sources on the 

Southern High Plains as recorded by the Blackwater Draw Formation. Currently, the primary 

obstacle to implicating the mid-Pleistocene transition as the primary cause of these observations 

is the lack of a high-resolution age model. However, refinements to the geomagnetic polarity 

time scale (GPTS) since Patterson and Larson (1990), together with the six inferred cycles within 

the ARM/SIRM and percent χ FD data, support the hope that such an age model can be 

constructed with a more robust magnetic-polarity stratigraphy from the Blackwater Draw 

Formation in addition to rock-magnetic cyclostratigraphy (Kodama and Hinnov, 2014). Future 

work should take advantage of these improvements in dating in order to construct a high-

resolution age model for the type section of the Blackwater Draw Formation.   
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3.1 Chapter Abstract 

The type-section of the Blackwater Draw Formation (BDF) consists of a series of five paleosol 

horizons developed on eolian deposits and an overlying surficial soil. Previous work has shown 

that magnetic properties (e.g., χ, ARM, and IRM) as a function of depth in this type-section, 

display both magnetically enhanced and magnetically depleted signals for different paleosols. To 

better understand the magnetic mineralogy responsible for these varying responses, various rock-

magnetic experiments, scanning electron microscopy, and Mössbauer spectroscopy were 

conducted on representative samples from the six soil units which constitute the BDF type-

section. Our results show that sub-micron hematite (with a minor contribution from single-

domain sized hematite (Hc = ~500 mT) dominates all the soils in terms of weight percent 

concentration. Whereas low coercivity (Hc = ~35 mT or less) magnetite/maghemitized-

magnetite grains, largely in the PSD state (Mr/Ms=~0.14 +/- 0.03588, Hcr/Hc=~2.68 +/- 

0.298789), dominate the magnetic signal. Magnetically depleted soils show a relatively higher 

proportion of goethite, while magnetically enhanced soils show an increased contribution from 

SP/SSD magnetite/maghemite phases. By combining our dataset with geochemically-derived 

climofunctions, we have correlated the magnetically preserved, depleted, and enhanced sections 

of the type-section to three distinct environmental phases (I-III).  The basal sediments of Phase I 

displays relatively homogenous (neither enhanced nor depleted) magnetic properties due to 

relatively arid conditions and minimal alteration of southerly derive eolian sands. Conversely, 

Phase II-III represents a change in weathering intensities and provenance, resulting in a mix of 

southerly derived sands and northerly derived silts. Phase II, experiences greater precipitation 

levels, resulting in the dissolution of Fe-oxide phases and thus magnetic depletion. The 
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uppermost Phase III experienced intermediate precipitation intensities resulting in magnetic 

enhancement. Using previously published age models we tentatively interpret these changing 

environmental conditions to be influenced by the Middle-Pleistocene Transition (1.2-0.7 Ma), 

where the Earth’s climatic cycles shifted from a ~41 kyr to ~100 kyr cycles. However, 

ambiguities persist due to uncertainties in the currently published age model. Due to the 

complexity of the magnetic signal, we recommend future studies utilize a holistic approach, 

incorporating rock-magnetic, geochemical, and microscopy observations for more accurate 

reconstruction of regional paleoenvironments.  

3.2 Introduction 
Iron is the fourth most common element forming the planet (Lepp, 1975; Thompson and 

Oldfield, 1986; Frey and Reed, 2012) therefore iron bearing minerals, including magnetic iron 

oxides (i.e., magnetite, maghemite, hematite, and others), are a common constituent in most 

rocks in the Earth’s crust. Thompson and Oldfield (1986) recognized that environmentally 

influenced changes in iron oxide-bearing sediments correspond to changes in the magnetic 

properties of the bulk sediment material. Since then, numerous studies have shown that the 

magnetic properties of sediments, as well as sedimentary rocks, may serve as a valuable 

paleoclimate proxy (e.g., Evans and Heller (2003), and references therein), although ambiguities 

still exist concerning interpretations of the magnetic characteristics. 

During pedogenesis, it is often the case that fine-grained magnetite/maghemite particles form 

from the alteration of parent material (Thompson and Oldfield, 1986; Maher et al., 2003a, 2003b; 

Jordanova, 2016). These pedogenic magnetite/maghemite particles include superparamagnetic 

(SP; grain size typically <30 nm) in addition to geologically stable, single domain (SSD; grain 
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size 30–75 nm) grain populations (Zhou et al., 1990; Liu et al., 2003, 2004b; Liu, 2004; Nie et 

al., 2016). This contrasts with detrital magnetic minerals which are often coarser multidomain 

(MD; grain size 100-300nm and larger) or pseudo-single domain (PSD; grain size in between 

SSD and MD) grain sizes (Levi and Merrill, 1978; Newell and Merrill, 2000; Maxbauer et al., 

2016a; Roberts et al., 2017).  

Nevertheless the formation of new magnetic material during pedogenesis can result in a net 

increase in commonly measured rock magnetic parameters, such as bulk magnetic susceptibility 

(χ), anhysteretic remanent magnetization (ARM), and isothermal remanent magnetization (IRM) 

with respect to the parent material (a process often referred to as ‘magnetic enhancement’) 

(Maher, 1986; Thompson and Oldfield, 1986; Maher and Thompson, 1995; Evans and Heller, 

2003; Torrent et al., 2006; Jordanova, 2016). A well-known example of this phenomenon, and its 

relation to climate cycles, is the intensely studied loess deposits on the Chinese Loess Plateau 

(Heller and Tungsheng, 1984; Zhou et al., 1990; Maher and Thompson, 1991; Liu et al., 1992, 

2004a, 2007a; Verosub et al., 1993; Meng et al., 1997; Torrent et al., 2007; Song et al., 2010). 

There, the variations in magnitude of χ in relation to depth corresponds not only with the 

alternating sequences of loess-paleosols but also with established glacial-interglacial cycles 

based on geochemical and geochronologic information as, first demonstrated by Heller and 

Tungsheng (1984) and Kukla et al. (1988). 

However, pedogenesis does not always strictly result in magnetic enhancement of the parent 

material. Sequences that have been studied in Alaska, Siberia, and Argentina are well-cited 

examples where paleosols have lower magnetic values compared to underlying loess deposits 

(Chlachula et al., 1997, 1998; Maher, 1998; Chlachula, 2003; Chlachula and Little, 2011; 
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Jordanova, 2016). For these sites the “Siberian/Alaskan” model was proposed, which states that 

glacial/interglacial time periods correlate to strong/weak winds resulting in the deposition of 

more/less magnetite/maghemite respectively (Chlachula et al., 1998; Matasova et al., 2001; Zhu 

et al., 2003; Matasova and Kazansky, 2005; Kravchinsky et al., 2008). However, high percent 

frequency dependence (%ꭓFD) values for magnetically depleted palesols in Siberia suggest that 

pedogenesis is still a relevant factor (Matasova et al., 2001; Kravchinsky et al., 2008). Liu et al. 

(2008, 2013) offered an alternative model for magnetic depletion, where oversaturation of soils 

with water favors the conversion of detrital magnetite/maghemite into magnetically weaker 

mineral phases such as goethite or paramagnetic clays (Lu et al., 2012; Chen et al., 2015). 

Additionally, other researchers have identified that rises in temperature can also lead to magnetic 

depletion, through the conversion of magnetite into hematite (Schwertmann, 1958; Kämpf and 

Schwertmann, 1983; Scheinost and Schwertmann, 1999; Schwertmann et al., 1999; Liu et al., 

2012; Wang et al., 2013; Jiang et al., 2018). 

Understanding those specific circumstances where pedogenic processes may result in 

enhancing or depleting the magnetic signature of a soil is crucial to confidently interpreting rock 

magnetic data as a reliable climate proxy. In this paper, we contribute to ongoing research on the 

processes that might favor magnetic enhancement over depletion through studies of the magnetic 

mineralogy of the type section of the Blackwater Draw Formation (Reeves and Mahaney, 1976; 

Holliday, 1989). This formation consists of a series of Pleistocene eolian sediment-paleosol 

couplets preserved on the Southern High Plains (SHP) region of the United States (Fig. 3.1), 

which display both magnetically depleted and magnetically enhanced eolian sediment-paleosol 

layers (Holliday, 1989; Gustavson and Holliday, 1999; Stine et al., 2020).  
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Using a holistic data set which includes rock-magnetic, geochemical, and scanning electron 

microscopy observations; our study reveals the complex environmental origins of the magnetic 

signal as a reflection of both changing provenance and weathering intensities. Moreover, using 

geochemically based climofunctions, three paleoenvironmental phases are identified. The earliest 

Phase (I) represents a period when increased aridity resulted in the relative preservation of the 

magnetic signal, which is carried by southerly derived eolian coarse magnetic phases. This is 

followed by Phase II, characterized by a mix of southern sands and northern loess, where 

increased humidity results in magnetic depletion, through the destruction of magnetic phases. 

The soils of Phase III are similar to Phase II in that both are mixtures of southern sands and 

northern loess. However, Phase III represents an intermediate level of precipitation, i.e., great 

enough to result in magnetic enhancement but not so high as to destroy any newly made 

magnetic phases.  

Using current age constraints, these environmental phases are tentatively correlated to 

Middle Pleistocene Transition (MPT), when interglacial-glacial cycles shifted from ~41-k.y. 

cycles to ~100-k.y. cycles. However, ambiguities in the age model makes it difficult to associate 

these environmental changes with larger scale climatic shifts. 

3.3 Blackwater Draw Formation  
3.3.1 Geomorphic Evolution and Age  

The Pleistocene Blackwater Draw Formation (BDF) is a series of eolian deposit-paleosol 

couplets that form a sheet like body across the Southern High Plains (SHP) in the south-central 

US. The SHP (often called the Llano Estacado) is a plateau covering ~ 130,000 km2 across the 
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Texas panhandle (Fig. 3.1). The BDF varies in thickness across the SHP, commonly ranging 

from <1 to about 9 meters thick, but locally is up to 27 m thick in the vicinity of Amarillo, Texas 

(Hovorka, 1995). Internally, the sediments are punctuated by distinct Bt and Bk pedogenic 

horizons, the number of which varies from 4 to 14 different units depending on location 

(Holliday, 1989; Hovorka, 1995; Stine et al., 2020). Notably, thicker intervals of the BDF tend to 

exhibit a greater number of paleosol profiles (Hovorka, 1995). The varying number of preserved 

paleosols likely reflects localized wind deflation or soil welding (Holliday, 1989). Nevertheless, 

each past soil-forming episode is considered a widespread phenomenon, and the (uppermost) 

soil, referred to as the “Surficial Soil”, represents the most recent episode. Notably, the lack of 

exposures and a relatively low-resolution age model for the formation have made correlation of 

soil stratigraphy across the SHP problematic, especially in the oldest buried horizons (Holliday, 

1989, 1997; Holliday et al., 1996a, 1996b, 2008; Gustavson and Holliday, 1999). 

At some localities, the presence of the Guaje ash (ca. 1.4 Ma) in the lower sections of the 

BDF, where it is present above stage IV calcisols of the BDF, indicates that the base of the 

formation is likely older than ca. 1.4 Ma and potentially as old as ~1.9 Ma (Izett et al., 1972; 

Gustavson and Holliday, 1999). At the type-section, the focus of this study, the minimum age of 

the youngest paleosol is further constrained by an OSL date of ~0.12 Ma (Holliday, 1989). 

Although the Guaje ash is missing at the type-site, the identification of a magnetozone of reverse 

magnetic polarity implies that, at this specific locality, the lower part of the BDF must predate 

the Matuyama/Brunhes boundary and thus be older than ca. 0.773 Ma (Holliday, 1989; Patterson 

and Larson, 1990; Coe et al., 2004; Singer, 2014; Channell et al., 2020; Ogg, 2020). 
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3.3.2 Type Section 

The type locality of the BDF is ~9 meters in height and consists of five paleosols punctuated 

by a surficial soil horizon (Stine et al., 2020) (Fig. 3.2). The topmost and youngest soil horizon is 

termed the “Surficial Soil”; the physical characteristics of which were all documented by 

Holliday (1989). This soil was classified as a Paleustalf that contains three distinguishable 

horizons: A, Bt, and Bk.  The A horizon exhibits 5 YR 3/4 hues, is ~0.3 m thick, and is noted for 

having a sandy clay loam texture. The Bt horizon exhibits 5 YR 3/6 hues, is ~1 m thick, and has 

abundant clay films on ped facies. Similar to the A horizon, the Bt horizon of the Surficial Soil 

has a sandy clay loam texture (Holliday, 1989). The Bk horizon was described by Stine et al. 

Figure 3.1: (A) The North American continent during the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM), 
with emphasis placed on the location of major loess accumulations, the maximum extent 
of Northern Hemisphere ice sheets during the LGM, and the Pecos River drainage area. 
Distribution of loess is adapted from (Muhs, 2018), and sources therein). Extent of ice 
sheets is adapted from (Dyke et al., 2002). (B) Geographic extent of the Southern High 
Plains showing areas discussed in the text. Dashed line in center of the Southern High 
Plains defines the inferred boundary between loess and cover sands (after (Reeves and 
Mahaney, 1976)). Figure modified from (Stine et al., 2020). 
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(2020) as a Stage III calcic horizon that has 7.5 YR 5/8 hues, is ~1 meter thick, and has a loamy 

texture. 

Paleosol 1, classified as an argillic calcisol/calcic mollisol (Stine et al., 2020), is 1.3-meter 

thick and contains a Bt and Bk horizon, both of which exhibit 2.5YR 3/6 hues. The Bt horizon 

displays subangular blocky peds in clay-rich pockets, while the Bk horizon contains vertical 

columns of carbonate that grade laterally into zones of calcareous nodules that envelop quartz 

grains. Mean grain size (D50) of the interval is coarse silt (5ϕ; 31 µm). Additionally, the average 

mode is displaced from the mean towards the coarser fraction, or finely skewed frequency 

distribution. Vertically, the interval records a slight coarsening-upward profile.  

Paleosol 2, classified as a loamy argillisol/mollisol (Stine et al., 2020), is slightly more than a 

meter thick. This soil is characterized by a single Bt horizon composed of angular 

circumgranular peds with 2.5 YR 3/6 hues. Mean grain size varies from fine sand in the basal 20-

cm to medium to coarse silt (6-4ϕ; 15-63 µm) throughout the rest of the interval. Paleosol 2 is 

similar to paleosol 1 in that the mean is coarse skewed; however, this horizon shows a slightly 

coarser signature. It should be noted that this horizon was identified via unique geochemical and 

rock-magnetic signatures (Stine et al., 2020), visually it can be difficult to distinguish paleosol 2 

from vertically adjacent horizons in outcrop. 

Paleosol 3, classified as an argillic protosol/mollisol (Stine et al., 2020), is about 70-cm thick. 

This paleosol is characterized by a single Bt horizon composed of prismatic peds exhibiting 2.5 

YR 3/6 hues. Mean grain-size increases upward from fine sand (2.29ϕ; 31 µm) in the basal 30 

cm to coarse silt (5ϕ; 31 µm) at the top of the interval. Pedogenic carbonate is observed only 

locally as matrix. 
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Figure 3.2: Integration of sedimentologic, geochemical, and geochronologic data from the type 
section of the BDF. Horizontal lines represent soil boundaries. Grain-size data are reported in 
relative proportions of sand, silt, and clay. Geochemical samples were acid leached to remove 
calcium carbonate so that silicate weathering could be accurately assessed. Chemical index of 
alteration (CIA) is after (Nesbitt and Young, 1982). This figure also includes Wt % Fe vs depth, 
which was constructed using Table 1 from (Stine et al., 2020) note how Paleosol 2 has the 
highest percentage of Fe. Stine et al. (2020) noted that the anonymously high CIA and ΣBase/Al 
values for Paleosol 4 and 5 were due to the high quartz content rather than high weathering and 
hence are represented with open squares. Nevertheless, CIA and ΣBase/Al values for the other 
paleosols are more representative of relative weathering intensity and are represented with 
closed squares.  Magnetic polarity is from (Patterson and Larson, 1990), and age calibration is 
from (Singer, 2014). Shaded gray background is the part of the section that closely aligns with 
the approximate duration (1250–700 ka) of the mid-Pleistocene transition from (Clark et al., 
2006). TL—thermoluminescence-obtained date, from (Holliday, 1989). The stratigraphic 
position of the TL -date within Paleosol 1 is uncertain, hence it is currently interpreted to 
represent the minimum age of Paleosol 1. Soil horizon nomenclature follows standard (Soil 
Survey Staff, 1990) procedures. Figure modified from (Stine et al., 2020). 
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Figure 3.3: Principal rock-magnetic parameters (χlow, ꭓARM, and SIRM2.9T) in addition to 
Environmental-magnetic ratios (S-ratio, L-ratio, %χFD1-3, ꭓARM/SIRM2.9T, and χR) all plotted as 
a function of depth in the type section. Note the similarity in behavior among all the principal 
rock-magnetic parameters. The various rock-magnetic experiments in this paper show that the 
principal rock-magnetic parameters are primarily a reflection of the concentration of low-
coercivity ferrimagnetic phases (magnetite and maghemite) (Thompson and Oldfield, 1986; 
Evans and Heller, 2003; Jordanova, 2016). This is supported by the high and low values of the 
S-ratio (Stine et al., 2020) and L-ratio (this study), respectively (Liu et al., 2007b). Low %χFD1-

3, ꭓARM/SIRM2.9T, and χR values for Paleosols 5 and 4 imply that the magnetic signal is 
controlled primarily by a wide distribution of coarse magnetic phases, which were likely 
detrital in origin (Thompson and Oldfield, 1986; Evans and Heller, 2003; Hrouda, 2011; 
Jordanova, 2016; Stine et al., 2020). By contrast the relatively high %χFD1-3, ꭓARM/SIRM2.9T, 
and χR values for Paleosols 3- Surficial Soil implies that the magnetic signal is controlled by 
fine, potentially SP-SD magnetic phases (Hrouda, 2011; Maxbauer et al., 2016a), and thus the 
magnetically enhanced and depleted signals are likely a reflection of environmental processes.   
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Paleosol 4 represents a marked contrast from overlying horizons. This interval, classified as 

an argillic calcisol/aridisol (Stine et al., 2020), is about 1.5-m thick and contains a Bt and Bk 

horizons. The Bt horizon is characterized by a massive ped structure with 5 YR 9/1 hues, while 

the underlying Bk horizon is composed of columnar and nodular carbonate with 5 YR 9/1 hues. 

Mean grain size is demonstrably coarser than overlying layers and is predominantly fine sand 

(2.21ϕ; 216 µm). 

Paleosol 5, classified as an argillic calcisol/aridisol (Stine et al., 2020), is about 2.2 m thick 

and rests directly above the Caprock Caliche. This interval is characterized by a single Btk 

horizon with 5 YR 4/8 hues, consisting of abundant pedogenic carbonate as isolated nodules or 

matrix. However, vertical columns of pedogenic carbonate are absent. This soil shows a 

relatively constant grain size that averages around fine sand (3.18ϕ; 110 µm). 

Based on detailed geochemical (Fig. 3.2), rock-magnetic parameter, and environmental 

magnetic ratio data sets (Fig. 3.3), Stine et al., (2020) concluded that the lowermost paleosols 

(Paleosols 5 and 4) experienced relatively minor degrees of weathering, and therefore that the 

relatively high magnetic signal in them was in part due to the relative preservation of magnetic 

parent material. Anonymously high chemical index of alteration (CIA) values for Paleosols 5 and 

4 were attributed to the high quartz content and thus were disregarded for those two layers (Fig. 

3.2). Moreover, given the existing age constraints, Paleosols 5 and 4 record conditions prior to 

the Matuyama/Brunhes boundary (Patterson and Larson, 1990), either prior to or during the 

onset of the Middle Pleistocene transition (Imbrie et al., 1993). In contrast, Paleosols 3 and 2, 

which directly overlie Paleosols 5 and 4, experienced a relatively high degree of weathering and 

hence the low magnetic values from these soils are characterized by as a magnetically depleted 
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signal (Stine et al., 2020). Finally, the uppermost horizons, Paleosol 1 and the Surficial Soil, 

which displayed the highest magnetic values, experienced a moderate degree of weathering and 

are defined as having a magnetically enhanced signal (Stine et al., 2020). 

3.3.3 The Middle Pleistocene Transition 

Between about 1.2 and 0.7 Ma, the climate cycles of the planet shifted from being primarily 

influenced by a ~41-ka obliquity cycle to one that was dominated by a ~100-ka eccentricity cycle 

(Imbrie et al., 1993). This shift in the temporal frequency of glacial and interglacial cycles is 

referred to as the Middle Pleistocene transition (MPT) and one of its most noticeable effects was 

the global increase in ice volume (Mudelsee and Schulz, 1997; Head and Gibbard, 2005; Clark et 

al., 2006; Clark, 2012). However, the 100-ka frequency is the weakest orbital parameter (Imbrie 

et al., 1993; Nie et al., 2008; Clark, 2012), therefore determining the forcings responsible for the 

MPT has been the subject of a large body of research, and various explanations have been 

proposed. Some workers suggest that longer-lived and larger northern hemisphere ice sheets that 

developed after the onset of the MPT are the direct result of an internal forcing (Nie et al., 2008; 

Lisiecki, 2010). The causes of which potentially include long-term global cooling and CO2 

decline (e.g. (Raymo et al., 1988, 1997; Berger and Jansen, 1994b, 1994a; Raymo, 1994, 1997)), 

disruption or alteration of the thermo-haline, deep-water ocean current (Schmieder et al., 2000), 

increased volume of sea-ice (Tziperman and Gildor, 2003), or El Niño-Southern Oscillation 

patterns in the tropical Pacific Ocean (McClymont and Rosell-Melé, 2005; Yu et al., 2018). 

However, in contrast to the previous hypotheses that focus on northern hemisphere ice buildup, 

Elderfield et al. (2012) proposed that the post-MPT 100-ka cycle was initiated by an abrupt 
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increase in Antarctic ice volume at about 900 ka, implying that changes in northern hemisphere 

ice volume were the consequence of southern hemisphere ice buildup.  

Nevertheless, most of these models rely heavily on sedimentologic and geochemical data 

from marine settings. To more fully understand the climatic effects of the MPT, additional data 

are needed from terrestrial settings. The challenge lies in the fact that many Quaternary loess 

deposits in North America are relatively thin (~20 m or less) and with few exceptions are no 

older than the penultimate glacial period (ca. 110 ka) (Muhs, 2018). This contrasts with the thick 

and continuous loess-paleosol deposits in Central Asia that continuously span from the Holocene 

to at least the early Miocene and potentially even to the Oligocene (Head and Gibbard, 2005; Liu 

et al., 2007a; X. M. Liu, 2007; Muhs, 2013, 2018; Nie et al., 2016; Bird et al., 2020). A notable 

exception is the Quaternary BDF that mantles the Southern High Plains (SHP) in North America 

(Holliday, 1989; Holliday et al., 1996a, 1996b). Existing age control of the BDF indicates that 

these sediments span at least the last 1.4 Ma and potentially up to the last 2.0 Ma, therefore it is 

likely that the MPT is recorded within the BDF (Holliday, 1989; Patterson and Larson, 1990; 

Imbrie et al., 1993; Gustavson and Holliday, 1999). Implications that the MPT had on the 

specific environmental conditions that favor either magnetic enhancement or depletion within the 

type site of the formation are contemplated more extensively within the discussion section.  

3.4 Methods 
The type locality of the BDF (Reeves and Mahaney, 1976) where we collected the suite of 

samples for this study lies 21 km north of Lubbock, Texas (33.766269° -101.874261°). 

Exposures of BDF deposits are rare on the SHP but here a gulley that first acted as an 

anthropogenic thoroughfare has incised down to the Caprock Caliche on top of the Ogallala 
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Formation; this provides a complete section of the formation. A total of ~7 meters of the BDF 

was able to be sampled for rock-magnetic measurements, from ~40 cm above the underlying 

Ogallala Formation to ~1.6 meters into the Surficial Soil. The base of the formation was 

inaccessible due to cover and the top of the formation into the uppermost Surficial Soil was not 

sampled due to anthropogenic disturbance. 

Samples for rock-magnetic analyses were obtained at ~5-cm intervals and were dug out of 

the exposure and collected into plastic bags after scraping away a few centimeters of surficial 

material with non-magnetic copper-beryllium tools. In the laboratory, samples were cleaned of 

any organic material, gently disaggregated with a mortar and pestle, and packed into standard 

(IODP, 7 cc internal volume) plastic boxes (See Chapter 2), while the remaining sediment were 

placed into marked plastic bags for future rock-magnetic tests.  

In order to determine magnetic mineralogy several rock-magnetic experiments were 

conducted on representative specimens from each paleosol. These specimens were collected 

from the remaining sediment not packed into corresponding plastic boxes. Specimens were 

chosen based on how closely the ꭓ measurements of a corresponding box specimen matched the 

median value for the paleosol as a whole. The corresponding depths are displayed on each figure 

to allow for easier correlation between the results published here and Stine et al., (2020). 

Bulk magnetic susceptibility versus continuous heating/cooling experiments (ꭓ vs 

temperature [T]) were conducted using ~0.7 g of material in an argon environment with a MFK 

1-A AGICO Kappabridge interfaced with a CS4 thermal-heating attachment. First-order 

numerical derivatives of the bulk magnetic susceptibility with respect to temperature (dꭓ/dT) 

were calculated in order to determine the Curie temperature. However, this process of 
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differentiation did enhance noise, therefore a loess model with a 0.25°C-window was 

constructed, using the smooth.m function on Matlab R2019b. and compared to the raw dꭓ/dT.  

Stepwise acquisition of IRM, from 0 to ~2.9 T, was imparted on representative samples using 

an ASC impulse magnetizer, and measured using a JR-6A dual-spinner magnetometer. 

Following an applied field of 2.9 T, where saturation was essentially reached, the samples were 

then subjected to stepwise progressive DC demagnetization of IRM until the magnetization 

crossed the abscissa, defining the coercivity of remanence (Hcr). Magnetic component unmixing 

analysis using the MAX UnMix protocol (Maxbauer et al., 2016b) was used in order to 

accurately determine the contribution of magnetic phases to the IRM signal. 

To conduct the three-component test, ~1g of material was taken from representative samples 

from all six soils. This material was then mixed with zircar cement after being placed into a 7cc 

nonmagnetic ceramic box (Pluhar and Kirschvink, 1991; Prothero, 2011), these served as the 

primary specimens for the experiment. After drying, each specimen was imparted with a high-

coercivity IRM (2.9 T), a medium-coercivity IRM (300 mT) and a low-coercivity IRM (50 mT), 

in that order, along three perpendicular axes. The magnetic remanence of each specimen was 

measured as it was progressively stepwise heated from room-temperature to ~685°C (Lowrie, 

1990). All measurement were conducted using a 2G-Enterprises cryogenic magnetometer 

equipped with DC squids housed in a magnetically shielded room at the University of Texas at 

Dallas. 

For measurements requiring smaller volume specimens, pressure pellets for each paleosol 

were prepared. This was done by mixing 0.03 g of sample with 0.1 g of Spectroblend binding 

material, once mixed the sample was then placed within a pellet die assembly and flattened with 
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a hydraulic press for approximately 3 minutes. This process forms solid cylindrical specimens 

that are compact enough to prevent movement of the grains during various room temperature and 

low temperature measurements.  

Room-temperature measurements conducted on the pressured pellets included hysteresis and 

First-Order Reversal Curves (FORCS). Both of which were measured on a PMC Vibrating 

Sample Magnetometer (VSM) 3900 series. Analysis of the first order reversal curves was 

conducted using FORCinel v. 3.0 originally designed by Harrison and Feinberg (2008). 

Low-temperature remanence experiments were also conducted on the pressure pellets at the 

Institute for Rock Magnetism at the University of Minnesota, Minneapolis. All low-temperature 

remanence experiments were conducted using the Magnetic Properties Measurement System 

(MPMS-XL). Low-temperature remanence experiments included low-temperature 

demagnetization of room temperature Saturated-IRM (RTSIRM-LTD), the FC-ZFC procedure, 

and the low temperature hematite-goethite test (Lagroix and Guyodo, 2017).  

The theoretical goethite contribution was removed from the RTSIRM-LTD by constructing a 

model similar to the parabolic behavior seen by synthetic goethite manufactured by the Alifa 

Aesar Co. (Lascu and Feinberg, 2011). For each Paleosol, this parabolic model was constructed 

using a loess smoothing model with a 100 K-window on the warming curves of the RTSIRM-

LTD data. By subtracting this model from the raw-data, phase transitions (i.e., the Morin and/or 

Verwey transition) become more evident.  

The hematite-goethite test is a slight variation from that originally proposed by Guyodo et al. 

(2006), Lagroix et al. (2014), and Lagroix and Guyodo (2017), in that it involves subjecting the 

sample to a continuous magnetic field of 2.5 T while simultaneously heating the sample from 
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room temperature (~300 K) to the Néel temperature of goethite (~400 K) (Mathé et al., 1999) 

and back to room temperature. 

  Afterwards the DC field is removed and the MPMS is set to oscillation mode which 

generates an oscillating DC current that begins at –300 mT and then decreases in amplitude until 

the sample is in a near-zero field, thus subjecting the sample to a rough equivalent of being AF 

demagnetized at 300 mT (Lagroix et al., 2014; Lagroix and Guyodo, 2017; B. Moskowitz and 

Dario Bilardello, personal communication, 2020). The purpose of this AF demagnetization 

procedure at ~300 mT is to eliminate any contribution from lower coercivity phases (i.e., 

magnetite/maghemite), although it should be noted that this AF procedure is not as effective as 

more traditional methods (Bruce Moskowitz and Dario Biladerllo, personal communication, 

2020). After AF demagnetization, the remanence of the sample is measured while it is 

simultaneously cooled from 300 K to 15 K in a zero field. Then the remanence is measured while 

the sample is heated from 15 K to 400 K, which should thermally unblock any remanence 

residing in goethite. Finally, the remanence of the sample is measured while the sample is cooled 

from 400 K to 15 K and warmed back to room temperature. During this final step any remaining 

remanence can be attributed to those magnetic phases with a coercivity greater than 300 mT and 

a Néel temperature greater than 400 K (i.e., hematite).  

In addition to low temperature remanence measurements, Mössbauer spectroscopy 

experiments were also conducted on representative specimens at the Institute of Rock 

Magnetism. Five representative specimens, as magnetic separates, were measured on a Ranger 

Scientific Mössbauer Spectrometer. All specimens were measured at room temperature, and 

three of the five specimens were also measured at 18 K to determine the presence of magnetic 
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phases with low blocking temperatures. All Mössbauer spectra were fitted to known models 

using the mossferret software available at the Institute of Rock Magnetism.  

Finally, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) inspection was carried out on six representative 

samples to determine the presence of micron scale (or larger) magnetic mineral phases. To 

maximize the likelihood of observing magnetic minerals, a neodymium magnet was used to 

magnetically separate magnetic phases from nonmagnetic phases of detrital or pedogenic origin 

(i.e., quartz, calcite, clay minerals). All SEM inspection was conducted on these magnetic 

separates.  

3.5 Results 

3.5.1 Scanning Electron Microscopy  

 SEM inspection of the six magnetic separates from representative samples shows that the 

samples consist largely of clay minerals and quartz, although some Fe-oxide grains, interpreted 

to be either magnetite (Fig. 3.4a-c, and e-f) or hematite (Fig. 3.4d), are present. Moreover, 

monazite was also observed in specimens from Paleosol 1 and the Surficial Soil (Stine et al., 

2021). Fe-oxide grains (e.g., hematite or magnetite/maghemite) are readily identified based on 

their higher atomic number and resulting brightness relative to surrounding clay minerals (Ul-

Hamid, 2018) and by energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDS) spectra (Stine et al., 2021). 

  If apparent, crystallographic form and habit were used to further define an Fe-oxide as 

either magnetite (isometric forms such as cubes or octahedrons if, possibly, authigenic in origin 

or sub-rounded to rounded, anhedral, somewhat equant forms if detrital) or hematite (platy, 

micaceous, or tabular habit if authigenic) (Schwertmann and Cornell, 1991; Cornell and 
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Schwertmann, 2006; Klein and Dutrow, 2007) (Fig. 3.4). Some magnetite grains, inferred to be 

of detrital origin based on their morphology, show shrinkage cracks (Fig. 3.4c, e, and f), which is 

evidence of low-temperature oxidation of magnetite into maghemite (Johnson and Merrill, 1973; 

Petersen and Vali, 1987; Cui et al., 1994; Zhou et al., 2001; Vahle et al., 2007; Gehring et al., 

2009; Nowaczyk, 2011; Haltia and Nowaczyk, 2014). Hematite particles are present (Fig. 3.4d) 

yet scarce in all specimens observed (Stine et al., 2021). No grains unambiguously identified as 

goethite were identified in these specimens.  

 SEM observations show that the specimens from Paleosols 5-4 appear to have the highest 

concentration of what are inferred to be detrital Fe-oxide particles (Fig. 3.4a-b), although some 

shrinkage cracks, indicative of maghemitization, were noted (Stine et al., 2021). Fe-oxide grains 

showing clear shrinkage cracks become much more prevalent, at the expense of fresher grains, in 

the specimen from Paleosol 3 (Fig. 3.4c). Additionally, the intensity of grain cracking, 

potentially indicative of past weathering intensities, is more severe in Paleosol 3, with some 

magnetite grains appearing to be so damaged that they appear porous (Fig. 3.4c). Except for a 

few tabular hematite crystals (Fig. 3.4d) there are notably fewer observable Fe-oxides in the 

specimen from Paleosol 2, at least in the scale of resolution by the SEM. Nevertheless, it should 

be noted that some submicron Fe-oxides are evident in Paleosol 2, although their specific 

mineralogy is ambiguous (Stine et al., 2021). Fe-oxide grains present in the specimens from 

Paleosol 1 and the Surficial Soil are largely characterized by shrinkage cracks (Fig. 3.4e, f) 

resulting in a “shattered” appearance. 
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Figure 3.4: Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of Blackwater Draw sediment 
images a-f respectively represent specimens from Paleosols 5-Surficial Soil. (a) Paleosol 
5: Cubic shaped magnetite grain surrounded by clay, note the general absence of 
shrinkage cracks. (b) Paleosol 4: Aggregation, of magnetite particles, the triangular faces 
are interpreted to represent octahedral faces. (c,e,f) Paleosol 3,1, and Surficial Soil 
respectively: Heavily weathered magnetite grains, the shattered appearance of the grain 
is interpreted to represent an overabundance of shrinkage cracks, which in turn suggest 
low-temperature oxidation (Johnson and Merrill, 1973; Petersen and Vali, 1987; Cui et 
al., 1994; Zhou et al., 2001; Vahle et al., 2007; Gehring et al., 2009; Nowaczyk, 2011; 
Haltia and Nowaczyk, 2014). (d) Paleosol 2: Hematite platelet, in general the SEM was 
only able to detect a few examples of hematite in the specimens (Stine et al., 2021); this 
suggests that most of the hematite content is likely submicron in scale 
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3.5.2 Mössbauer Spectroscopy  

 Mössbauer spectroscopic experiments were conducted on magnetic separates from 

representative samples from five of the six paleosols in the type section. All Mössbauer spectra 

display a sextet with a doublet (Fig. 3.5). Modelling of the sextet form suggests that all samples 

are dominated by hematite (de Grave and Vandenberghe, 1990; Vandenberghe et al., 2000; Zhi 

et al., 2000; de Grave et al., 2002). This implies that any magnetite identified in other rock 

magnetic experiments is extremely minor in terms of weight/modal percent, despite dominating 

the overall magnetic signal. The persistence of the doublet at low temperatures indicates that it is 

caused by Fe-bearing paramagnetic clay minerals, such as illite or Fe-bearing kaolinite (Jeleńska 

et al., 2010; Necula et al., 2015). 

3.5.3 Temperature Dependent Behavior of Susceptibility and Remanence 

Bulk Susceptibility vs. Temperature Experiments 

Most magnetic susceptibility vs. heating/cooling experiments yield a relatively low (~8 to 6 

percent) reduction in susceptibility upon cooling, implying that during the heating process the 

original magnetic mineralogy is partially thermally altered to new phases with reduced magnetic 

susceptibility (Fig. 3.6). This behavior suggests the transformation of either maghemite (which is 

thermally unstable) and/or magnetite into hematite, which results in a loss of magnetization 

(Tarling, 1983; Maher and Thompson, 1999; Hanesch et al., 2006; Zan et al., 2017).  

Further evidence of experimentally induced thermal alteration is supported by the 

observation that the heating curves of Paleosols 5, 4, 3, and the Surficial Soil (Fig. 3.6 a,b,c) 

demonstrate an increase in magnetic susceptibility between ~200°C- 400°C. This is indicative of 

maghemite which becomes superparamagnetic at such temperatures (Gehring et al., 2009). 
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Figure 3.5: Room temperature Mössbauer spectra of samples from the Surficial Soil, 
Paleosol 1, Paleosol 2, Paleosol 4, and Paleosol 5; in addition to low temperature spectra of 
Paleosols 1,2, and 5. Regardless of temperature of the experiments, all spectra can be fit to a 
hematite model and a doublet model, the latter indicating paramagnetic material (de Grave 
and Vandenberghe, 1990; Vandenberghe et al., 2000; Zhi et al., 2000; de Grave et al., 2002; 
Jeleńska et al., 2010; Necula et al., 2015). 
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Figure 3.6: Results of bulk magnetic susceptibility vs heating/cooling (red, blue 
respectively) experiments for representative samples from all soil horizons identified in 
the BDF for Paleosol 5 (6a), Paleosol 4 (6b), Paleosol 3 (6c), Paleosol 2 (6d), Paleosol 1 
(6e), and the Surficial Soil (6f). The derivative of bulk magnetic susceptibility with 
respect to temperature (dꭓ/dT) is inset in the bottom left of each graph. The red-dashed 
lines represent the raw dꭓ/dT, while the light reddish-pink line represents the smoothed 
model, which was created to highlight the general trends. In general, the smoothed dꭓ/dT 
shows Curie temperatures of ~540°-560°C indicates the presence of low-Ti magnetite and 
or partially maghemitized magnetite (Tarling, 1983; Maher and Thompson, 1999; 
Hanesch et al., 2006). Loss of susceptibility after heating is interpreted to represent the 
inversion of maghemite into hematite (Dunlop and Özdemir, 1997). 
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However, considering that the specimens lose most magnetization between ~580–600°C and 

the fact that most samples only display a slight decrease in magnetic susceptibility once cooled 

to room temperature, implies a domination by magnetite with only a relatively minor 

contribution from maghemite. Smoothing the derivatives of the heating curves shows that most 

samples have Curie temperatures ranging from ~540°C ~550°C, implying a titanomagnetite with 

low Ti concentration (Fig. 3.6) (O’Reilly, 1976, 1984; Dunlop and Özdemir, 1997; Fabian et al., 

2013). Above ~620˚C all samples still display a weak magnetic signal, which is consistent with 

the presence of hematite, which becomes paramagnetic above ~675 ˚C (Néel temperature) 

(Dunlop and Özdemir, 1997).  

Paleosol 1 (Fig. 3.6e) shows a substantial (up to ~60 percent) increase in susceptibility with 

cooling and this behavior suggests that the magnetic signal is due to magnetite alone with small 

contributions from hematite. The increase in magnetic susceptibility is likely due to some of the 

hematite fraction being converted to magnetite during heating (Tarling, 1983; Zan et al., 2017). 

 
Low Temperature Behavior: RTSIRM LTD & ZFC-FC Curves 

Low temperature behavior of remanence (i.e., Fig. 3.7-3.8) permits the identification of 

certain magnetic minerals without risking any form of chemical alteration commonly associated 

with experiments at elevated temperatures. Moreover, certain magnetic minerals display 

diagnostic behavior at depressed temperatures, including the “Verwey transition” (~120 K) and 

the “Morin transition” (~250-260 K), exhibited by magnetite and hematite, respectively 

(Verwey, 1939; Morin, 1950). When either of these minerals are cooled to and below those 

temperatures, a marked change in magnetization is identified, which is correlated to first order 

phase transitions of the minerals (Verwey, 1939; Morin, 1950; Stacey and Banerjee, 1974). 
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Figure 3.7: RTSIRM-LTD data. 7a: Cooling (black) and warming (green) RTSIRM curves 
for all five paleosols and the Surficial Soil. Note the humps present on the cooling curve, 
this is indicative of maghemitization (Özdemir and Dunlop, 2010). The dashed purple line 
is a loess smooth of the warming curve, representing the potential contribution of goethite 
which often has a similar parabolic shape in RT-SIRM curves of synthetic samples (Lascu 
and Feinberg, 2011). 7b: Subtracting the loess-model from the raw RT-SIRM data, this 
theoretically removes the goethite contribution. 7c: Focusing on the detrended warming 
curve, note how the Morin (TM) and Verwey (TV) transitions are now visible (Verwey, 
1939; Morin, 1950). 7d:  Derivatives of the smoothed RTSIRM curves with respect to 
temperature. Note the change in slope of the dM/dT cooling curves at ~120 K evident in 
all the soils, this is interpreted to be the Verwey transition that the detrending procedure 
enhances. 
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A slight change in slope, potentially caused by the Verwey transition, is shown by both the 

RTSIRM-LTD and ZFC-FC curves for all samples (Fig. 3.7-3.8). The reason why the transition 

is so subtle could be potentially due to partial maghemitization of the magnetite grain surfaces, 

which has been shown to shift, subdue, or even mute the Verwey transition (Özdemir and 

Dunlop, 2010).  

Figure 3.8: ZFC (orange) and FC (blue) curves for all five paleosols and the Surficial Soil. 
Derivatives of the FC/ZFC curves with respect to temperature are displayed to the left of each 
paleosol. Note the subtle change in slope at ~120 K, most evident in Paleosols 1,3, and 5. This 
change (represented as a sharp drop in the derivatives) is interpreted to represent the Verwey 
transition of magnetite (Verwey, 1939). 
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Further evidence for maghemitization is revealed by the wide humps observed within all the 

RTSIRM-LTD data, which form wide arcs that begin at ~300 K and terminate at ~120 K that 

later of which corresponds to the Verwey transition (Fig.3.7). The specimen from Paleosol 3 

serves as the exception, with a narrow hump around 100 K – 40 K, potentially representing the 

low-temperature shifting of the Verwey transition due to maghemitization, fine-grained hematite, 

or domain-wall pinning of magnetite (Strangway et al., 1967b; Özdemir et al., 2008; Özdemir 

and Dunlop, 2010; Jiang et al., 2014; Dunlop and Özdemir, 2018).  

Furthermore, the RTSIRM results for all samples display an increase in magnetization values 

with decreasing temperatures, a behavior that is attributed to the presence of goethite (Dekkers, 

1989b). Subtracting a model of goethite from the RTSIRM-LTD curves results in a much more 

noticeable Morin transition and Verwey transition in the heating curves, though the Verwey 

transition is still muted or absent in specimens from Paleosols 3, 2, and the Surficial Soil (Fig. 

3.7c).  

It should also be noted that the detrended RTSIRM-LTD curves all display hump like 

features from ~90 K to ~40 K, which is first evident in the raw-data from Paleosol 3. This feature 

is tentatively interpreted to be caused by ilmenite, which can be magnetized by the surrounding 

magnetic phases after the former is cooled towards its ordering temperature of ~57 K (Fabian et 

al., 2008). Nevertheless, other possible causes such as finer grained hematite or highly oxidized 

magnetite cannot be completely ruled out (Özdemir and Dunlop, 2010; Jiang et al., 2014; Dunlop 

and Özdemir, 2018).  

A slight change in slope, potentially caused by the Verwey transition, is shown by both the 

RTSIRM-LTD and ZFC-FC curves for all samples (Fig. 3.7-3.8). The reason why the transition 
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is so subtle could be potentially due to partial maghemitization of the magnetite grain surfaces, 

which has been shown to shift, subdue, or even mute the Verwey transition (Özdemir and 

Dunlop, 2010). 

 Further evidence for maghemitization is revealed by the wide humps observed within all the 

RTSIRM-LTD data, which form wide arcs that begin at ~300 K and terminate at ~120 K that 

later of which corresponds to the Verwey transition (Fig.3.7). The specimen from Paleosol 3 

serves as the exception, with a narrow hump around 100 K – 40 K, potentially representing the 

low-temperature shifting of the Verwey transition due to maghemitization, fine-grained hematite, 

or domain-wall pinning of magnetite (Strangway et al., 1967b; Özdemir et al., 2008; Özdemir 

and Dunlop, 2010; Jiang et al., 2014; Dunlop and Özdemir, 2018).  

Furthermore, the RTSIRM results for all samples display an increase in magnetization values 

with decreasing temperatures, a behavior that is attributed to the presence of goethite (Dekkers, 

1989b). Subtracting a model of goethite from the RTSIRM-LTD curves results in a much more 

noticeable Morin transition and Verwey transition in the heating curves, though the Verwey 

transition is still muted or absent in specimens from Paleosols 3, 2, and the Surficial Soil (Fig. 

3.7c). It should also be noted that the detrended RTSIRM-LTD curves all display hump like 

features from ~90 K to ~40 K, which is first evident in the raw-data from Paleosol 3. This feature 

is tentatively interpreted to be caused by ilmenite, which can be magnetized by the surrounding 

magnetic phases after the former is cooled towards its ordering temperature of ~57 K (Fabian et 

al., 2008). Nevertheless, other possible causes such as finer-grained hematite or highly oxidized 

magnetite cannot be completely ruled out (Özdemir and Dunlop, 2010; Jiang et al., 2014; Dunlop 

and Özdemir, 2018). 
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For all paleosol samples, both the FC and ZFC curves display a monotonous increase in 

magnetization values, resulting in two similarly shaped curves that become closer in magnitude 

with increasing temperature (Fig. 3.8). At lower temperatures, the FC curve always shows 

greater values than the ZFC curve, although the magnitude of the observed difference varies 

depending on the paleosol. This behavior is interpreted to reflect the presence of a combination 

of maghemite and goethite, as both minerals display a monotonous increase in LTSIRM values 

with decreasing temperature (Dekkers, 1989b; Rochette and Fillion, 1989; Özdemir and Dunlop, 

2010).  

However, although pure maghemite has a completely reversible ZFC-FC curve (Özdemir and 

Dunlop, 2010), goethite is characterized by an FC curve that is double in value to the ZFC curve 

(Rochette and Fillion, 1989; Guyodo et al., 2003; Liu et al., 2006). Therefore, the greater the 

difference between the FC and ZFC curves, the greater the implied goethite contribution. Based 

on the data obtained, Paleosol 2 is interpreted to have the highest concentration of goethite.  

Finally, at ~50 K all specimens show a noticeable change in slope, which is especially 

evident as a sharp peak in the derivatives (Fig. 3.8). This is tentatively interpreted to indicate the 

presence of ilmenite which has a Néel temperature of ~57 K (Ishikawa and Akimoto, 1957). 

Low Temperature Behavior: Hematite-Goethite test 

All representative samples lose about 80% of their remanence after the AF-demagnetization 

procedure (Fig. 3.9) (Table 3.1), implying a substantial contribution from low-coercivity phases 

(Tarling, 1983; Thompson and Oldfield, 1986; Evans and Heller, 2003; Tauxe, 2010; Lagroix 

and Guyodo, 2017). After AF- demagnetization all samples display a further loss in remanence 
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when heated to 400 K, indicating the presence of goethite in all samples (Fig.3.10a-c; 3.10g-i) 

(Strangway et al., 1967a, 1968).  

Nevertheless, all samples retain a remanence even after magnetite and goethite are both 

demagnetized, this surviving magnetization is attributed to the presence of hematite due to the 

identification of clear Morin transitions evident in the final cooling and warming curves for all 

the samples (Fig. 3.10d-f; 3.10j-l) (Morin, 1950; Lagroix and Guyodo, 2017). The presence of 

finer-grained (potentially nanometer-sized) hematite is attributed as the cause of samples that 

display Morin transitions shifted towards lower temperatures (~200 K) (Strangway et al., 1967b; 

Özdemir et al., 2008; Jiang et al., 2014).  

 

 

Paleosol 5 Paleosol 4 Paleosol 3 Paleosol 2 Paleosol 1 Surficial Soil
Original

Magnetization 4.27E-03 2.52E-03 2.11E-03 1.07E-03 2.06E-03 4.67E-03

"Enhanced"
Magnetization 4.18E-03 2.52E-03 2.15E-03 1.13E-03 2.08E-03 4.58E-03

Magnetization
after AF 

demagnetization (300 mT)
6.31E-04 4.40E-04 5.52E-04 2.25E-04 3.28E-04 5.57E-04

Final Magnetization
after AF 

demagnetization 
(300 mT) and Thermal 

demagnetization (400 K)

5.02E-04 3.35E-04 4.16E-04 1.52E-04 2.34E-04 4.17E-04

"Hematite + Goethite"
Percentage 15.10% 17.47% 25.71% 19.95% 15.79% 12.17%

"Hematite"
Percentage 12.02% 13.29% 19.37% 13.51% 11.28% 9.11%

"Goethite"
Percentage 3.09% 4.18% 6.34% 6.43% 4.51% 3.06%

"Magnetite/maghemite"
Percentage 84.90% 82.53% 74.29% 80.05% 84.21% 87.83%

Table 3.1a: Room Temperature (300 K) Magnetization Values 
from the Low-Temperature Hematite-Goethite Test

Table 3.1b: Calculating Relative Contribution of Each Mineral
to Bulk Magnetization

            
                 

      

Table 3.1: Estimating Relative Percentage of Magnetic Phases 
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Figure 3.9: Magnetization values of each specimen during the various steps of 
the low-temperature hematite goethite test. First the specimen is measured at 
room temperature (Black cross). Then is it heated from 300 K to 400 K and 
cooled back to 300 K in a 2.5 T (Red-Blue Curves, respectively). This process 
results in the “Enhanced Magnetization” (Green ‘X’), which is the value to 
which all other values in Fig. 3.9 and Fig. 3.10 are normalized. Afterwards the 
specimen is subjected to oscillation mode that begins at -300 mT, which is the 
rough equivalent of being AF demagnetized at 300 mT (Lagroix et al., 2014; 
Lagroix and Guyodo, 2017; B. Moskowitz and Dario Bilardello, personal 
communication, 2020). After the specimen is AF demagnetized the remaining 
magnetization, termed the “Final Magnetization” (Orange star/asterisk-
symbol) is all that remains 
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Figure 3.10: Low-temperature hematite-goethite test for all six soils in the Blackwater draw 
type-site after AF demagnetizing the TRM acquired by field cooling each sample from 400 K 
to 300 K in a 2.5 T field. Brown curve represents cooling from 300 K to ~20 K after AF 
demagnetization at 300 mT. Magenta curve represents warming from ~20 K to 400 K to 
thermally demagnetize goethite. Green curve represents cooling from 400 K to ~20 K. Red 
curve represents final warming curve from ~20 K to 300 K. Figures 8a-c and 8g-i includes all 
four curves for Paleosols 5-3 and Paleosols 2- Surficial Soil respectively. Note the difference 
in magnetization values between the first two curves (brown and magenta curves) and the 
final two curves in the sequence (green and red curves); the loss in magnetization in the final 
two curves is attributed to the thermal demagnetization of the goethite contribution at 400 K. 
Figures 9d-e and 9j-l merely focus on the final two curves (green and red curves) of Figures 
9a-c and 9g-i, respectively so that they can be observed in more detail. Theoretically these 
curves should only represent the isolated hematite contribution for each soil specimen 
although the increase in magnetization with decreasing temperature (evident in Paleosols 
5,2,1 and Surficial Soil) indicates that either high-coercivity maghemite was not completely 
AF-demagnetized or that a goethite contribution was not adequately thermally demagnetized. 
Nevertheless, all specimens display a Morin transition at ~220 K — ~200 K indicating the 
presence of hematite. Morin transitions shifted towards lower temperatures, in addition to the 
“humps” around ~100 K — ~25 K are interpreted to represent a distribution of very fine 
(potentially nano-sized) hematite grains (Özdemir et al., 2008; Jiang et al., 2014) 
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The general trend of increasing magnetization with decreasing temperature, as observed in 

Paleosols 5,2, 1, and the Surficial Soil, are attributed to goethite and or maghemite that survived 

the thermal and AF demagnetization procedures respectively (Lagroix and Guyodo, 2017). Like 

the detrended RT-SIRM LTD curves, each specimen displays ~150 K – ~40 K humps which are 

likewise interpreted to represent ilmenite (Fabian et al., 2008). Nevertheless, it should be noted 

that these features may also be reflective of high-oxidation or domain-wall of a higher-coercivity 

magnetite that was insufficiently demagnetized by the AF-procedure (Özdemir and Dunlop, 

2010; Dunlop and Özdemir, 2018).  

Three-Component Thermal Demagnetization of IRM  

The response of the three IRMs acquired in different fields in relation to progressive thermal 

demagnetization for all five Paleosols in addition to the Surficial Soil (Fig. 3.11) shows that the 

low-coercivity component in samples of Paleosols 1—5 was thermally unblocked by ~580° to 

600°C indicating the presence of a low-Ti magnetite/maghemite (Dunlop and Özdemir, 1997; 

Lattard et al., 2006; Karumuri et al., 2009). Minor maghemitization of magnetite is interpreted to 

be responsible for laboratory unblocking temperatures slightly above the traditionally accepted 

maximum unblocking temperature for magnetite (580°C) (Gehring et al., 2009). In contrast, the 

low-coercivity component of the Surficial Soil is not thermally unblocked until about 640°C 

indicating the presence of fine-grained, thermally stable maghemite (Özdemir and Banerjee, 

1984; Liu et al., 2010).  

Both the intermediate− and high−coercivity IRM components of Paleosols 4, 3 and 2, in 

addition to the intermediate−coercivity component of Paleosol 1, are thermally unblocked at 

~640°C, indicating that these components are also dominated by fine-grained maghemite 
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(Özdemir and Banerjee, 1984; Dunlop and Özdemir, 1997; Liu et al., 2010). The intermediate− 

and high−coercivity component of Paleosol 5 were both thermally unblocked at ~620°C 

indicating a thermally stable maghemitized-magnetite (Gehring et al., 2009).  

  

Figure 3.11: Three component IRM progressive thermal demagnetization (Lowrie, 
1990) of six representative specimens from each of the five paleosols in addition to the 
Surficial Soil of the BDF. The z-direction (blue line) represent the hard-coercivity 
(IRM2.9T) component, the y-direction (green line) represent the intermediate-coercivity 
component (IRM300mT), and the x-direction (red line) represent the low-coercivity 
component (IRM50mT). 
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Finally, the intermediate− and high−coercivity IRM components of the Surficial Soil, in 

addition to the high−coercivity IRM component of Paleosol 1, lose a large percentage of 

remanence at ~640°C, but are not completely unblocked until ~675°C. This indicates the 

presence of both fine-grained thermally stable maghemite and a sufficient concentration of 

hematite, the latter of which either originally existed within the sediment or potentially was 

formed by thermal inversion of maghemite (Özdemir and Banerjee, 1984; Dunlop and Özdemir, 

1997; Liu et al., 2010). Nevertheless, the plethora of other positive hematite tests indicate that 

the hematite identified in Paleosol 1, and the Surficial Soil is natural, rather than laboratory 

induced. 

3.5.4 Isothermal Room-Temperature Behavior 

Hysteresis Data, and First-Order-Reversal-Curves: 

Hysteresis experiments (Fig. 3.12) conducted on six representative samples were carried out 

using a peak field of 500 mT. The paramagnetic contribution to the hysteresis curves varies 

throughout the section, with the maximum contribution associated with samples from Paleosol 2. 

After correcting for the paramagnetic contribution, all hysteresis loops are relatively narrow, 

with coercivity (Hc) values ranging from 5 to 10 mT. Moreover, all samples reach saturation 

between 300 and 400 mT. This behavior is consistent with other rock magnetic measurements, 

indicating that low to moderate coercivity ferrimagnetic minerals dominate the magnetic signal 

(Tarling, 1983; Thompson and Oldfield, 1986; Tauxe et al., 2002; Tauxe, 2010). Overall, the 

values of Hc, as determined by hysteresis measurements, appear to correlate with χ values in that 

samples with low χ values (e.g., Paleosol 2) typically have lower Hc values than those with 

higher susceptibility (e.g., Paleosols 4 and 5).  
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Figure 3.12: Normalized hysteresis curves, after correction for any paramagnetic 
contribution, and First-Order-Reversal-Curves (FORC(s)) of representative samples 
from all five paleosols and the Surficial Soil.  Fig. 3.10 a-f correlates respectively to 
Paleosols 5- Surficial Soil. For the hysteresis curves note the narrow loops and low 
coercivity values (5-10 mT), which indicate the dominance of low to moderate 
coercivity ferrimagnetic phases (Tarling, 1983; Thompson and Oldfield, 1986; Tauxe 
et al., 2002; Tauxe, 2010). For the FORCs, the weak magnetization of all 6 specimens 
resulted in (i.e., the vortex structures present over the central ridge in Paleosol 5 and 
the Surficial Soil). Nevertheless, all FORCs show a central ridge which indicates the 
presence of SD magnetic phases, while the spread of contours from the central ridge 
indicates the presence of PSD phases (Roberts et al., 2000, 2014; Muxworthy and 
Dunlop, 2002; Egli et al., 2010; Egli, 2013; Egli and Winklhofer, 2014; Ao et al., 
2017). 
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This feature could potentially reflect differences in grain sizes and/or the increase in 

concentration of higher coercivity phases such as hematite (Tarling, 1983; Thompson and 

Oldfield, 1986; Evans and Heller, 2003; Tauxe, 2010; Özdemir and Dunlop, 2014).  

To construct Day plots, the squareness ratio (Mrs/Ms) and the coercivity ratio (Hcr/Hc) were 

calculated using the parameters obtained from the hysteresis experiments for all the paleosols 

(Fig. 3.13) (Day et al., 1977; Dunlop, 2002a, 2002b). Overall, the ratios vary little regardless of 

paleosol with a squareness ratio average of 0.143208 ± 0.03588 (n=6 samples) and a coercivity 

ratio average of 2.68144 ± 0.298789 (n=6 samples), which correlate to a domination by PSD 

magnetite particles (Dunlop, 2002a, 2002b; Tauxe et al., 2002). 

 

 

Figure 3.13: Day Plot (Day et al., 1977) using remanence parameters calculated from 
the hysteresis curves in Fig. 11 of the main manuscript. Results indicate the dominance 
of pseudo-single domain particles. 
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First-Order-Reversal-Curves (FORC(s)) were measured and analyzed for representative 

samples from all the soil units within the type section. All data display a central ridge that 

extends from the origin and descends past ~30-40 mT (Fig. 3.12). Generally, closed contour 

density focuses at ~10 mT, indicating the presence of low-coercivity-SD magnetite, although the 

slight spread along the Bu axis does indicate some grain-interaction (Roberts et al., 2000, 2014; 

Egli et al., 2010; Egli, 2013; Ao et al., 2017). The presence of PSD magnetite (or maghemite) 

grains is indicated by the divergence of the outer contours along the Bu axis (Muxworthy and 

Dunlop, 2002; Egli and Winklhofer, 2014), however this behavior may also be reflective of a 

magnetic vortex state as demonstrated by Roberts et al. (2017). 

Stepwise IRM Acquisition, Backfield Curves, and Component Unmixing Analysis:  

Representative whole-rock samples were selected from the BDF for stepwise IRM 

acquisition curves (to a maximum field of 2.9 T) and stepwise backfield analysis (to a maximum 

required opposite field of 45 mT) (Fig. 3.14). Most specimens attained a near-saturation IRM 

value within 90 percent and 95 percent of that acquired at IRM2.9T between DC field values of 30 

mT and 180 mT, respectively. This behavior further implies that relatively low coercivity 

magnetic minerals are the primary magnetic phases in the BDF (Dunlop, 1986). The only 

exception to this is Paleosol 2 which attained an IRM within 90 percent and 95 percent of the 

SIRM2.9T between DC field values of 220 mT and 500 mT respectively. This indicates the 

presence of some higher coercivity material such as SSD magnetite and hematite (Merrill, 1968; 

Robertson and France, 1994; Dunlop and Özdemir, 1997; Özdemir and Dunlop, 2014). 

Moreover, the fact that all samples show a further steady increase in IRM to 2.9 T (and likely 

beyond) indicates a relatively minor amount of high coercivity material (e.g., hematite and/or 
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goethite) (Strangway et al., 1968; Dekkers, 1989a; Dunlop and Özdemir, 1997; Tauxe, 2010; 

Özdemir and Dunlop, 2014). 

After saturation or near-saturation at a DC field of 2.9 T, backfield demagnetization yields a 

steady decrease in intensity and Hcr values typically between about 35 and 45 mT. The Hcr 

values also indicate that relatively low coercivity magnetic minerals (magnetite or maghemite) 

are primarily responsible for the magnetic signal within the BDF, but that they are also 

influenced by the presence of higher coercivity phases (Dunlop, 1986; Dunlop and Özdemir, 

1997; Tauxe, 2010). 

To further utilize the IRM acquisition data as a means to understand the magnetic mineralogy 

of representative parts of the BDF (Fig. 3.14), magnetic component unmixing analysis was 

utilized based on the MAX UnMix protocol (Maxbauer et al., 2016b) for the IRM acquisition 

data (Fig. 3.15). Although possibly unrealistic, we assume that the data for all specimens are best 

represented by a set of five magnetic components. Unmixing analysis reveals a dominant 

component with Bh values of ~35 mT (magnetite/maghemite), and a secondary component with 

Bh values ~130-150 mT (high-coercivity maghemite/magnetite).  

Although these two components contribute the most to the remanence, three very minor 

components could also be identified, which included: a very low coercivity component (Bh 

values between ~5−~10 mT) (low-coercivity maghemite/magnetite), a high coercivity 

component (Bh values between ~600−~700 mT) (hematite), and a very high coercivity 

component (Bh values between ~3000−~6000 mT) (goethite).  

The dominant and secondary coercivity components, Bh = ~35 mT and Bh = ~130-150 mT 

respectively, are well-defined in that the range of coercivities is quite narrow (standard deviation 
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of Bh (Bh.sd) is less than 0.145 log units). The two higher coercivity components are associated 

with a range of typically higher standard deviation values than the primary and secondary 

components, nevertheless standard deviation values are typically lower than 0.145 log units (Fig. 

3.15).  

 

 

  

Figure 3.14: Curves showing the acquisition of an isothermal remanent magnetization 
(IRM) and backfield direct field demagnetization of specimens. Results indicate the 
dominance of relatively low coercivity ferromagnetic phases in these intervals of the BDF 
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Figure 3.15: Coercivity analysis for specimens from representative samples of all five paleosols 
and the Surficial Soil in the BDF. Magnetic component unmixing analysis results using the 
MAX UnMix protocol of (Maxbauer and Fox, 2016; Maxbauer et al., 2016b) for IRM 
acquisition data. In terms of results of the unmixing analysis, Bh is the mean activating field 
(coercivity) of each component grain population and Bh.sd the standard deviation. Dp is the 
dispersion parameter, defined as one standard deviation in log space and Dp.sd the standard 
deviation. P is the optimum model parameter and P.sd the standard deviation. The IRM 
acquisition and backfield demagnetization data indicate the dominance of relatively low 
coercivity ferromagnetic phases in these intervals of the BDF and is supported by the results of 
the unmixing analysis that reveals two primary components: one dominant component with Bh 
values of about 35 mT (purple area –component 2) and a secondary component with Bh values 
~130-150 mT (light blue area –component 3). The unmixing analysis also indicates very minor 
contribution of a low coercivity phase with Bh values of ~5−~10 mT (darker blue area –
component 1) and two much higher coercivity phases with Bh values of about 600-700 mT (red 
area –component 4) and ~3000−~6000 mT (green area –component 5) 
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3.6 Discussion  
3.6.1 Effects of Provenance and Varying Weathering Intensity on Magnetic Enhancement 

vs Magnetic Depletion in the Blackwater Draw Formation 

Overall, each of the paleosols in the Blackwater Draw Formation (BDF) contains roughly the 

same magnetic mineralogy, consisting of fine (potentially SP/SD-sized) hematite, goethite, and 

partially maghemitized magnetite in a range of domain states (SP, PSD, and SD) (Figs 3.6-3.15). 

Furthermore, Mössbauer analysis indicates that regardless of the varying weathering intensities 

reported by (Stine et al., 2020), each paleosol is dominated, in terms of volume percent, by 

hematite. This observation alone is not completely unexpected, for many researchers have noted 

that hematite and/or goethite are often the dominant Fe-oxides in terms of weight/volume percent 

within paleosols (e.g., Maher, 2011). However, this implies that the geochemically determined 

Fe concentrations of the BDF (Stine et al., 2020), is primarily a reflection of the hematite 

concentration rather than maghemite or magnetite.  

Moreover, the relative scarcity of hematite identified via SEM inspection indicates that the 

typical grain size of the hematite population is at the submicron (potential nanometer) scale. 

Nanoscale hematite, potentially pedogenic in origin, could possess domain states that range from 

SD to SP, which would affect the frequency dependence of this material as well as shifting or 

muting morin transitions (Strangway et al., 1967b; Cornell and Schwertmann, 2006; Özdemir et 

al., 2008; Özdemir and Dunlop, 2014; Jiang et al., 2018). However, we note that this suggestion 

is purely speculative, and thus future studies of the Blackwater Draw paleosols should utilize 

techniques capable of imaging at the nanometer scale (e.g., transmission electron microscopy or 

scanning TEM).  
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Despite the dominance of hematite throughout the profile, the rock magnetic experiments 

utilized in this study are interpreted to indicate that the magnetic signal, as typically evaluated 

using parameters such as bulk χ, ꭓARM, and IRM intensity as a function of depth, primarily 

reflects the variations in concentration of magnetite/maghemite throughout the BDF. This is of 

course a reflection of the high saturation magnetization of magnetite/maghemite.  These phases 

have been noted to dominate the magnetic signal of other paleosols in eolian sequences, even if 

present as a very small volume/weight percent (Geiss and Zanner, 2006; Jordanova, 2016). 

Despite the general uniformity of the magnetic mineralogy, geochemical evidence, and 

granulometric evidence presented in Stine et al. (2020) indicates that the coarser-grained 

Paleosols 5 and 4, predominantly sand (Fig. 3.2), are primarily sourced from the geographically 

closer Pecos River Valley area in the south. Moreover, the presence of titanomagnetite and 

ilmenite (Fig. 3.6-3.10) indicates a potential influx of igneous material into the Pecos River 

Valley sediments. Likely sources for igneous material, include the volcanic areas in New Mexico 

(such as the Latir and Ocate volcanic fields) which are known to have provided sediment for the 

underlying Ogallala formation in the SHP (Eichler, 2020). 

Conversely, the finer-grained Paleosols 3, 2, and 1 constitute a mix of Pecos River sediments 

and wind-blown silt that may have had a northern derivation (Fig. 3.2). When creating cross-

plots of the various data sets, both Stine et al., (2020) and this study (Fig. 3.16 a, b, and d) show 

that two distinct populations can be identified which correlate to the single-sourced Pecos sands 

(i.e., Paleosols 5-4) and the mixed sediments (i.e., Paleosols 3-1). The geochemical classification 

diagram by (Herron, 1988) (Fig. 3.16 a, b), shows that the mixed-source cluster possesses less 

quartz, implying a granulometric control.  
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Figure 3.16: Comparing the geochemical and rock-magnetic data set from (Stine et al., 2020) 
to determine change in provenance. Fig. 3.16a and 3.16b are log10(Fe2O3/K2O) vs 
log10(SiO2/Al2O3) geochemical classifications based off Herron, (1988), with Fig. 3.16b 
merely focusing in on the data-points. Note the clustering of the solely-Pecos sediments (dark-
grey circle: Paleosols 5-4) and the mixed-source sediments (light-grey circle: Paleosols 3-1), 
defined by Stine et al. (2020). The few Paleosol 3 data-points that plot in the solely-Pecos 
region are from the basal-most section of the unit, and potentially represent a transitional zone 
from Paleosol 4 to 3. Fig. 3.16c shows a spider-diagram of select trace element concentrations 
normalized to the North American Shale Composite (NASC) (Condie, 1993). Note how 
Paleosols 3-1 have substantially higher concentrations of Zr, Nb, Hf, and Ta, implying 
different provenance (Parker and Fleischer, 1968; Armstrong-Altrin et al., 2013; Nagarajan et 
al., 2016; Stine et al., 2020). Fig. 3.16d is a cross-plot of ꭓARM vs the Zr concentration, note 
how the clustering of solely-Pecos and mixed-source sediments, like Fig. 3.16b. This implies 
that the change in provenance is partly responsible for the change in magnetic properties. 
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However, spider-plots of select elements normalized to the North American Shale Composite 

(NASC) from Condie (1993), reveal that Paleosols 3-1 are also substantially enriched in Zr, Nb, 

Hf, and Ta (Fig. 3.16c). This suggests that Paleosols 3-1 contain more heavy minerals such as 

zircon or columbite, implying that the silt comes from a more felsic source compared to the 

Pecos sands (Parker and Fleischer, 1968; Armstrong-Altrin et al., 2013; Nagarajan et al., 2016). 

Indeed, SEM inspection noted that, compared to other soils, the most Zircon grains were present 

in the specimens from Paleosols 2-1, and the Surficial Soil (Stine et al., 2021).  

Ambiguity exists concerning the provenance of the Surficial Soil due to the lack of trace 

element data. However, SEM inspection of specimens from both Paleosol 1 and the Surficial Soil 

reveals the presence of monazite, a phase enriched in La and Ce, as well as zircon in both soils. 

This implies that the Surficial Soil has similarly high concentrations of rare earth elements and 

Zr as Paleosol 1, suggesting similar sources (Fig. 3.16c) (McLennan, 1989; Stine et al., 2020). 

Therefore, the Surficial Soil is tentatively interpreted to consist of a mix of Pecos River 

sediments and wind-blown silt, like Paleosols 3-1. 

Sand sourced from the southern Pecos River valley to the south of the study area likely 

contained coarser ferrimagnetic phases than the potentially northern derived silt. Indeed, 

relatively wider FORC distributions, low Hcr, and low ꭓR values from this study (Fig. 3.3, Figs 

3.12–3.15) coupled with the lower magnetic granulometry ratio (ꭓARM/ꭓlow, ꭓARM /SIRM, and 

%ꭓFD) values from Stine et al. (2020) (Fig. 3.3) indicate that the sandier single-source Paleosols 

5 and 4 are composed of a wider distribution of coarser magnetic phases than the finer mixed-

source Paleosols 3, 2, and 1 (Figs. 3.2–3.3;Fig 3.12) (Maher, 1988; Dunlop, 1995, Heider et al., 

1996; Roberts, et al., 2000; Evans and Heller, 2003; Hrouda, 2011; Jordanova, 2016). The effects 
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of changing provenance on the magnetic properties are also evident in cross-plots of rock-

magnetic values vs immobile elements (e.g.: ꭓARM to Zr, (Fig. 3.16d). Thus, the higher and 

relatively consistent, ꭓARM, and IRM intensity values for Paleosols 5 and 4 are tentatively 

interpreted to be due to a higher concentration of course ferrimagnetic phases singularly sourced 

from southern Pecos River valley sands as compared to the mixed-source Paleosols 3, 2, and 1.  

Although shrinkage cracks are present in many detrital magnetite grains, the relatively low 

degree of alteration of magnetite grains in Paleosols 5-4 compared to other soils, as observed in 

the SEM (Fig. 3.4), implies that weathering, and thus magnetic depletion, was minimal. 

Moreover, although the presence of maghemite, goethite and hematite (Fig 3.5–3.11) implies 

some degree of alteration, in general the minimal presence of SP-SSD phases, inferred from the 

lower magnetic granulometry ratio (ꭓARM/ꭓlow, ꭓARM /SIRM, and %ꭓFD) (Fig. 3.3) (Stine et al., 

2020), suggests little pedogenic neoformation of magnetite commonly attributed with increasing 

the magnetic signal of soils (Maher, 1988; Zhou et al., 1990; Dunlop, 1995, Heider et al., 1996; 

Soreghan et al., 1997; Liu et al., 1999, 2007b; Evans and Heller, 2003; Jordanova, 2016). 

Therefore, we interpret Paleosols 5-4 as being relatively magnetically preserved, i.e., 

experiencing minimal magnetic depletion and/or enhancement. 

In contrast to Paleosols 5-4, pedogenic modification is interpreted to be far more 

consequential for the magnetically depleted Paleosols 3-2 and the magnetically enhanced 

Paleosol 1-Surficial Soil, all of which are inferred as mixed southern and northern sources (Stine 

et al., 2020). Indeed, Fig. 3.17, shows that Paleosols 3-1, have a moderate negative correlation 

with CIA values, suggesting that the magnetically depleted soils are a result of weathering 

intensities higher than what the magnetically enhanced soils experienced.  
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Figure 3.17: Scatterplots comparing ꭓlow, ꭓARM, and SIRM2.9T to the Chemical Index of 
Alteration (CIA) calculated by (Stine et al., 2020). Note how each scatterplot results in two 
clusters. 
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Paleosols 3 and 2 also contain a relatively higher percentage of goethite as indicated by the 

ZFC/FC experiment (Fig. 3.8), the low-temperature hematite-goethite experiment (Fig 3.9–3.10) 

(Table 3.1), relatively high Hcr (Fig. 3.12–3.15), high L-ratio values, and low S-ratio values (Fig. 

3.3) (Stober and Thompson, 1977, 1979; Bloemendal et al., 1992; Maxbauer et al., 2016a).  

Goethite is thermodynamically stable at surface conditions, therefore its presence is 

expected, even in minute quantities, for most soils on the planet (Schwertmann, 1971; 

Schwertmann and Taylor, 1972, 1989; Scheinost, 2004). Soils characterized by greater 

abundances of goethite are typically associated either with more humid climates (Thompson and 

Oldfield, 1986; Schwertmann, 1988) or those surface environments that experience less variation 

in precipitation seasonality (Balsam et al., 2004; Zhang and Nie, 2017).  

A truly humid climate is unlikely for the BDF due to the pervasive occurrence of pedogenic 

carbonate (Machette, 1985), and thus variation in precipitation seasonality is likely a factor. 

Regardless, the relatively higher chemical index of alteration values (CIA) for Paleosols 3 and 2 

(Fig. 3.2) coupled with increased presence of goethite (Table 3.1) indicates that these soils were 

subjected to more intense weathering conditions than the older paleosols, likely due to the 

increased presence of water (Chebykin et al., 2002; Sheldon et al., 2002; Wang et al., 2020). 

Magnetic depletion would have followed as both northern and southern-sourced aeolian 

magnetite/maghemite grains were converted into magnetically weaker and/or non-magnetic 

phases (Santana et al., 2001; Jiang et al., 2018).  

It should be noted that Paleosol 2 also displays higher %ꭓFD and ꭓARM/SIRM2.9T values (Fig. 

3.3), and a relatively narrower FORC distribution (Fig 3.12), suggesting the presence of finer 

magnetic SP and SD phases within this soil (Maher, 1988; Dunlop, 1995, Heider et al., 1996; 
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Roberts, et al., 2000; Evans and Heller, 2003; Hrouda, 2011; Jordanova, 2016). However, the 

low ꭓ, ꭓARM , and IRM values suggest that these finer magnetic phases likely take the form of the 

magnetically weaker hematite or goethite rather than magnetite, as suggested by the high Fe-

content, high L-ratio, and low S-Ratio values (Liu et al., 2007b; Chaparro et al., 2020; Stine et 

al., 2020) (Fig. 3.2–3.3). The presence of SP phases within a magnetically depleted soil can be 

explained as an initial process of pedogenic formation of SP-magnetite grains, most of which are 

sequentially converted (oxidized) into a magnetically weaker phase with increasing weathering 

intensity, potentially due to relatively high soil temperature (Schwertmann, 1958; Liu et al., 

2012; Wang et al., 2013; Jiang et al., 2018). Indeed, the detrended RTSIRM-LTD warming 

curves for these specimens show a notably muted Verwey transition indicating a high degree of 

oxidation (Paleosol 2 in Fig. 3.7c) (Özdemir and Dunlop, 2010).  

The magnetically enhanced Paleosol 1 is similar to the magnetically depleted Paleosols 3 and 

2 in that all three are characterized by high environmental magnetic granulometry ratio values, 

indicating the presence of finer ferrimagnetic (sensu lato) phases (Evans and Heller, 2003; 

Jordanova, 2016). Furthermore, high ꭓR values for Paleosols 3, 2, and 1 indicate that all three 

paleosols have similar distributions of fine ferrimagnetic phases (Hrouda, 2011), implying that 

Paleosol 1’s higher ꭓ, ꭓARM, and IRM intensity values are likely not the result of a higher 

proportion of southern- vs northern-sourced sediment.  

Instead, weathered magnetite grains, high frequency dependence, low Hcr, narrow FORC 

distributions, low L-ratio, and high S-ratio values (Figs 3.3–3.4;3.12–3.15) all imply that the 

magnetically enhanced values of Paleosol 1 are the result of the neoformation and preservation 
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of SP/SD pedogenic maghemite/magnetite grains (Zhou et al., 1990; Soreghan et al., 1997; Liu et 

al., 1999, 2007b; Evans and Heller, 2003; Jordanova, 2016) (Figs. 3.3, 3.14). 

 Lower CIA values for Paleosol 1 (Stine et al., 2020) (Fig. 3.2) imply an intermediate degree 

of weathering intensity is the cause of magnetic enhancement. In other words, a moderate degree 

of weathering is required for pedogenesis to begin and ultrafine maghemite/magnetite grains to 

form, but weathering would not be so intense as to result in the complete conversion of this new 

material into hematite or goethite (such as what occurred in Paleosols 3 and 2). 

The neoformation and preservation of SP/SD pedogenic maghemite/magnetite grains are also 

interpreted to be responsible for the high, ꭓARM, and IRM intensity values of the Surficial Soil 

(Fig. 3.3) (Eyre and Shaw, 1994; Evans and Heller, 2003; Liu et al., 2004a; Orgeira et al., 2011; 

Jordanova, 2016). Nevertheless, the lower ꭓR values imply some contribution from coarser 

phases (Hrouda, 2011) (Fig. 3.3). This, in conjunction with the lack of geochemical data for this 

paleosol, means that an increased contribution from southern sources cannot be completely ruled 

out as a partial cause of the high magnetic values for the Surficial Soil.  

Finally, it should be noted that both the magnetically depleted and enhanced soils seem to 

possess a slightly higher and narrower FORC distribution along the Hc axis than the 

magnetically preserved section (Fig 3.12). Coupling this observation, which implies the presence 

of pedogenic SD magnetites (Egli, 2004), with the dominance of hematite (Fig. 3.5), suggests 

that magnetic enhancement and depletion are competing processes during soil development. 

However, as above, which process ultimately dominates appears to correlate to weathering 

intensity (Fig. 3.17). The paleoenvironmental implications of this observation are discussed in 

more detail in the following section.  
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3.6.2 Combining Geochemically-based Climofunctions with Rock-Magnetic Data to 

Identify Changing Paleoenvironmental and Paleoclimatic Conditions 

Using geochemical data from modern soils under varying climate conditions, regression 

equations have been derived that estimate mean annual temperature (MAT) and mean annual 

precipitation (MAP) conditions that can be applied to paleosols (Sheldon et al., 2002). The 

calculations for determining these climofunctions are summarized in Table 3.2. The high SiO2 

(typically 88-90%) content of Paleosols 5 and 4 provide misleading calculations of MAT and 

MAP because there is not enough weathered product in the profile, and these paleosols were 

inferred to be predominantly quartz sand deposited as eolian sand sheets (Stine et al., 2020).  

Moreover, the Surficial Soil does not have any geochemical data. Thus, calculations of MAT 

are not possible for the Surficial Soil and Paleosols 5 and 4, whereas MAP calculations are 

reserved only for the Surficial Soil and Paleosol 4, which contain a Bk horizon and through use 

to the depth to that horizon (Retallack, 2005) it is possible to provide rough estimates of MAP.  

This allows for the determination of relative MAT and MAP values for Paleosols 4-Surficial Soil 

(Fig. 3.18). As above, Paleosol 5 consists solely of a well-developed Btk horizon, therefore no 

MAT or MAP values could be calculated. Through the combined use of these proxies with the 

remainder of the data set, we tentatively model three paleoenvironmental phases which 

correspond to the magnetically preserved, depleted, and enhanced sections of the type-section 

respectively (Fig. 3.19). The timing, characteristics, and regional implications of each of these 

three phases will be discussed in more detail within the following sections. 
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Variable Equation Reference

1) P (mm/yr) = 221.1e0.0197*(CIA-K)

2) P (mm/yr) = [14.265(CIA-K)]-37.632
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Depth tp Bk (D) P(mm/yr) = -0.013D2+6.45D+137.2 Retallack (2005)

CIA-K Sheldon et al., (2002)

Σbase/Al
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e

(K+Na)/Al T(°C)=-18.516[(K+Na)/Al]+17.298 Sheldon et al., (2002)

P (mm/yr) = -259.3 * ln(Σbase/Al) +759 Sheldon et al., (2002)

Ca/Al P(mm/yr)+C46 = -130.9 * ln(Ca/Al) +467 Sheldon et al., (2002)

Table 3.2:Equations and references for various paleoprecipitation and paleotemperature 
calculations. 
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Figure 3.18: Summarizing MAP (right) and MAT (left) for Paleosols 4-1 and the 
Surficial Soil. No MAT or MAP were determined for Paleosol 5 due to inadequate data, 
discussed in text. The modern record of MAP for the SHP, represented by the blue bar, 
ranges from 310-560 mm/yr (Bomar, 1983). In general, the paleosols appear to record 
an increasing in precipitation from Paleosols 4-2 and a decreasing trend in precipitation 
from Paleosols 2-1. The implications of these MAP calculations for 
paleoenvironmental reconstruction are discussed in the text. The modern record of 
MAT for the SHP, represented by the yellow bar, is 14°C and 18°C (Bomar, 1983), 
however the error bars are high, and thus more studies are recommended to confirm our 
initial findings. 
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Figure 3.19: Three phased paleoenvironmental model for the Blackwater Draw 
Type-section Phase 1 (Paleosols 5-4): Arid Time period where sediment was 
primarily derived from Pecos River and the lack of precipitation led to relative 
preservation of eolian magnetite. Phase 2 (Paleosols 3-2): Semi-Humid time period 
where sediment was derived from both Pecos and Northern Loess and where 
increased precipitation led to dissolution of magnetite into hematite and goethite. 
Phase 3 (Paleosols 1-Modern): Semi-Arid to Semi-Humid time period where 
sediment was derived from both Pecos and Northern Loess and where a moderate 
amount of precipitation led to neoformation of SP/SD magnetite during soil 
formation 
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Phase I: Arid Environment leads to Magnetic Preservation of Pecos River-Valley Sands 

[Paleosols 5-4] 

The first environmental phase, (Fig. 3.19) recorded by the basal two Paleosols 5 and 4, is 

characterized by a coarser set of eolian sediments, consisting of MD and PSD magnetite phases, 

primarily sourced from the Pecos River valley region in the south. Relatively warmer 

temperatures likely resulted in the development of maghemite rims around the eolian-sourced 

magnetite through oxidation in addition to the development of ultrafine hematite. Using the 

depth to Bk method, the MAP is calculated to be about 650 mm/yr for Paleosol 4, and no MAT 

was calculated (Fig. 3.18). It should be noted that the error range of the calculated MAP 

coincides with what has been recorded for the SHP in modern times, measured at 310 to 560 

mm/yr (Fig. 3.18) (Bomar, 1983).  

Therefore, Paleosol 4 is tentatively interpreted to have experienced precipitation at levels 

more like contemporary times than different. Although neither MAP or MAT values were 

calculated for Paleosol 5, the presence of well-developed carbonate horizons in both paleosols 

indicates that Paleosols 5-4 formed in similarly arid conditions (Machette, 1985; Holliday, 1989; 

Gustavson and Holliday, 1999; Stine et al., 2020). These observations, in conjunction with the 

general lack of frequency dependent SP phases and minimal goethite implies that the 

environment characteristic of Phase I was sufficiently arid such that neither magnetic 

enhancement nor magnetic depletion occurred (Balsam et al., 2011). Instead, coarse detrital 

magnetite sourced from the Pecos river was deposited by aeolian processes after which it 

underwent relatively little chemical alteration. Therefore, we define Phase I as being relatively 

magnetically preserved (Fig. 3.2). 
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Figure 3.20: Satellite image of the Southern High Plains (SHP) taken on February 24, 
2007, during a dust storm event. Note how the dust source points (green dots) are located 
closer to the Pecos River in the Southwest. This is similar to the source of sediment in our 
tentative paleoclimatic Phase I. Figure modified from Kandakji et al., (2020). 
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To better understand the paleoenvironmental causes, it is useful to use the contemporary SHP 

as an analog. Indeed, many remote sensing studies (Fig. 3.20) (Lee et al., 2009, 2012; Ginoux et 

al., 2012; Li et al., 2018; Achakulwisut et al., 2019; Kandakji et al., 2020) have noted that the 

Pecos River Valley region appears to be a significant source of dust for the numerous dust-

storms that afflict the SHP. These dust storms are noted to occur most frequently during the late 

winter/early-spring which is typically when precipitation is lowest in the region, thus providing 

sediment that might otherwise be stabilized by vegetation cover (Fig. 3.20) (Chepil, 1957; Lee et 

al., 1994; Stout, 2001; Crabtree, 2005; Novlan et al., 2007). The similarities particularly in 

provenance imply that the Phase I paleosols were likely influenced by similar environmental 

conditions as the contemporary SHP, therefore this setting is best described as an arid to semiarid 

environment (Fig. 3.19). 

Phase II: Subhumid to Semiarid Environment leads to Magnetic Depletion of Pecos Sands and 

Northern Loess Mixture [Paleosols 2 and 3] 

The magnetically depleted Paleosols 2 and 3, were deposited within the second 

environmental phase (Fig. 3.19), which is differentiated from the previous phase by a mixed 

provenance and higher precipitation. Error weighed average of MAP is about 910 (mm/yr) for 

Paleosol 3 and about 1020 (mm/yr) for Paleosol 2. These values indicate that Phase II represents 

a distinctly wetter period than what has been recorded for the SHP in modern times (Fig. 3.18, 

3.19), the latter of which ranges from 310 to 560 mm/yr (Bomar, 1983). The presence of goethite 

also implies relatively less seasonality than what may have occurred in the previous phase 

(Balsam et al., 2004; Zhang and Nie, 2017). Increasing both the frequency and total amount of 

annual precipitation would have resulted in the increased chemical weathering of the parent 

material, including the conversion of eolian magnetite into lesser magnetic phases. This general 
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correlation of relatively high MAP and magnetic depletion agrees with Balsam et al.’s (2011) 

observation that modern surficial soils which experience higher rainfall have a corresponding 

decrease in magnetic susceptibility. Due to these factors, Phase II is tentatively interpreted to 

represent a subhumid-semiarid environment 

gfffffffffff  

A MAT of 10.9°C for Paleosol 3 and 10.7°C for Paleosol 2 was also calculated using the 

methods outlined in Table 3.2. This is notably cooler than the modern SHP MAT of 14°C to 

18.6°C (Bomar, 1983), nevertheless the higher error bars does cast some doubts on the accuracy 

of our MAT calculations. A colder SHP in conjunction with the addition of wind-blown silt to 

the sediment budget that was potentially northerly derived is consistent with glacial influence 

Figure 3.21: Reconstruction of the Laurentide Ice Sheet based off 
paleomagnetic data. Figure modified from Balco et al., (2005). 
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from the north as larger ice sheets developed during the mid-Pleistocene transition (Fig. 3.1, 

3.19, 3.21,3.22). However, this would require future studies to confirm our MAT measurements. 

Phase III: Semiarid to Arid Environment leads to Magnetic Enhancement of Pecos Sands and 

Northern Loess Mixture [Paleosol 1 and Surficial Soil] 

The third and final phase consists of the uppermost layers, Paleosol 1 and the Surficial Soil, 

the latter of which was paired with Paleosol 1 due to similar characteristics in the rock-magnetic 

data set and similarities in SEM observations. MAT and error weighted average MAP are 9.45°C 

and about 790 mm/yr respectively for Paleosol 1.  

MAP values of about 570 mm/yr are calculated for the Surficial Soil, initially implying that 

this soil was deposited during environmental conditions more similar to Phase I and the modern 

era (Bomar, 1983). However, similar rock-magnetic characteristics and SEM observations imply 

that Paleosol 1 and the Surficial Soil share similar provenance and weathering intensities. 

Therefore, we tentatively interpret Paleosol 1, and the Surficial Soil as having formed in similar 

environmental conditions. Moreover, the presence of SP-magnetic phases suggests a higher 

degree of pedogenesis, and in turn precipitation, than what occurred in Phase I (Evans and 

Heller, 2003; Jordanova, 2016; Maxbauer et al., 2016a). Incidentally, we interpret the soils of 

Phase III to represent environmental conditions which were distinct from the contemporary SHP 

and Phases I and II. 

Overall, Phase III is interpreted to represent a semiarid to arid environment, relatively drier 

than Phase II, yet wetter than what was experienced in Phase I or the modern SHP (Fig. 3.19). 

Moreover, it should be noted that Phase III is estimated to be a colder environment than Phase II 

and this, coupled with the continued presence of loess, indicates a possible relationship between 

larger northern hemisphere ice sheets and regional temperatures in the SHP. Although this later 
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point is purely speculative until: (1) magnetic data from more sites are collected; (2) and future 

studies confirm our MAT results. 

Phase III represents an intermediate position in terms of precipitation levels, and the 

correlation between intermediate MAP and magnetic enhancement implies that pedogenic 

ultrafine SP/SD magnetite require specific conditions to develop in the SHP. In short, 

precipitation levels need to be greater than what occurred in Phase I for pedogenesis to take place 

and nanomagnetites to form (Balsam et al., 2011), yet not so intense as to result in the dissolution 

of magnetic material (Balsam et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2013), as was the case for Phase II 

Comparing magnetic data sets from modern surficial soils throughout the northern 

hemisphere and equatorial regions, Balsam et al. (2011) observed that magnetic enhancement 

generally only occurred in soils experiencing MAP from 200 mm/yr to 1000-1200 mm/yr. Any 

soil subjected to precipitation greater/less than 1200 / 200 mm/yr would experience magnetic 

depletion or no magnetic change, respectively (Balsam et al., 2011). Although our calculated 

MAP does not perfectly agree with Balsam et al.’s (2011) observations; the seeming correlation 

between low, intermediate, and high precipitation respectively with magnetic preservation, 

enhancement, and depletion is worth noting. This nonlinear relationship between magnetic 

properties and precipitation, complicates the use of magnetic parameters as a paleoprecipitation 

proxy, therefore it is highly recommended that future studies take a more holistic approach by 

incorporating both geochemical and rock-magnetic datasets to avoid ambiguity.  
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3.6.3 Correlation of Environmental Models to Previously Established Age Models: Effects 

of the Laurentide Ice Sheet and the Middle Pleistocene Transition? 

Fundamental questions remain concerning the forcings responsible for: (1) changing 

provenance from southerly derived Pecos River Valley sands in Phase I to a mix of Pecos sands 

and wind-blown silt for Phases II and III; and (2) changing MAT and MAP values from Phase II 

to III. However, correlation of these results to established paleoclimatic shifts, i.e., the Middle-

Pleistocene Transition (MPT), is problematic due to the lack of precise age control at the BDF 

type site.  

 Nevertheless, previous magnetic polarity stratigraphy work (Patterson and Larson, 1990), 

the presence of stage IV calcisols, in addition to age estimates derived at other sites, all imply 

that the BDF as a whole is likely no older than ca. 1.4 Ma (Izett et al., 1972; Gustavson and 

Holliday, 1999) and that the base of the type-section in particular is at least older than ca. 773 ka 

(Holliday, 1989; Patterson and Larson, 1990; Coe et al., 2004; Singer, 2014; Channell et al., 

2020; Ogg, 2020). Within the context of these rough age constraints, it is highly likely that the 

MPT is recorded within the type-section of the BDF.  

As above, the MPT is a time interval between ca. 1.2 and 0.7 Ma during which the frequency 

of glacial-interglacial cycles shifted from a ~41 ky cycle to a ~100 ky cycle (Imbrie et al., 1993). 

Within North America, the MPT coincided with the coalescence and expansion of the Laurentide 

Ice sheet as the longer ~100 k.y cycles led to enhanced ice growth (Mudelsee and Schulz, 1997; 

Head and Gibbard, 2005; Clark et al., 2006; Batchelor et al., 2019). Moreover, magnetic polarity 

data (Balco et al., 2005; Balco and Rovey, 2010; Jennings et al., 2013) and numerical models 

(Batchelor et al., 2019) imply that the Laurentide ice sheet first reached a geographic extent 
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comparable to the last glacial maximum (LGM) at ~0.9 Ma, when 100 ky cycles first become 

dominant in the Marine Isotope Stage (MIS) records (Fig. 3.21) (Hughes and Gibbard, 2018, and 

references therein).  

 MPT-influenced expansion of the Laurentide ice sheet in turn led to a change in river 

drainage patterns (Lemmen et al., 1994; Wickert et al., 2013; Wickert, 2016) weakening of the 

North American Monsoon (NAM) (Bhattacharya et al., 2017, 2018), and the deposition of vast 

amounts of loess on the continental interior (Muhs, 2018; Muhs et al., 2018; Li et al., 2020).  

Although the mechanisms are still debated, it has been hypothesized that the expansion of the 

Laurentide Ice sheet likely affected regional atmospheric circulation and subsequent weather of 

adjacent regions such as the SHP (Bromwich et al., 2004, 2005; Löfverström and Lora, 2017). If 

future studies confirm our MAT measurements for Phases II and III, then this could potentially 

be explained as the migration of the polar jet stream to much lower latitudes which in turn could 

have brought colder air to the SHP (Fig. 3.22) (Munroe and Laabs, 2013).  

Moreover, it also likely that the presence of the Laurentide icesheet substantially affected 

wind direction (Broccoli and Manabe, 1987; Klink, 1999; Bromwich et al., 2004, 2005; 

Löfverström and Lora, 2017). In modeling surface-wind directions during the LGM (~20 ka to 

~12ka), Löfverström and Lora (2017) determined that a more expansive Laurentide ice sheet (at 

~20 ka) and a diminished Laurentide ice sheet (at ~12 ka) corresponded to mean surface wind 

directions that primarily flow from north to south and west to east, respectively, for the SHP 

during the winter. Using data from 1961 to 1990, Klink (1999) calculated that the SHP has a 

mean winter wind direction which flows from the southwest to the northeast (Fig. 3.21)  
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Moreover, it also likely that the presence of the Laurentide icesheet substantially affected 

wind direction (Broccoli and Manabe, 1987; Klink, 1999; Bromwich et al., 2004, 2005; 

Löfverström and Lora, 2017). In modeling surface-wind directions during the LGM (~20 ka to 

~12ka), Löfverström and Lora (2017) determined that a more expansive Laurentide ice sheet (at 

~20 ka) and a diminished Laurentide ice sheet (at ~12 ka) corresponded to mean surface wind 

directions that primarily flow from north to south and west to east, respectively, for the SHP 

during the winter. Using data from 1961 to 1990, Klink (1999) calculated that the SHP has a 

mean winter wind direction which flows from the southwest to the northeast (Fig. 3.23).  

 

 

Figure 3.22: A) North America at present with the current location of the Polar jet 
stream near the Arctic. B) North America during the Late Pleistocene where the 
polar jet stream migrated to much lower latitudes. Figures modified from Blakey 
(2013) 
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The combination of historical and modeled data sets suggests that the single-Pecos-sourced 

sediments of Phase I likely represent a time when the Laurentide Ice sheet was substantially 

diminished, resulting in more winds from the southwest to carry Pecos sand. Moreover, this style 

of southerly derived material from the Pecos River Valley likely extended back into the late 

Miocene as recorded in the upper part of the underlying Ogallala Formation on the SHP 

(Gustavson and Holliday, 1999). A sole source contrasts with the mixed sediments of Phases II 

and III, both of which likely represent periods where a larger Laurentide ice sheet resulted in a 

stronger north to south wind, which would have carried northerly derived silt to the SHP (Stine 

et al., 2020). 

Figure 3.23: A) North America at present, red arrow represents mean wind directions, note how 
winds primarily come from the Southwest to the Northeast in Northern Texas (Klink, 1999). B) 
North America during the Late Pleistocene with mean wind directions modeled from Bromwich 
et al. (2004, 2005). Note that winds in the Pleistocene are estimated to have come from both the 
Northwest and the Southwest, potentially explaining the mix of different sources in the 
Blackwater Draw.  Figures modified from Blakey (2013) 
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Gustavson and Holliday (1999) hypothesized a minimum age of at least ~0.910 Ma for our 

Phase I strata based on: (1) the stratigraphic position below the consistently reverse polarity 

Paleosol 2, indicating a minimum age greater than ~0.773 Ma (Patterson and Larson, 1990; 

Channell et al., 2020) ; and (2) the presence of well-developed Stage III-IV calcic horizons, 

which require a minimum of ~50 ky to ~100 ky to develop (Bachman and Machette, 1977; 

Machette, 1985). Moreover, the minimal weathering intensities indicated by our data set imply a 

minimal degree of soil welding, suggesting that the calcic horizons of Phase I did not develop 

contemporaneously.  

With these admittedly rough age controls, we tentatively interpret the lack of glacial loess 

and arid conditions of Phase I to be the result of having occurred prior to the onset of strong, 

well-developed 100 ka climate cycles in North America. However, until better age control is 

established, ambiguity exists on whether this correlates to a period prior to the MPT (at a time 

prior to ~1.2 Ma) (Imbrie et al., 1993); or simply when the Laurentide ice sheet first 

demonstrated 100 ka cycles (at about 0.9 Ma) (Balco and Rovey, 2010) 

Using similar criteria as above, Phase II is interpreted to have occurred at about the time of 

the MPT (1.2 Ma – 0.7 Ma). Marine isotope records from this period indicate the inception of 

100 ka climate cycles as well as a general decreasing trend in stable isotope values, likely 

corresponding to a decreasing trend in global temperatures during this period (Lisiecki and 

Raymo, 2005; Lowe and Walker, 2015). This implies that the onset of the MPT (1.2 Ma – 0.7 

Ma) was a warmer time period than post-MPT times (0.7 Ma – Modern) (Imbrie et al., 1993).  

On a regional scale, slightly warmer 100 k.y. glacial cycles may have resulted in different 

environments than colder counterparts in more recent times. If our initial MAT measurements 
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prove to be correct than this could potentially provide an explanation for the change in 

precipitation in the SHP during the MPT. Rainfall can often result during weather fronts, which 

is when large hot and cold air masses interact (Barry and Chorley, 2010). Therefore, it is possible 

that the interaction between the colder air of the Laurentide ice sheet and the relatively warmer 

air of the SHP region could have resulted in an initial increase in precipitation during the MPT, 

although more sites and numerical models are needed to confirm this hypothesis.  

Alternatively, the increase in precipitation in the SHP during the MPT, could have been the 

result of either “squeezing” (Oster et al., 2015; Putnam, 2015) or “splitting” (COHMAP 

Members*, 1988) of the westerlies jet stream, both of which have been cited as explanations for 

why other North American regions (i.e., Great Basin) were similarly more humid during 

glaciations (Putnam, 2015; Wang et al., 2021).   

Finally, Phase III is interpreted to have occurred after the cessation of the MPT, and younger 

than ca. 0.773 Ma, when climate change was dominated by 100-ka cycles. Moreover, the 

lowering of MAT and MAP in this phase also agrees with post-MPT global climatic trends of 

lower global temperatures and more arid climates (Rea, 1994; Werner, 2002; Winkler et al., 

2002; Martin, 2006; Sun et al., 2012; Yann et al., 2013; Lang et al., 2014).  

If future studies confirm our initial MAT results, then a regional decrease in annual 

temperature could provide a potential explanation for the increase in aridity. Colder air masses 

contain less moisture than their warmer counterparts, which results in less precipitation (Barry 

and Chorley, 2010). Therefore, it is possible that any weather front due to the interaction of 

Laurentide- and SHP- sourced air masses, could have resulted in less precipitation during Phase 
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III than in Phase II, though once again confirmation of this hypothesis would require more sites 

and numerical models.  

Despite the increase in aridity, climate models for the time of the LGM (Bromwich et al., 

2004, 2005) have suggested that large post-MPT ice sheets would have resulted in relatively 

enhanced levels of precipitation for the SHP during the summer. Throughout the SHP and 

adjacent regions, increased seasonality is also evident in the proliferation of C4 plants, which 

preferentially develop in arid and semi-arid regions with wetter summers (Ehleringer et al., 1997; 

Huang et al., 2001; Edwards et al., 2010; Strömberg, 2011; Cotton et al., 2016; Green et al., 

2017). Correlation of this numerical model and regional distribution of C4 plants with our 

observation of ultrafine SP/SSD magnetite in Phase III soils, could explain how precipitation 

became great enough in an otherwise arid environment to result in magnetic enhancement. 

Moreover, if Bromwich et al.’s (2004, 2005) ideas are indeed correct this would also support the 

hypothesis that the formation of magnetically enhancing, pedogenic magnetite is the result of 

increased seasonality as suggested by Balsam et al. (2004) and Zhang and Nie (2017).  

3.7 Conclusions 
Representative samples from all paleosols and the overlying Surficial Soil from the type-site 

of the BDF subjected to a range of both non-magnetic and magnetic experiments provide an 

improved understanding of the magnetic mineralogic cause of magnetic enhancement and 

magnetic depletion within the formation profile, observations which might be applied to similar 

sites. Results show a relatively uniform mineralogy, where the magnetic signal is dominated by 

partially maghemitized magnetite grains, even though the magnetic mineralogy is dominated by 

hematite, potentially sub-micron in size, in terms of weight/volume percent. Moreover, the 
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presence of fine-grained hematite within all the samples, regardless of weathering intensity, as 

reported by (Stine et al., 2020), implies that the intensity of the magnetic signal (χ, ARM, IRM) 

with that magnetic enhancement and magnetic depletion are competing processes during soil 

development of the BDF. The dominating process is related to weathering intensity, which in 

turn is tentatively interpreted to be caused by MAP. 

For the BDF at its type section, we have identified three environmental phases (I-III) which 

we tentatively correlate to the Middle-Pleistocene transition (MPT), a time period when the 

frequency of glacial-interglacial cycles shifted from a ~41 k.y. cycle to a ~100 k.y. cycle, 

between about 1.2 and 0.7 Ma (Imbrie et al., 1993). Phase I represents a relatively arid 

environment which occurred prior to the onset of the MPT. During this phase the dominance of 

~41-k.y cycles limited the growth of the Laurentide ice sheet, which allowed southwest to 

northeast winds to carry Pecos river sands to the SHP. Coarse magnetite grains were carried with 

the Pecos sands and preserved by the arid environment, resulting in a relative preservation of the 

magnetic signal. 

Phase II represents a relatively subhumid to semiarid environment, which occurred during 

the onset of the MPT. During this phase the onset of ~100-k.y. cycles allowed for the expansion 

of the Laurentide ice sheet. The presence of the ice sheet so far south resulted in stronger north to 

south winds which deposited newly created loess onto the SHP, where it mixed with Pecos 

sands. An increase in precipitation levels resulted in the dissolution of eolian magnetic material 

and thus magnetic depletion. Though the source of this precipitation increase is difficult to 

explain, we tentatively propose that it is related to higher regional mean annual temperatures 

(MAT) and the larger Laurentide ice sheet. Nevertheless, the high error bars of our MAT 
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calculations implies that future research should attempt different methods in order to determine 

MAT and confirm or deny our results. 

Finally, Phase III represents a semiarid to arid environment, which occurred after the MPT 

was completed and ~100-k.y. glacial-interglacial cycles dominated. Phase III is similar to Phase 

II, in that it is a mix of Pecos River sands and northern loess, likely due to the enhanced 

Laurentide ice sheet. Phase III represents a relatively intermediate level of precipitation; in that it 

is less than Phase II but greater than Phase I. This moderate level of precipitation resulted in the 

pedogenic neoformation of ultrafine SP and SSD magnetite which enhanced the magnetic signal.  

The results of this research show that the magnetic signal of the SHP is the result of a 

complicated interaction between changing provenance and precipitation levels. Therefore, we 

recommend that, at least for the SHP, a holistic approach be taken in reconstructing 

paleoenvironment which incorporates rock-magnetic, geochemical, and microscopy 

observations.  
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4.1 Chapter Abstract 

The Quaternary Harpole Mesa Formation exposed in the Fisher Valley Basin (FVB), located 

near Moab, Utah, likely contains the largest and relatively most complete record of paleoclimate 

conditions during the Quaternary for the entire Colorado Plateau. Rock magnetic measurements, 

including bulk magnetic susceptibility at low and high frequencies (ꭓlow and ꭓhigh, respectively) 

and bulk magnetic susceptibility of anhysteretic remnant magnetization (ꭓARM) as well as 

environmental magnetic ratios: %ꭓFD, and ꭓARM/ꭓlow, were measured as a function of depth for 

the ~145 m-thick section of the Harpole Mesa Formation (sampling interval ~ 0.25 m). Several 

rock magnetic experiments, including: ꭓ as a function of temperature, hysteresis, FORCs, IRM 

acquisition, backfield demagnetization of SIRM, and IRM unmix using the maxunmix protocol, 

all show that the magnetic mineralogy is primarily dominated by a low-coercivity ferrimagnetic 

phase (likely a mixture of magnetite and/or maghemite) with a secondary, yet significant, 

contribution from a higher coercivity phase (likely hematite). Overall, the ꭓlow,ꭓhigh, and ꭓARM vs 

depth data display a cyclic behavior where the peaks correlate to a relative abundance of low-

coercivity magnetite/maghemite phases and the troughs correlate to a greater abundance of 

higher-coercivity hematite phases. By correlating the environmental magnetic data set to a 

previously published age model for the formation, we show that the cycles in magnetic 

properties are most likely related to astronomically forced-glacial-interglacial cycles of ~100 ka 

duration.  

Additionally, deposition of the Harpole Mesa strata was, for at least some interval of time, 

influenced by the Quaternary age pseudo-halokinetic rise of the Onion Creek Salt diapir, located 

west and directly adjacent to the FVB. The middle-Pleistocene rise of the diapir resulted in a 
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rapid subsidence rate of the Harpole Mesa depocenter, which in turn caused the migration of the 

medial portion of the alluvial-fluvial system in a process analogous to the retrogradation of 

shorelines along continental margins. This change in sediment sorting rates is the primary cause 

for the relative increase in %ꭓFD for those sediments coeval with this halokinetic event. This 

indicates that although the paleoclimate signal is preserved, it is mixed with the pseudo-/primary-

halokinetic signal, therefore care should be taken when inferring a paleoclimate record from this 

important Quaternary sedimentary sequence.  

4.2  Introduction 

The Quaternary paleoclimate of the Colorado Plateau is poorly understood, primarily because 

of the paucity of sedimentary deposits that span much of the Quaternary and are preserved in the 

region (Fig. 4.1; (Bursztyn et al., 2015)). However, a notable exception is the Quaternary 

sedimentary sequence exposed in the Fisher Valley Basin (FVB), Utah (Fig. 4.2, 4.3). This thick 

(~145 meters) (Fig. 4.3B, 4.7) sequence of deposits likely constitutes the best and most 

stratigraphically complete record of latest Cenozoic/Quaternary conditions in the entire Colorado 

Plateau (Colman, 1983; Colman et al., 1986). Although no official name exists for these 

deposits, they have been referred to in the past as the Harpole Mesa Formation (Richmond, 1962; 

Carter and Gualtieri, 1965) and these strata will be referred to as such for the remainder of this 

paper.  

Current age constraints place the deposition of the Harpole Mesa Formation from ~3.0 Ma to 

~0.25 Ma, where it is disconformably overlain by Holocene-aged Eolian-deposits (~10 ka) 

making it a potentially ideal record for understanding regional Plio-Pleistocene paleoclimate 

conditions for the Colorado Plateau (Colman, 1983; Colman et al., 1986), yet no work on this 
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sequence has ever been attempted. Using environmental rock magnetic methods (Thompson and 

Oldfield, 1986; Verosub and Roberts, 1995; Evans and Heller, 2003; Liu et al., 2012; Jordanova, 

2016), we attempt to construct a proxy environmental record for strata of the Harpole Mesa 

Formation. Magnetic susceptibility at low and high frequencies (ꭓlow and ꭓhigh, respectively) and 

magnetic susceptibility of anhysteretic remanent magnetization (ꭓARM) reveal highly cyclic 

variations tentatively interpreted to correlate to climate cycles. 

 

Figure 4.1: Outline of the Colorado Plateau (CP) (black line), mapped with the 
spatial distribution of Quaternary–, Pre-Quaternary Cenozoic–, Mesozoic–, 
Paleozoic–, and pre-Cambrian – aged rocks. Note the general lack of Quaternary 
aged deposits in the region, moreover, the large accumulation of Quaternary aged 
rocks in the Southern region of the CP are primarily igneous rocks. The study 
area is identified using a red star. Figure modified from Bursztyn et al. (2015). 
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Finally, environmental magnetic ratios reveal a steady increase in ultra-fine (potentially 

superparamagnetic phases) in sediments deposited between the Bishop (~774 to ~776 ka) (Sarna-

Wojcicki et al., 2000; Knott et al., 2007; Zeeden et al., 2014) and Lava Creek B (~631 ka) 

(Matthews et al., 2015) ash deposits that are both preserved in the section. However, previous 

research has shown that this stratigraphic interval corresponds to an increase in pseudo-diapiric 

uplift of the Onion Creek salt diapir and corresponding subsidence of the depocenter (Colman et 

al., 1986, 1988; Balco and Stone, 2005). Therefore, this change in the rock magnetic signal is 

tentatively interpreted to be the result of better grain-size sorting due to the migration of the 

medial part of the alluvial fan system, in a process analogous to retrogradation of shorelines on 

continental margins. 

 

Figure 4.2: Simplified bedrock map of the Fisher Valley microbasin (FVB). The 
primary focus of this study is the QFVB sediments which include the Holocene 
Eolian Sands and the Plio-Pleistocene Harpole Mesa Formation. Qu consists 
mostly of talus slope deposite. Figure modified from Colman et al., (1986,1988). 
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This research further demonstrates that the sediments of the FVB likely constitute the 

thickest and most complete record of paleoclimatic conditions in the entire Colorado Plateau. 

Nevertheless, care should be taken to properly disentangle the paleoclimate signals from the 

pseudo- and/or primary-halokinetic signals. Above Lava Creek B, the Harpole Mesa record 

shows that the area experienced a general increase in soil-forming conditions, implying a steady 

increase in precipitation, an observation that agrees with other paleoclimate studies of the 

Colorado Plateau (Staley et al., 2021). After the last glacial maximum (LGM) ended at ca. 

14,000 ka the area experienced a pronounced increase in arid conditions resulting in the 

deposition of predominantly eolian deposits, potentially from felsic sources such as the Mojave 

Desert (Reynolds et al., 2001, 2010; Reheis et al., 2005). 

4.3 Background 

4.3.1 Previous Paleoclimate research on the Colorado Plateau 

With an area of ~337,000 km2, the Colorado Plateau (CP) is a large physiographic province 

that covers large parts of Utah, Arizona, Colorado, and New Mexico (Mead and Swift, 2012) 

(Fig. 4.1). However, the nature of how this widespread geomorphic and structural feature 

attained its current average elevation of about 1525 m, while simultaneously undergoing 

relatively little internal deformation has long puzzled scientists (e.g., Flowers, 2010). Regardless 

of the cause or timing of initial uplift, there does appear to be a general consensus that tectonic 

activity had ceased sometime before ~3 Ma, when the CP had reached its current elevation 

(Roberts et al., 2012). 
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Figure 4.3: A) Modified google earth image of the study area (Red outline), B) 
photograph showing the exposed Harpole Mesa Formation, looking to the east.  Sage 
brush is ~2 m tall. 
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The CP is composed of a thick sequence of relatively flat lying and undeformed sedimentary 

rocks preserving a relatively continuous record beginning from the Cambrian to the mid-

Cenozoic (National Park Service, 2005; Connors et al., 2020) and these strata form the 

characteristic skirts and pedestals of the vast mesas covering much of the landscape. For decades, 

geoscientists have taken advantage of the CP record to infer much about the paleoclimate of the 

Phanerozoic eon (e.g., the efforts of the Colorado Coring Project, (Olsen et al., 2010, 2018; Kent 

et al., 2018; Rasmussen et al., 2021; Haque et al., 2021)). However, interpretation of regional 

paleoclimate during the Plio-Pleistocene is hindered by the scarcity of upper Cenozoic deposits 

in the region. Principally, the few paleoclimate studies for the Quaternary that have been 

conducted on the CP are usually restricted to the past 50 kyrs, and these used fossils of flora, 

fauna, and middens as proxies for temperature and precipitation. Generally, those studies have 

hypothesized that certain parts of the CP experienced greater precipitation beginning at ~14.7 ka 

(Anderson et al., 2000; Reheis et al., 2005; Kropf et al., 2021).  

This is notable, because the time interval correlates to a time before the Bølling–Allerød 

interstadial, a period of warming that coincided with decreased precipitation in the southwestern 

United States (Wagner et al., 2010; Lora et al., 2016). However, the correlation between 

precipitation and paleoenvironmental conditions is not entirely straightforward for the Colorado 

Plateau. For example, Ellwein et al. (2011) determined that the Pleistocene-Holocene dunes of 

the Black Mesa, northeastern Arizona, correlated to increased humidity rather than increased 

aridity. Moreover, Staley et al. (2021) demonstrated that cyclic increases in lake levels, 

respectively associated with cyclic increases in magnetic susceptibility values, correlates to the 

onset of glacial periods that lowered evaporation rates, rather than interglacial periods.   
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Figure 4.4: A): Map of the Great Basin (i.e., the Basin and Range Province) showing its 
position relative to the Colorado Plateau. B) Simplified paleogeography map showing 
the pluvial lakes common in that region during glacial time periods. Figure modified 
from Graham (2014). 
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Directly adjacent to the CP is the Great Basin (which covers parts of Utah, Nevada, Oregon, 

and California) (Fig. 4.4a) (Dickinson, 2006). During Pleistocene glaciation, the Great Basin was 

the site of a multitude of expansive pluvial lakes, including Lake Bonneville, the Pleistocene 

precursor to the contemporary Great Salt Lake (Fig. 4.4b) (Oviatt, 1997). However, the Great 

Salt Lake, and Lake Bonneville before it, are separated from the CP by the Wasatch Range, 

which serves as a significant topographic barrier, resulting in a rain shadow throughout much of 

eastern Utah (Farmer and Fletcher, 1972; Steenburgh, 2003). Overall, the combination of 

orographic lift from the Wasatch Range and the fact that most Quaternary sedimentary records 

are limited to the Late Pleistocene-Holocene transition results in much uncertainty regarding the 

overall Quaternary paleoclimate of the CP. 

4.3.2 Fisher Valley Basin 

Geomorphology and Depositional model for the Harpole Mesa Formation 

A notable exception to the paucity of Quaternary sedimentary deposits preserved on the 

Colorado Plateau is the basin-fill sedimentary sequence of the Moab Anticline (Doelling et al., 

2002) and associated Fisher Valley Basin (FVB) (Colman and Hawkins, 1985; Colman et al., 

1988; Doelling et al., 2002). This project concentrates on the sequence in the FVB, which is 

located ~ 47.5 km north of Moab, Utah (Fig. 4.2-4.3).  Measuring at ~145 m thick and spanning 

from ~0.25 Ma (end of the middle Pleistocene) to potentially ~3.0 Ma (the late Pliocene), the 

FVB deposits potentially represent the thickest and most continuous record of Quaternary 

conditions for the entire CP (Colman and Hawkins, 1985; Colman et al., 1988; Doelling et al., 

2002) (Fig. 4.7). In the FVB the Harpole Mesa Formation overlies the ~26 m-thick Pliocene 
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Geyser Creek Fanglomerate (Doelling, 2002), and underlies the ~10 thick Holocene Eolian 

sediment layer (Colman et al., 1988). 

Proposed depositional models for the FVB intimately correlate the basin-fill deposits of the 

Harpole Mesa Formation with the Plio-Pleistocene rise of the Onion Creek salt diapir (OCSD), 

which is directly adjacent to the FVB (Fig. 4.2). However, several lines of evidence imply that 

the rise of the OCSD and subsidence of the FVB-depocenter are due to chemical alteration and 

evaporite-dissolution rather than salt flow (Fig. 4.5).  

 

 

Figure 4.5: Schematic three-dimensional block diagram illustrating a tentative 
depositional model of the Harpole Mesa Formation. Plio-Pleistocene rise of the diapir due 
to caprock expansion in combination with subsidence caused by salt-dissolution resulted 
in the creation of a large accommodation space. This in turn allowed for enhanced 
accumulation of Harpole Mesa Formation detritus. 
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In the pseudo-halokinetic model, the OCSD was subjected to an influx of both meteoric and 

potentially hydrothermal fluids, the latter of which was sourced from the developing La Sal 

Igneous Complex ~33-25 Ma (Stern et al., 1965; Kenroy, 2013). This resulted in the conversion 

of the primary anhydrite (CaSO4) within the paradox formation into a Gypsum-rich 

(CaSO4*H2O) caprock (Kenroy, 2013). The inclusion of water into the crystal lattice as 

Anhydrite converts to Gypsum can sometimes result in an ~30%-65% increase in volume 

(Pettijohn, 1957; Azam, 2007; Joanna, 2012), a change which may have contributed to the “rise” 

of the OCSD in the Cenozoic. Hence why this is referred to as the “Pseudo-Halokinetic” model 

because the rise of this structure was accomplished without the salt-flow typical of halokinetic 

structures.  

Furthermore, in this pseudo-halokinetic model, the lowering of the FVB depocenter is 

attributed to underlying dissolution of Paradox formation evaporites (Fig. 4.5), likely due to the 

influx of the same meteoric and igneous fluids. This is similar to the larger scale collapse of the 

various salt anticlines adjacent to Fisher Valley, all of which are interpreted to have been caused 

by salt dissolution occurring sometime during the Cenozoic (Doelling et al., 1988; Goydas, 1990; 

Gutiérrez, 2004; Guerrero et al., 2015).  

Nevertheless, when studying the FVB, Colman (1983) did note several features that imply 

that salt flow is at least partly responsible for the FVB. For instance, the reversal of depositional 

dips of Quaternary fluvial sediments on the upstream sides of caprock exposure, in combination 

with Quaternary sediments generally dipping away from the OCSD, can best be explained by 

upward movement of the diapir, which can be explained either by salt-flow (Colman, 1983; 
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Doelling et al., 1988) or volume expansion of the caprock due to chemical conversion of 

anhydrite to gypsum (Pettijohn, 1957; Azam, 2007; Joanna, 2012).  

Additionally, the fact that the OCSD and the FVB are adjacent to each other, similar in size, 

and deformed in opposite directions, suggests that the subsidence of the FVB-depocenter can at 

least partially be attributed to salt flow (Colman, 1983). Moreover, evidence suggest that the 

subsidence of the FVB was highly localized and relatively regular, which contrasts with the 

generally widespread and chaotic surface expressions common in the collapsed salt anticlinal 

valleys in other areas of the Paradox basin (Colman, 1983). 

Considering all these lines of evidence it is certainly possible that the geomorphology of the 

FVB can be attributed to a combination of salt-dissolution, caprock-expansion, and partial salt 

flow. Indeed, while constructing hydrologic computer simulations of the Gypsum Canyon 

watershed in the Paradox Basin (~104 km away from the FVB), Reitman et al. (2014) 

hypothesized that groundwater may have resulted in hydrologic weakening of the Paradox 

formation inducing salt flow. Having said that, it is very difficult to attribute an exact cause of 

the FVB’s geomorphology until more detailed geophysical surveys provide a more accurate 

understanding of the subsurface.   

Regardless of the cause, the large increase in accommodation space allowed for the 

deposition and preservation of the Harpole Mesa Formation during the Quaternary period. 

Furthermore, the rising OCSD likely formed a partial dam which, though not sufficient to form a 

lake, was still able to prevent erosion (Fig.4.6) (Colman, 1983; Colman et al., 1988).Sediment 

continued to accumulate in the FVB until ~0.25 Ma, as discussed below, at which point the basin 

was filled to a sufficient enough point for the headwaters of the ancestral Fisher Creek system to 
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be captured and redirected into Cottonwood Creek, where it continues to flow at present 

(Colman et al., 1988; Balco and Stone, 2005).  

The diversion of the Fisher Creek system away from the valley resulted in a relative 

cessation in the deposition of the fluvial-alluvial Harpole Mesa Formation. Afterwards, eolian 

sedimentation occurred in the basin, with radiocarbon dates suggesting that these deposits were 

limited to the Holocene (Colman et al., 1986, 1988), and therefore should potentially be 

considered a distinct unit from the Harpole Mesa Formation.  These younger eolian deposits will 

be referred to as Holocene eolian sediments (ES) for the remainder of the paper. 

  

Figure 4.6: Schematic plan view depicting the tentative depositional model for the Harpole 
Mesa Formation. (left) Prior to the pseudo-halokinetic rise of the diapir, sediment typically 
was transported into the Colorado River, resulting in minimal deposition. (right) The rising 
diapir served as a partial dam, allowing for enhanced sediment accumulation (Colman et al., 
1988). 
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Current Age Constraints 

Ash layers were first recognized in Fisher Valley deposits by Richmond (1962), who 

correlated them to the now defunct “Pearlette” family of ash layers based on similar mineralogic 

and geochemical characteristics (R.E Wilcox, 1951, written communs. in Richmond, 1962; D.F. 

Powers, 1959, written communs. in Richmond, 1962). Subsequent geochemical work by Izett 

(1981) redefined this specific ash layer as Lava Creek B, which thus places it at ~631 ka 

(Matthews et al., 2015). In addition, Izett et al. (1970) recognized the older Bishop ash layer ~24 

m below the Lava Creek B ash layer, providing a further age constraint of ~774 to ~776 ka 

(Sarna-Wojcicki et al., 2000; Zeeden et al., 2014). Nevertheless, it should be noted that, to date, 

no numerical age dating has been done on the specific ash layers exposed at FVB, therefore 

caution should be taken when using these ash layers as chronologic constraints. 

Colman et al. (1986, 1988) reported magnetic polarity data from the deposits and identified 

two magnetic polarity boundaries, which they identified as the Gauss-Matuyama polarity 

reversal (~2.61 Ma (Deino et al., 2006)) and the Matuyama-Brunhes polarity reversal (~0.77 Ma 

(Channell et al., 2010)), which were identified at ~140 m and ~75 m depths in the sequence, 

respectively. Finally, Colman et al. (1986, 1988) estimated the top of the Harpole Mesa 

Formation at FVB to be ~0.25 Ma in age based on uranium-series trend analysis, secondary 

carbonate content/accumulation rates, clay content/accumulation rates, and amino acid analysis. 

Based on these age constraints, Colman et al. (1988) split the FVB Harpole Mesa Formation 

into three separate subunits. The youngest is the Holocene Eolian sediment layer, which 

constitutes the uppermost 10 m of the FVB. This in turn is underlain by an upper basin-fill 

sequence, which lies below the eolian layer but above the Lava Creek B ash layer.  The 
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lowermost subunit is the lower basin-fill, which was defined as the remaining section below the 

Lava Creek B Ash Layer, this includes the sediment containing the Bishop ash layer (Colman et 

al., 1988). 

4.4 Methods 

A 1.5 m Jacob staff and Brunton compass were used to measure stratigraphic sections of the 

Harpole Mesa Formation during the field seasons of 2017 and 2019. This new stratigraphic 

column was used primarily to identify lithologic cycles and the ash layers identified by Colman 

et al. (1988) as well as to provide a means to easily correlate samples collected in the field. 

Concurrently, unoriented samples were obtained at a ~0.25 m spanning ~145 meters from the 

eolian sand layer to the lowermost part of the Harpole Mesa Formation, for a total of ~548 

samples. The base of the Harpole Mesa Formation was not sampled due to lack of sufficient 

exposure at the time of sampling. 

All samples were placed into clean plastic bags and transported to the laboratory at the 

University of Texas at Dallas. In the laboratory, any gravel and obvious organic material was 

removed using a 10-mesh sieve; any coarse material was placed into a separate plastic bag as 

“coarse fraction”. After removing any fine organic material from the finer fraction, samples were 

then gently disaggregated using a ceramic mortar and pestle, and then gently packed into 7cc 

non-magnetic plastic boxes. These boxes served as the primary specimens for mass-normalized 

rock-magnetic property vs. depth analysis. Mass measurements were obtained using an A-200D 

Fisher Scientific digital mass-balance.  

Low-field bulk magnetic susceptibility measurements were obtained using a MFK1-A 

AGICO Kappabridge at 976 Hz (magnetic susceptibility at low-frequency: ꭓlow) and at 15,616 Hz 
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(magnetic susceptibility at high-frequency ꭓhigh). An anhysteretic remanent magnetization 

(ARM) was applied to all specimens using an ASC Scientific D2000 alternating field 

demagnetizer, with a peak field of 100 mT and a DC bias field of 0.1 mT. The ARM intensities 

were subsequently measured for each specimen using an AGICO JR6-A spinner magnetometer.  

Afterwards, ꭓARM was calculated by normalizing the ARM data to the DC bias field of 0.1 

mT (79.77 A/m). Note, that in terms of signal behavior there is no difference between the ARM 

and ꭓARM data, this is because all specimens were subjected to the identical DC bias field 

intensity. Nevertheless, for this study only the ꭓARM will be reported in order for future studies to 

more easily compare the data collected here to data from other studies if such studies use 

different DC-bias field intensities, as recommended by others (Maher, 1998; Evans and Heller, 

2003; Peters and Dekkers, 2003). Environmental-magnetic ratios calculated from this complete 

set of rock-magnetic data include the % ꭓFD and ꭓARM/ꭓlow.  

To determine the magnetic mineralogy of the Harpole Mesa Formation rocks more 

accurately, several rock-magnetic experiments were conducted on representative samples 

throughout the stratigraphic profile. These experiments were done on remaining sample material 

not packed into corresponding plastic boxes.  Bulk magnetic susceptibility versus continuous 

heating/cooling experiments (ꭓ vs temperature [T]) were conducted using ~0.7 g of material in an 

argon environment with a MFK 1-A AGICO Kappabridge interfaced with a CS4 thermal-heating 

attachment.  

First-order numerical derivatives of the bulk magnetic susceptibility with respect to 

temperature (dꭓ/dT) were calculated to determine the Curie temperature. It should be noted that 

this process of differentiation did enhance noise, therefore a loess model with a 0.25°C-window 
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was constructed, using the smooth.m function on Matlab R2019b. and compared to the raw 

dꭓ/dT values. 

For accurate analysis of the magnetic mineralogy, peds from representative samples were 

impregnated using a sodium-silicate solution diluted with water to solidify the grains. Once each 

ped was sufficiently lithified, they were then reduced in size by manually breaking them with a 

copper-beryllium hammer, this was done so that they could fit into the PMC Vibrating Sample 

Magnetometer (VSM) 3900 series for room-temperature hysteresis and other magnetic 

measurements.  

Isothermal magnetic measurements measured on the VSM included: hysteresis, stepwise 

isothermal remanent magnetization acquisition from 0 to 1.8 T (IRM acquisition curves), 

stepwise backfield demagnetization of IRM, and First-Order Reversal Curves (FORC(s)). 

Magnetic component unmixing analysis of the IRM acquisition curves was conducted using the 

MAX UnMix protocol (Maxbauer et al., 2016b) was conducted to accurately determine the 

contribution of magnetic phases to the IRM signal. Analysis of the FORC curves was conducted 

using FORCinel v. 3.0 originally designed by Harrison and Feinberg (2008).  

4.5 Results 

4.5.1 Sedimentary Facies 

In the study area, the Harpole Mesa Formation exhibits three major lithologic facies that 

repeat cyclically throughout the section (Fig. 4.7, 4.8). The facies typically begin with a ‘gravel-

dominated layer’ (gdl), consisting of poorly sorted, rounded clasts of sandstone, shale, quartzite, 

calcified peds, and gneiss, which are all present within a matrix of fine- to medium-sized sand.
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Figure 4.7: Measured Stratigraphic Column the Quaternary Fisher Valley Basin-fill 
sediments. The Harpole Mesa Formation (10-140 m) which consists of the Upper Basin Fill 
(10- 55 m) and Lower Basin Fill (55-140 m). Paleomagnetic and Tephrochornology cited 
from Colman et al. (1988) 
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Figure 4.8: Outcrop images of Gravel-Dominated Layer (GLD) (top), Calcified Layer (CL) 
(middle), and the Loose-Sediment Layer (LSL) (bottom). Note that, although CL is slightly 
lighter than LSL, the two layers do look very similar in outcrop. Nevertheless, CL layers 
are heavily indurated with calcium carbonate essentially lithifying them, this makes CL a 
lot more cohesive and resistant weathering. LSL layers, by comparison, are poorly 
cemented and very non-resistant. Note, this photo displays two sedimentary cycles, the CL 
and LSL layers are the top of one cycle, and the GLD layer is the base of the following 
cycle. 
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The clasts of sedimentary rocks are likely sourced from underlying red-beds (i.e., Cutler, 

Moenkopi, Chinle, and Wingate formations) exposed in the area (Colman, 1983; Doelling, 2002; 

Balco and Stone, 2005). The clasts of gneiss and quartzite were likely sourced from 

conglomerate lenses of nearby Cutler Group strata, which in turn were sourced from 

Precambrian exposures in the Paleozoic Uncompahgre uplift (Venus et al., 2015). Gdl layers are 

typically thin in the Harpole Mesa Formation, and never exceed 5 meters in thickness.  

The gdl layers are always followed by a ‘loose sediment layer’ (lsl) a collection of reddish-

colored, fine- to medium- sized sand, that is typically mica-rich. Although most of the sediment 

is unmodified, minor layers (~10 to 25 cm thick) of buried soil development are present 

sporadically throughout the section. Lsl layers are typically the thickest layers in the Harpole 

Mesa Formation, averaging between ~10 and 15 meters in thickness. 

Lithologic cycles typically end with ‘calcified layers’ (cl), which are notably different from 

the preceding two facies in that cl are heavily indurated to the point that they appear to be 

lithified. Cl-beds are slightly lighter in color (light red to pinkish), compared to the redder lsl-

beds. Cl-beds typically ranged from 5-10 meters in thickness. 

4.5.2 Rock Magnetic Parameters vs. Depth 

Mass-normalized bulk magnetic susceptibility measured at low (ꭓlow) and high frequency 

(ꭓhigh), in addition to mass-normalized bulk magnetic susceptibility of the anhysteretic remanent 

magnetization (ꭓARM) display similar behavior as a function of depth through the Harpole Mesa 

Formation (Fig. 4.9). Because ARM and ꭓARM are only reflective of remanence carrying 

magnetic phases, the similarity between all three signals suggests that they are all reflective of 

relatively low-coercivity ferrimagnetic (s.l.) phases (Torrent et al., 2007; Jordanova, 2016).  
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Below the Bishop ash layer, all of these parameters display low-frequency, low-amplitude 

cyclic behavior, with average wavelengths of ~10 to 15 m. The amplitude of these cycles appears 

to increase in the section above the Bishop ash layer, resulting in much more noticeable peaks 

and troughs. Nevertheless, the frequency does not appear to change, with each cycle occurring 

Figure 4.9: Rock-magnetic data (ꭓlow, ꭓhigh, ꭓARM) and environmental magnetic ratios 
(ꭓFD, %ꭓFD, ꭓARM/ꭓlow) vs depth. 
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every ~10 to 15 m. Overall, ~5 to 6 cycles are apparent between the Bishop ash layer and the 

boundary between the Harpole Mesa Formation and overlying eolian sand deposits. Median 

magnetic values for the Harpole Mesa formation are 9.31*10-8 m3/kg (ꭓlow), 8.99*10-8 m3/kg 

(ꭓhigh), and 2.81*10-7 m3/kg (ꭓARM).  

A pronounced change in the magnetic signal is associated with data from the Holocene (~10 

ka) eolian sand sequence (uppermost 10 meters of the section) compared to data from the lower 

part of the section.  Median values increase by at least one order of magnitude: 3.21*10-7 m3/kg 

(ꭓlow), 3.12*10-7 m3/kg (ꭓhigh), and 1.05*10-6 m3/kg (ꭓARM). The increase in all three parameters is 

most evident as the two high peaks present at 9.75 and 3.5 meters. 

4.5.3 Environmental Magnetic Ratios vs Depth 

Analysis of the %ꭓFD and ꭓARM/ꭓlow parameters vs. depth reveals a noticeable secular 

trend throughout the stratigraphic sequence (Fig. 4.10). This trend begins as a steady increase in 

median values for the Lower Basin Fill and culminates with a more noticeable increase up-

section in the interval between the Bishop and Lava Creek-B ash layers. Above the Lava Creek-

B ash layer, the median values of these ratios exhibit a decreasing trend, which appears to 

stabilize near the 30-meter depth. In contrast to the primary rock-magnetic values, the 

environmental magnetic ratio values for the eolian sand sequence displays no distinct change 

relative to the underlying Harpole Mesa Formation strata. This implies that the high ꭓlow, ꭓhigh, 

ꭓARM values for the eolian sand unit are likely not the result of an increased concentration of 

superparamagnetic (SP) ferrimagnetic phases (Thompson and Oldfield, 1986; Evans and Heller, 

2003; Liu et al., 2012; Jordanova, 2016). 
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Figure 4.10: (%ꭓFD and ꭓARM/ꭓ1 vs depth charts. Blue arrows highlight the positive 
secular trend observed in the interval between the two ash layers, while the red arrows 
highlight the negative secular trend indicated in the interval stratigraphically above the 
Lava Creek B ash layer. This figure also highlights where the ES, UBF1-2, and LBF1-
2 samples were taken from for the rock-magnetic experiments 
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4.5.4 Magnetic Mineralogy 

To determine the magnetic mineralogy and to attempt to interpret the secular trend exhibited 

by the environmental magnetic values, representative samples from the Lower- basin Fill, Upper 

Basin Fill, and Eolian Sediment layers (Fig. 4.7, 4.9, 4.10) were subjected to several rock-

magnetic experiments. However, to evaluate the magnetic mineralogic cause of the positive and 

negative secular trends of the %ꭓFD-values (Fig. 4.10), care was taken to collect representative 

samples from magnetically determined subsections of the Harpole Mesa Formation. These 

samples (n = 5) include: one representative of the lowermost lower-basin fill (LBF1) sequence, 

where the median %ꭓFD values are lowest; one from lower-basin fill collected between the two 

ash layers, where the secular trend of the  %ꭓFD values was noticeably increasing (LBF2); one of 

Upper Basin Fill obtained above Lava Creek B ash, where the secular trend is decreasing 

(UBF1); one from Upper Basin Fill where the secular trend is relatively stable (UBF2); and a 

sample  from the uppermost eolian sand unit (ES). 

However, for the hysteresis and IRM acquisition, and unmix experiments, two additional 

sub-samples were measured (n = 10) from each of the five magnetically determined sections. 

This was done because the ꭓ vs depth values of each section, cyclically varied, with multiple 

peaks and troughs (Fig. 4.9). Therefore, an a- and b- specimen were taken from each section (i.e. 

LBF1a, b; LBF2a, b; UBF1a, b; UBF2a, b; and ESa, b) which respectively correspond to the 

peaks and troughs of the ꭓ vs depth figure (Fig. 4.9). 

Magnetic Susceptibility as a Function of Temperature (Heating Cooling Curves) 

The behavior of the ꭓ vs temperature curves as samples are heated from 0°C to ~700°C and 

then cooled in an argon atmosphere can be very beneficial in determining the magnetic 
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mineralogy. Notably, all FVB samples lose about 80 to 85 percent of the magnetic susceptibility 

(ꭓ)-signal by ~600° C (Fig. 4.11) implying a substantial contribution by magnetite and/or 

maghemite. This is further supported by the dꭓ/dT curves, which show a substantial drop at 

~580°C, tentatively interpreted to correlate to the Curie temperature of a magnetite with low Ti-

concentration (O’Reilly, 1976, 1983; Dunlop and Özdemir, 1997; Fabian et al., 2013).  

The remaining ~20 to 15 percent of the ꭓ-signal that persists above this temperature is 

tentatively interpreted to indicate the presence of hematite in all the samples (Dunlop and 

Özdemir, 1997). The “humps” in the heating curve, which begin at ~200°C and continue to 

~400°C, imply slight maghemitization (Gehring et al., 2009). Furthermore, none of the samples 

display reversible thermomagnetic behavior, indicating alteration of the magnetic mineralogy. 

The cooling-curves of LBF2, ES show a ~150% to 200% increase in ꭓ-values between ~570°C 

and ~590°C implying an increase in magnetite content during the heating process potentially 

through the thermal conversion of siderite (Hrouda, 1994; Henry, 2007; Tanikawa et al., 2008).  

By contrast LBF1 and the UBF samples only show a minor (~20%) decrease and increase, 

respectively, in their final cooling curve ꭓ-values. The small decrease in LBF1 is tentatively 

interpreted to represent the inversion of maghemite to hematite (Özdemir and Banerjee, 1984; 

Dunlop and Özdemir, 1997; Liu et al., 2010). The behavior of the UBF specimen could 

potentially be explained as an initial inversion of maghemite to hematite (as indicated by the lack 

of a “hump” on the cooling curve) (Fig. 4.11), followed by a slight reorganization and 

homogenization of domain walls in slightly coarser magnetite which would cause a slight 

increase in susceptibility values (Henry, 2007). 
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Figure 4.11: Heating vs cooling curves of bulk susceptibility for FVB specimens from LBF1, 
LBF2, UBF1, UBF2, and the Holocene Eolian sediment. Inset with each figure is a zoom in of 
the heating curve and the derivative of the heating curve with respect to temperature (dꭓ/dT). 
Note how all specimens show a drop in dꭓ/dT at ~580°C, implying that a low Ti-magnetite is 
the primary magnetic mineral present. 
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Magnetic Hysteresis & First Order Reversal Curves (FORC(s)) 

Hysteresis experiments, to a maximum field of 500 mT (0.5 T), were carried out on all 

representative samples listed above (Fig. 4.12-4.13).  Overall, the magnetic hysteresis behavior 

for all samples is controlled by relatively low-coercivity phases, with an average Hc of 13.9 mT. 

This behavior is indicative of low-coercivity ferrimagnetic minerals (s.l.) such as magnetite or 

maghemite (Tarling, 1983; Thompson and Oldfield, 1986; Tauxe et al., 2002; Tauxe, 2010).    

 

 

Figure 4.12: Hysteresis curves of specimens taken from depths which correspond to peak 
values in the ꭓ vs Depth figure (Fig. 4.9) 
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However, b-sub-samples (i.e., LBF1b, LBF2b, UBF1b, UBF2b, and ESb; all of which 

correlate to troughs in the ꭓ vs depth curve) (Fig. 4.13) typically yield slightly higher Hc values 

than corresponding a-samples (i.e. LBF1a, LBF2a, UBF1a, UBF2a, and ESa; all of which 

correlate to peaks in the ꭓ vs depth curve) (Fig. 4.12). It should be noted that the two sub-

samples taken from the UBF2-section showed the most dramatic difference with UBF2a 

displaying Hc values of 10.88 mT and UBF2B displaying Hc values of 30.03 mT. Overall, these 

slightly higher Hc values indicate an increased contribution of a slightly higher coercivity phase 

in the ꭓ-troughs of each section as compared to the ꭓ-peaks. 

 

Figure 4.13: Hysteresis curves of specimens taken from depths which correspond to trough 
values in the ꭓ vs Depth figure (Fig. 4.9) 
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Furthermore, LBF1b, LBF2b, and ESb also exhibit lower Ms and Mr values compared to 

their corresponding a-sub-samples, implying a slightly higher concentration of more highly 

magnetic phases in the later compared to the former. However, this relationship is not evident in 

UBF1-2 (Fig. 4.12-4.13). First-order reversal curves (FORC(s)) from all sections are broadly 

similar, primarily indicating a dominance of PSD magnetite (or maghemite) grains as indicated 

by the divergence of the outer contours along the Bu axis (Muxworthy and Dunlop, 2002; Egli 

and Winklhofer, 2014). A minor component with Hc ≈ 60–120 mT is also evident within the 

FORC diagrams (Fig. 4.14).  

 
Figure 4.14: First Order Reversal Curve(s) (FORC(s)) of representative specimens. 
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Isothermal Remanent Magnetization Acquisition and Backfield demagnetization   

Isothermal Remanent Magnetization (IRM) acquisition experiments, to a maximum field of 

1800 mT (1.8 T) were carried out on representative samples taken from the peaks and troughs 

(relative to the magnetic susceptibility data vs depth) for sub-samples LBF1a, b,; LBF2a,b; 

UBF1a,b; UBF2a,b; and ESa,b.   

Coercivity of remanence values (Hcr) for each b-samples are higher (Hcr=81 mT – 390 mT) 

than their corresponding a-sub-samples (Hcr = 40 mT – 235 mT) (Fig. 4.15,4.16). This indicates 

that the ꭓ-trough samples (b-samples) are likely composed of a higher-coercivity phase (i.e., 

hematite, and/or goethite) than their peak-counterparts (a-samples) (Dekkers, 1989; Özdemir and 

Dunlop, 2014).  

Both the a- and b-samples taken from LBF1-2, typically have lower Hcr-values (Hcrpeak=69 

mT, 89 mT; Hcrtrough=210 mT, 110 mT) than counterparts taken from UBF1-2 (Hcrpeak=235 mT, 

110 mT; Hcrtrough=251 mT, 391 mT). Furthermore, samples from LBF 1-2 reach 90 and 95% of 

the Mrs-values at lower field strengths (100 to 680 mT) than UBF1-2 samples (250 mT to 440 

mT) (Fig. 4.15, 4.16). This indicates that in general LBF samples are composed of phases of 

relatively lower-coercivity than UBF samples (Dunlop, 1986).  

In the backfield-demagnetization experiments, all samples required a substantially higher 

magnetic field (~ 1500 mT on average) to reach saturation in the opposite sense, as compared to 

the forward field (Fig. 4.15-4.16). This implies that high-coercivity phases contribute to the 

magnetic signal, albeit secondary to the lower-coercivity phases (Robertson and France, 1994). 

Nevertheless, the backfield curves of LBF 1-2 still reach about 90 to 95% saturation and lower 

field strengths than the UBF-samples. 
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Figure 4.15: IRM acquisition and backfield demagnetization curves of the 
specimens associated with peaks in the bulk magnetic susceptibility vs depth chart 
(Fig. 4.9) 
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Figure 4.16: IRM acquisition and backfield demagnetization curves of the 
specimens associated with troughs in the bulk magnetic susceptibility vs depth chart 
(Fig. 4.9) 
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Finally, ES-samples have the lowest Hcr values (Hcrpeak ~40 mT; Hcrtrough ~81 mT) and reach 

90 to 95 % of the Mrs-values at the lowest field strengths (81 to 470 mT) (Fig. 4.15, 4.16). These 

differences imply that the ES samples contain the greatest concentration of low-coercivity phases 

(Dunlop, 1986). However, the high field strength required to negatively saturate the backfield 

curves (801 mT –1550 mT) implies a relatively significant (if secondary) contribution from 

relatively high-coercivity phases (Robertson and France, 1994).  

Unmixing of the IRM-Acquisition Curves 

All IRM acquisition curve data were subjected to unmixing using the MaxUnmix protocol 

(Maxbauer et al., 2016b). Results from the Harpole Mesa Formation rocks show that all samples 

contained both low and high coercivity components contributing to the signal, yet with varying 

proportions. 

 A low-coercivity component (Hc ≈ 28 to 46 mT), most likely as ferrimagnetic magnetite 

and/or maghemite, dominates all peak samples (Fig. 4.17). Within the a- samples of LBF1-2 and 

UBF1-2, a secondary component of higher coercivity (Hc≈78–90 mT) has the next highest 

estimated proportions, followed by a minor contribution from high coercivity components 

(Hc≈200–2000 mT). The secondary moderate to low coercivity secondary component is 

potentially due to higher-coercivity magnetite/maghemite (Slotznick et al., 2018), and the minor 

high-coercivity component is tentatively interpreted to primarily be hematite mixed with some 

goethite (Martin-Hernandez and García-Hernández, 2010; Özdemir and Dunlop, 2014). 

Conversely, the ESa-specimen is dominated by low-intermediate coercivity components, which 

are likely reflecting a range of magnetite grain sizes (Fig. 4.18).  
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Figure 4.17: Unmixing IRM acquisition curves of the specimens associated with peaks in 
the bulk magnetic susceptibility vs depth chart (Fig. 4.9) 
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Figure 4.18: Unmixing IRM acquisition curves of the specimens associated with troughs in 
the bulk magnetic susceptibility vs depth chart (Fig. 4.9) 
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The b-samples taken from the LBF1-2 and ES sections indicate that the primary and 

secondary components are associated with Hc ≈ 80 mT and Hc≈190–300 mT, respectively (Fig. 

4.18). This implies that the primary carriers of these LBF1-2 and ES samples are high-coercivity 

magnetite and hematite, respectively (Özdemir and Dunlop, 2014; Slotznick et al., 2018). 

Conversely the primary components of the UBF1b and UBF2b samples have Hc ≈ 800 to 1300 

mT indicating a domination of hematite mixed with goethite (Martin-Hernandez and García-

Hernández, 2010; Özdemir and Dunlop, 2014). 

4.6 Discussion 

4.6.1 Paleoenvironmental interpretations 

Magnetic mineralogic experiments indicate that the magnetic-parameter vs. depth signal in 

the Harpole Mesa Formation section is primarily controlled by low to moderate coercivity PSD 

magnetite/maghemite, with a secondary, yet significant contribution from high-coercivity 

hematite. The respective association of peaks/troughs with low/high coercivity components 

implies that the magnetic signal largely reflects a magnetic enhancement process, where 

alternating cycles of pedogenesis and sediment deposition lead to the pedogenic formation of 

magnetite in paleosol-horizons, which increases the magnetic signal compared to the sediment 

layer (Thompson and Oldfield, 1986; Evans and Heller, 2003; Jordanova, 2016). This implies 

that the magnetic cycles in turn correspond to cyclic changes in the Quaternary environment of 

the FVB over time. Furthermore, the presence of some 1.5 to 2 cycles in between the Bishop 

(~774–~776 ka) (Sarna-Wojcicki et al., 2000; Zeeden et al., 2014) and the Lava Creek B ash 

layers (~631 ka) (Matthews et al., 2015) suggests that the magnetic signal is recording short 
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eccentricity (i.e. ~100 ka) Milankovitch climate cycles (Hinnov, 2013; Kodama and Hinnov, 

2014). Moreover, if all ~12 cycles observed in the magnetic data of the Harpole Mesa are related 

to a ~100 ka short eccentricity cycle, then that implies that the age of the section sampled here 

(excluding the Holocene eolian sand) is only ~0.25 to ~1.4 ma. However, it is unknown if this 

represents the maximum age of the deposits considering that we did not sample the base of the 

formation. Moreover, digital signal processing is required to accurately determine if the Harpole 

Mesa Formation is indeed recording ~100 ka cycles (Kodama and Hinnov, 2014). 

Box plots of the %ꭓFD data show that in general the values of the Upper Basin fill are greater 

than the Lower Basin fill, implying an increased contribution of SP-phases over time (Fig. 4.19). 

An increased contribution of SP-phases, in conjunction with an increase in the frequency of 

pedogenic horizons, is interpreted to indicate that the area experienced a steady increase in 

precipitation (e.g., Balsam et al. (2011)). This change in environmental conditions was likely tied 

to the expansion of both the Laurentide ice sheet and Rocky Mountain alpine glaciers during the 

onset of the middle-Pleistocene transition, which lasted between about 1.2 and about 0.7 Ma 

(Imbrie et al., 1993; Krautz et al., 2018). In this model, the increased presence of glaciers both on 

a local (e.g., La Sal Mountains) and continental (Laurentide ice sheet) scale would initially lead 

to more arid conditions during stadial periods, corresponding to the higher hematite content in 

the magnetic troughs. However, interstadials would coincide with the retreat of the continental 

ice sheet coupled with an increase in precipitation, in turn allowing for the development of 

paleosols and associated SP-magnetite, the latter of which is correlated to the magnetic peaks. 

Within this framework, a plausible interpretation of the relatively high %ꭓFD values in LBF2 

(Fig. 4.19) would be that they reflect a more humid phase of environmental conditions that 
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occurred from ~776 to ~ 631 ka. However, this interpretation is made complicated by multiple 

observations.  First, there is a comparative lack of soil development in this part of the Harpole 

Mesa Formation (as compared to the UBF-layers) (Fig 4.7).  

 

Second, the LBF2 interval is associated with a relatively high estimated sediment 

accumulation rate (SAR≈13.79 cm/ka), in comparison to the UBF layers (SAR≈11.25 cm/ka) 

(Colman et al., 1986, 1988; Balco and Stone, 2005).  Finally, the presence of unconformities 

within the section between the two ash layers at the basin-margins (Colman et al., 1988) 

indicates that the deposition of these sediments corresponds to a resurgence in some form of 

Figure 4.19: Box plots of the %ꭓFD [left] and ꭓARM/ꭓ1[right] values divided into the 
different parts of the Harpole Mesa Formation sedimentary sequence. 
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pseudo-diapiric activity. Evidence of pseudo-diapiric rise coupled with an increased 

sedimentation rate implies that the LBF2 sequence experienced a relatively fast subsidence rate 

in comparison to the younger part of the Harpole Mesa Formation. 

The decreased frequency of conglomerate layers in the UBF interval of the Harpole Mesa 

Formation is consistent with the contention that the subsidence rate over this time interval was 

greater than the sediment influx leading to a “retrogradational” process in this alluvial-fluvial 

system, where the finer-medial part of the fan migrates towards the sediment source (Fig. 4.20) 

(Heller and Paola, 1992; Paola et al., 1992; Miall, 1996; Balázs et al., 2017; Moscariello, 2018; 

Matenco and Haq, 2020).  

With this in mind, we have constructed a tentative three-phased depositional model displayed 

in Figure 4.20. In the first phase, (prior to ~0.765 Ma), rise of the diapir, due to caprock 

formation and partial salt-flow, occurred at a presumably moderate rate, allowing for the initial 

deposition and relative preservation of the Lower Basin fill of the Harpole Mesa Formation. 

During the second phase, (~0.765 Ma - ~0.631 Ma), the subsidence rate substantially increased 

potentially as a result of underlying salt-dissolution. Though the SAR increased as well (Colman 

et al., 1986, 1988; Balco and Stone, 2005), it was unable to compete with the faster subsidence 

rate, resulting in a retrogradation of the alluvial fan (Heller and Paola, 1992; Paola et al., 1992; 

Miall, 1996; Balázs et al., 2017; Moscariello, 2018; Matenco and Haq, 2020). Finer-medial parts 

of alluvial fans are generally better sorted, therefore any pedogenic SP-phases would not have 

their signal masked by the inclusion of coarser phases, resulting in a net increase in the %ꭓFD 

when sampling in those sections.  
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After deposition of the Lava Creek B ash layer (~0.631 Ma) (Matthews et al., 2015), this 

pseudo-halokinetic activity slowed down or ceased entirely, resulting in a subsequent slow down 

or cessation of the subsidence rate (Fig. 4.20). Consequently, the finer-medial part of the fan 

migrated away from the source and were replaced by coarser and more poorly sorted sediments 

of the proximal-part of the fan, as indicated by an increase in the frequency of conglomerate 

lenses in the upper part of the Harpole Mesa Formation (Figs. 4.7 and 4.20) (Heller and Paola, 

1992; Paola et al., 1992; Moscariello, 2018). This would result in a mixture of pedogenically 

related SP-phases with coarser magnetic detritus, resulting in a relative reduction in the %ꭓFD 

values of the UBF sediments relative to the LBF2 sediments. 

The high ꭓ-values yet relatively low %ꭓFD and ꭓARM/ꭓ1 values for the young eolian deposits at 

the top of the section suggest that this sequence represents a change in provenance rather than 

increased pedogenesis. This hypothesis is further supported by the results of rock-magnetic 

experiments indicating that the eolian sediments are composed of a PSD ferrimagnetic (s.l.) 

phase with slightly lower coercivity than that contained in the LBF and UBF phases.  While 

studying the surficial soils of Canyonlands and Arches National Parks, located ~75 and ~25 km 

away from the study area, respectively, Reynolds et al. (2001) argued that the magnetic 

susceptibility values characteristic of those soils (ꭓ ≈ 2 *10-7 m3/kg) were due to magnetite 

sourced from felsic igneous rocks potentially those exposed in the Mojave desert. Assuming that 

those surficial soils are coeval with the FVB eolian sediments (currently estimated to be ~10 ka 

(Holocene), (Colman et al., 1986, 1988), then both are likely the result of a relatively more arid 

time period potentially related to the demise of the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM). 
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Figure 4.20: Tentative three-phased depositional model. In the first phase (~2.5 Ma -
~0.765 Ma), conversion of primary evaporites of the Paradox formation are converted 
to gypsum-rich caprock. This chemical conversion results in a volumetric expansion 
resulting in the “rise” of the diapir, resulting in the necessary dam which prevented the 
sediments of the Harpole mesa from eroding away. In the second phase (~0.76 Ma- 
~0.63 Ma), increased subsidence rate caused by salt dissolution led to retrogradation 
of the alluvial fan. In the final phase (post-~0.631 Ma) salt-activity slowed-down or 
ceased, allowing for sedimentation rate to exceed subsidence rate, resulting in 
progradation of the alluvial fan 
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4.6.2 Recommendations for future work 

Our results here show that the Quaternary basin fill deposits of the Fisher Valley Basin, can 

be used to construct paleoclimate models for the Colorado Plateau during the Plio-Pleistocene. 

Nevertheless, much ambiguity remains regarding the age of the deposits, as well as the nature of 

the sedimentary system responsible for their formation. Therefore, future research should focus 

on conducting numerical age determinations to confirm the identity and age of the ash-layers, 

which when done in conjunction with a high-resolution magnetic polarity stratigraphy and 

magnetic cyclostratigraphy could lead to an astronomically tuned high-resolution age-model.  

Moreover, more-detailed field mapping, 3D-drone models, and stratigraphic logs across the 

microbasin should be acquired to confirm our hypothesis of alluvial-fluvial fan migration. A 

continuous sediment core, which captures the entire record from the Holocene Eolian sand 

deposits through the Plio-Pleistocene Harpole Mesa Formation, to the top of the Pliocene Geyser 

Creek Formation could prove to be particularly helpful in providing an even higher quality 

environmental magnetic record as well as in providing a useful comparison between core and 

outcrop magnetic data, similar to the study conducted by Maxbauer et al. (2016a) in the Bighorn 

Basin.  

Finally, the Quaternary basin-fill sediments of the Moab valley, which are estimated to be 

around the same age and thickness of the Harpole Mesa Formation in the FVB (Doelling, 2002; 

Doelling et al., 2002), should also be explored for paleoclimate data. However, the lack of 

suitable exposure in this area suggests that coring represents the only avenue in which such 

research can be conducted.  
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4.7 Conclusions 

 We report rock magnetic data that demonstrate that the cyclic variation of the magnetic 

signal of the Harpole Mesa Formation strata exposed in the Fisher Valley Basin, Utah, which is 

potentially the result of astronomically forced cycles (of ~100-ka duration) of changing climatic 

conditions.  These allogenic changes were influenced, however, by changing sedimentation and 

subsidence rates related to the mid-Pleistocene pseudo-halokinetic rise of the Onion Creek Salt 

diapir and resulted in a positive secular trend in the %ꭓFD-signal of the sediments deposited 

between the time of deposition of the Bishop (~774–~776 ka) (Sarna-Wojcicki et al., 2000; 

Zeedan et al., 2014) and Lava Creek B ash layers (~631 ka) (Matthews et al., 2015).  

This study demonstrates that although the Harpole Mesa Formation in the FVB likely 

constitutes the thickest and most complete record of paleoclimatic conditions in the Colorado 

Plateau, care should be taken to disentangle paleoclimatic and pseudo-/primary-halokinetic 

signals. Nevertheless, our results demonstrate that Harpole Mesa Formation of the FVB can 

serve as a relatively reliable record for Pleistocene paleoclimatic conditions in the Colorado 

Plateau.  

Finally, it is recommended that future research seek to date these sediments more accurately 

via radiometric dating of the ash-layers along with a high-resolution magnetic polarity 

stratigraphy. Such an age model can then serve to anchor the environmental magnetic data 

presented here, to construct high-resolution age model based on rock-magnetic cyclostratigraphy, 

which in turn can resolve many questions regarding sedimentation rates, subsidence rates, and 

the timing of Plio-Pleistocene diapiric rise.  
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5.1 Chapter Abstract 

Salt shoulders are halokinetic structural features, characterized as the low-angle segment of the 

salt-host rock sediment interface where the margin of a passive salt-diapir, -stock, -wall, or -

glacier steps abruptly inboard (i.e., towards the center of the diapir).  To better quantify how 

these features develop, a magnetic fabric and related rock-magnetic study was conducted on 

strata of the Permian Cutler Group, which compose the northern salt shoulder crustal interface of 

the Onion Creek salt diapir (OCD) within the Paradox Basin, Utah. Independently oriented 

samples were collected from 83 sites along the OCD, and the magnetic petrofabric was evaluated 

using anisotropy of magnetic susceptibility (AMS) data. Most specimens from the samples yield 

a magnetic foliation that is parallel to bedding, which suggests that this fabric preserves 

depositional and compaction processes. On a broad scale, magnetic lineations are all roughly 

oriented parallel to the elongate shape of the OCD, in a NW-SW orientation, with some variation 

in fabric elements depending on sample proximity to smaller scale halokinetic folds adjacent to 

the salt-sediment interface. Magnetic susceptibility vs temperature, IRM acquisition, and unmix 

curves all reveal the presence of magnetite and hematite in these rocks. However, hysteresis data 

show a considerable paramagnetic contribution, and we hypothesize that the AMS fabric in these 

rocks reflects the preferential orientation of paramagnetic phyllosilicates. 

We interpret our observations to imply that the pronounced lineations in these rocks reflect 

deformation of the strata as a result of salt movement. The facts that ellipsoids primarily range 

from oblate to low-grade triaxial, and that anisotropy values are relatively low (1.05-1.1), are 

consistent with halokinetic deformation being of syn-depositional nature. This agrees with 
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previous structural models, isopach maps, and cross-section restorations which also support syn-

depositional deformation. 

5.2 Introduction 

Salt tectonics, referring to the deformation of bodies of evaporate rocks and surrounding 

sedimentary rocks, is of particular economic importance, primarily due to the association of the 

resulting structures with economic hydrocarbon deposits (Fig. 5.1) (Stewart and Coward, 1995; 

Weimer et al., 1998; Hudec and Jackson, 2007; Stewart, 2007; ten Veen et al., 2012; Hudec et 

al., 2013; Callot et al., 2014; Bouroullec et al., 2017; Jackson and Hudec, 2017; Curry et al., 

2018; Skaryatin and Batalova, 2019; Fonck et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2020; Alipour et al., 2021, 

2022).  

 

Figure 5.1: Examples of various salt structures, which are split into two main groups, 
salt walls (A) and Salt-Stocks (B), figure modified from Jackson and Hudec, (2017) 
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However, complete understanding of salt tectonics and salt-deformed sedimentary rocks (i.e. 

halokinetic sediments/strata) (Giles and Rowan, 2012) has been hampered by relatively limited 

surface exposure of structures produced by salt tectonics and historically low-resolution 

subsurface imaging, nevertheless much has been learned from the few surface exposures 

available  (Giles and Lawton, 2002; Giles and Rowan, 2012; Callot et al., 2016; Nikolinakou et 

al., 2017; Escosa et al., 2019; Jobe et al., 2020). Moreover, recent advances in seismic imaging 

have led to the identification of previously unknown, yet economically important structures such 

as salt shoulders in relatively old sedimentary sequences (Vendeville and Martin, 1991; 

Demercian et al., 1993; Rowan et al., 2003; Hearon et al., 2015; Mcfarland, 2016; Giles et al., 

2018; Langford et al., 2018; Ronson, 2018; Draper, 2020; Pichel and Jackson, 2020; Lankford-

Bravo, 2021). 

 

Figure 5.2: Conceptual model of a salt shoulder, illustrating the stratal geometries directly 
adjacent to and which overly the salt shoulder structure. Figure modified from McFarland, 
(2016) 
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Salt shoulders are low-angle segments of the salt-sediment interface, where the margin of a 

passive diapir steps abruptly inboard (i.e., toward the center of the diapir), resulting in a “neck 

and shoulder-like” appearance for the diapir (Fig. 5.2) (Mcfarland, 2016; Jackson and Hudec, 

2017; Giles et al., 2018; Langford et al., 2018; Ronson, 2018; Draper, 2020; Lankford-Bravo, 

2021). These structures, which often serve as exceptional traps for hydrocarbons, have been 

observed in the subsurface of the Gulf of Mexico, Santos Basin, Pre-Caspian Basin, and the 

North-Sea (Halbouty and Halbouty, 1982; Demercian et al., 1993; Mcfarland, 2016; Giles et al., 

2018; Draper, 2020).  However, ambiguity persists on the exact conditions and structural setting 

in which salt shoulders form. 

Due to a relatively low cost and speed, anisotropy of magnetic susceptibility (AMS) can 

provide an efficient way to rapidly determine petrofabric, making it an ideal means to address 

questions related to the formation of Salt-Shoulders. AMS has previously been demonstrated by 

other researchers to be an efficient approach to structurally analyzing different salt-related 

structures (Hrouda et al., 2001; Šmíd et al., 2001; Soto et al., 2014, 2017; Santolaria et al., 2015; 

Heinrich et al., 2019; Issachar et al., 2019; Richardson et al., 2019). This study contributes to this 

effort by measuring and correlating AMS data from lower Permian Cutler strata of the Northern 

Onion Creek Salt Shoulder, Grand County, Utah (Fig. 5.3) (USA) to previously measured 

structural and stratigraphic data published in (Lankford-Bravo, 2021). Overall, the magnetic 

fabric lineation results are parallel to the local and regional salt structures implying that the AMS 

in the Cutler is recording halokinetic deformation. Furthermore, the AMS data suggest that this 

deformation is syndepostional due to the primarily oblate magnetic ellipsoids, and high 

correlation between the magnetic foliation and the bedding planes.  
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Nevertheless, the well grouped magnetic lineations, the trends of which generally agree with 

the orientations of regional and considerably smaller-scale salt structures (e.g., traces of fold 

axial surfaces) implies that the sediments were syndepositionally deformed by coeval salt 

movement in the Late Paleozoic. Overall, the AMS results agree well with the conclusions of 

(Lankford-Bravo, 2021), which demonstrates that magnetic fabrics can be a powerful tool when 

studying halokinetic structures.   

Figure 5.3: Bedrock map of the Onion Creek Salt shoulder, overlaying a satellite image of 
the study area. Cutler units are subdivided into units C1-C14, (originally described by 
Lankford-Bravo (2021)). The Salt shoulder (located in the north) consists of the area in 
between the northern salt/sediment interface of the Cutler Group and the outer anticlinal 
hinge. Note how intensely this area is folded. Figure modified from Lankford-Bravo (2021). 
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5.3 Geologic Setting 

5.3.1 Paradox Basin: Tectonism and Halokinetic setting  

The Paradox Basin is an asymmetric, intracontinental flexural foreland basin that developed 

as a result of Late Pennsylvanian deformation during the Ancestral Rocky Mountains (ARM) 

(Fig. 5.4). The basin boundaries are generally correlated to the margins of the Pennsylvanian 

Paradox Formation evaporate sequence (Baars and Stevenson, 1981). The basin axis is elongated 

in a NW-SE orientation, which parallels both the trend of the elongated salt walls within the 

basin as well as the neighboring hinterland of the Uncompahgre Uplift (Baars and Stevenson, 

1981; Barbeau, 2003; Kluth and Duchene, 2009).  

The formation of the Paradox Basin is attributed to lithospheric flexure associated with the 

load produced by a high-angle reverse fault, the Uncompahgre Thrust, along the western flank of 

the Ancestral Uncompahgre Uplift (Frahme and Vaughn, 1983; Barbeau, 2003). Determining the 

timing and character of the ARM orogeny and the effects on the Paradox Basin has historically 

been challenging, and prior to the turn of the century the accepted paradigm posited that the 

Uncompahgre fault was active throughout the deposition of the lower Permian Cutler Group 

(DeVoto et al., 1980; Frahme and Vaughn, 1983; Mack and Rasmussen, 1984; Stevenson and 

Baars, 1985; de Voto et al., 1986; Mankowski, 2003).  

However, detailed mapping of Cutler Formation strata exposed at Gateway, Colorado, by 

Moore et al. (2008) reported a noticeable lack of syndepositional tectonic structures (faults etc.) 

at the contact between the Cutler and underlying Precambrian crystalline rocks, implying that the 

contact is a depositional onlap. Furthermore, Sweet et al. (2021) calculated tectonic subsidence 

curves for eight ARM basins across the orogenic belt and determined that the cessation of 
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subsidence in the Late Pennsylvanian within the northern basins, including the Paradox Basin, 

indicates that tectonic activity largely ceased in those areas by the start of the Permian.  

The famous salt walls of the Paradox Basin parallel pre-existing, northeast-dipping, normal 

faults that cut Precambrian basement rocks (Baars, 1966; Ge, 1996; Doelling, 2002; Trudgill et 

al., 2004; Trudgill, 2011), an interpretation subsequently confirmed by 2D seismic data (Kluth 

and Duchene, 2009; Paz et al., 2009; Trudgill and Paz, 2009; Trudgill, 2011). Nevertheless, salt 

diapirism in the Paradox basin are interpreted to be passive, with diapirism being initiated and 

driven by differential sediment loading of the Cutler Formation (Trudgill, 2011; Giles and 

Rowan, 2012; Banham and Mountney, 2013; Venus et al., 2015; Cook, 2017).  

Moreover, the development of the many salt walls and minibasins was diachronous, with the 

more proximal structures in the north developing earlier than their more distal counterparts in the 

south (Trudgill, 2011). The initiation of the Fisher Valley/Onion Creek salt wall, the focus of this 

study (Fig.5.3), likely was coeval with deposition of the Upper Pennsylvanian Honaker Trail 

Formation, as indicated by the “megaflap” exposed in the area, which displays nearly vertical 

halokinetic deformed beds with Honaker Trail strata at the base (Trudgill, 2011; Grisi, 2018). 

Growth of the salt wall peaked during the time of deposition of the Permian Cutler Group, and 

likely ceased around the deposition of the Upper Triassic Chinle Formation, the age of which is 

well-determined (Trudgill, 2011; Rasmussen et al., 2020). 
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Figure 5.4: Map showing the extent of the Paradox Basin (dark green line), as well as 
the maximum extent where salt tectonics are observed (dashed green light line). The 
salt-cored-anticlines (green-filled shapes) are elongated parallel to the ancestral 
Uncompahgre uplift, which was part of the larger Ancestral Rocky Mountain orogeny 
(ARM). This study will focus on the Onion Creek Salt Diapir (OCSD) (purple outline) 
which is located proximal to the Uncompahgre. Figure modified from Johannessen 
(2017) 
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5.3.2 Paradox Basin: Stratigraphy  

The Paradox Basin consists of sediments spanning the Late Paleozoic to the Cenozoic (Fig. 

5.5). The oldest strata in the Paradox Basin are the homonymous Paradox Formation, which was 

deposited during the Desmoinesian (~Muscovian) as interpreted through fusulinid-based 

biochronology and stratal correlation (Baker et al., 1933; Stone, 1968; Nail et al., 1994; Robert 

S. Nail, 1996; Ritter et al., 2002; Johnson et al., 2021). The Paradox Formation is composed of 

about 2.5 km of well-defined cycles, typically consisting of siliciclastic (black shale) and 

carbonate (dolostone) rocks, which are interbedded with evaporate layers of primarily halite with 

minor lenses of anhydrite and gypsum (Nuccio and Condon, 1996; Arbuckle, 2008).  

These ~29 cycles are commonly interpreted to be related to the glacial-interglacial cycles of 

the Late Paleozoic Ice Age (LPIA), with the siliciclastic-carbonate beds representing warm-wet 

periods and the evaporites representing colder-dry periods (Peterson and Hite, 1969; Dickinson 

et al., 1996; Nuccio and Condon, 1996; Arbuckle, 2008; Johnson et al., 2021).  

In the study area, strata of the Paradox Formation are only exposed in the heavily deformed 

Onion Creek Salt Diapir (OCSD) (Doelling, 2002).  In this area, only the less soluble gypsum 

and shaly residue (termed “cap-rock”) of the former halite-bearing rock is exposed due to 

Cenozoic chemical weathering (Fig. 5.6) (Doelling, 2002). 

The Paradox Formation is conformably overlain by the Desmoinesian-Missourian aged 

Pennsylvanian Honaker Trail Formation, which is composed of carbonate rocks that are 

cyclically interbedded with lesser siliciclastic siltstones, sandstones, and mudstones shed from 

crystalline rocks exposed during the Ancestral Rocky Mountain deformation (Baars et al., 1967). 

The depositional setting of the Honaker Trail Formation is interpreted to be a shallow, open-
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marine basin, in stark contrast to the restricted-basin setting of the Paradox Formation, hence the 

lack of evaporite rocks in the Honaker Trail Formation.   

  

Figure 5.5: Stratigraphy of the Paradox Basin, modified from Doelling (2002) 
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In the study area, rocks of the Honaker Trail Formation are only exposed in the steeply 

dipping megaflap located directly south of the Onion Creek diapir where the sequence is ~190 m 

thick (Fig. 5.7) (Grisi, 2018). Nevertheless, boreholes and core drilled in the area indicate that 

the Honaker Trail sequence is present in the subsurface on the northern side of the OCSD, where 

the sequence is at least 1.46 km thick (Doelling, 2002) 

 

 The Cutler Group consists of predominantly terrestrial red beds within the Paradox Basin 

and these strata were deposited proximal to the locus of ARM deformation. Cutler strata 

comprise a thick (1.067 km exposed at the surface) collection of subarkosic to arkosic 

sandstones, conglomerates, siltstones, and mudstone, referred to as the Undivided Cutler Group 

Figure 5.6: Field photo of the Onion Creek Salt Diapir, exposures mostly consist of 
“caprock” i.e., layers of gypsum interbedded with organic-rich black shale. 
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(Mack and Rasmussen, 1984; Condon, 1997; Doelling, 2002; Dubiel et al., 2009; Jordan and 

Mountney, 2010, 2012; Venus et al., 2015).  

These sedimentary rocks, which are the focus of this study, are generally interpreted to 

represent alluvial megafans shed from Precambrian cored ARM uplifts (Mack and Rasmussen, 

1984; Condon, 1997; Venus et al., 2015). In the study area the Cutler group consists of 4 distinct 

facies (Fig. 5.8), conglomeratic sandstone, laminated siltstone, cross-stratified sandstone, planar 

laminated sandstone (Lankford-Bravo, 2021). 

  

Figure 5.7: Field photo of the Honaker Trail Formation exposed in the southern fisher 
valley megaflap, located directly adjacent to the OCSD in the south of the study area. 
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Figure 5.8: Images of outcropping facies identified by Lankford-Bravo (2021). (A) The 
Conglomeratic Sandstone facies, which consists of extraformational and 
intraformational clasts. B) the Laminated Siltstone facies which consists of brown 
mica-rich, thinly bedded, very-fine to fine-grained sandy siltstone interbedded with 
fine-grained sandstone at the 1-10 cm scale. C) the Cross-stratified Sandstone facies 
which consists of brownish red to red mica-rich fine to medium grained sandstone 
which exhibit a range of sedimentary structures. D) Planar Laminated Sandstone which 
consists of orange colored very fine to fine grained upward coarsening horizontally 
laminated sandstone beds deposited in 1-10 cm packages. Figure modified from 
Lankford-Bravo (2021). 
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In more distal and medial areas of the Paradox Basin, the Cutler can be subdivided into the 

lower Cutler beds/Halgaito Formation, and the Cedar Mesa, Organ Rock, and De Chelly/White 

Rim formations (Condon, 1997; Dubiel et al., 2009) (Fig.5.9a). The identification of vertebrate 

fossils within each of these formations has led to an estimate of the age range of the Cutler 

Group, such that the lowermost Cutler beds are considered to be Permo-Carboniferous in age 

(Huttenlocker et al., 2018, 2021) and the uppermost (Organ rock and White Rim formations) are 

likely Kungurian in age (Vaughn, 1964; Lawton et al., 2015). 

 

Figure 5.9: (A), stratigraphic chart of the Paradox Basin Permian Cutler Group, showing the 
relation between the Undifferentiated Permian Cutler Group in the proximal portions of the 
basin to the more recognizable subunits (i.e., Halgaito to the White Rim Sandstone) in the 
more distal portions. (B) is a diagram showing the relation between the Cutler Group Units 
of the Onion Creek Salt Shoulder (originally described by Lankford-Bravo (2021)) to the 
more well-defined subunits in 5.9.a. Figure modified from Lankford-Bravo (2021). 
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Establishing a more quantitative chronostratigraphy for the Cutler Group in general has been 

an exceptionally difficult task due to the lack of volcanic ash layers and the fact that deposition 

took place largely during the long Kiaman reverse polarity chron (~320 Ma to ~266 Ma) 

(Hounslow and Balabanov, 2016; Hounslow, 2020). This difficulty is further compounded when 

one considers ambiguities in correlating the undivided Cutler Group to the slightly better dated 

distal and medial members of the Cutler sequence (Trudgill, 2011); and the lack of vertebrate 

fossils in the study area (Doelling, 2002).  

Despite ambiguities in correlation, Condon (1997) noted locally aeolian and fluvial 

dominated parts of the Cutler Undivided which informally correspond to stratigraphic levels 

approximately equivalent to the Cedar Mesa, Organ Rock, and White Rim formations. 

Furthermore, Cain and Mountney (2009) and Venus et al. (2015) constructed detailed 

sedimentary logs from the study area in Fisher’s Tower to more distal exposures of the Organ 

Rock Formation, further supporting Condon’s model. Suggesting that most Cutler strata exposed 

on the north side of the OCSD are stratigraphically equivalent to the Organ Rock Formation and 

thus approximately Kungurian in age (Vaughn, 1964). 

Lankford-Bravo (2021) remeasured the sections within the study area and defined 14 

subunits within the undifferentiated Cutler Group (Fig. 5.9b-5.10). By using thickness variations, 

Lankford-Bravo (2021) correlated Cutler Units 1-10 (C1-10) to the ‘lower Cutler Beds’ making 

them roughly equivalent to the Halgaito and Rico formations and thus potentially deposited 

across the Carboniferous-Permian transition (Huttenlocker et al., 2018, 2021). Using the same 

thickness criteria, Units 11-13 (C11-13) and the bottom part of Unit 14 (C-14) were correlated to 

the Cedar Mesa Sandstone, while the uppermost part (C-14) was correlated to the Organ Rock 
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Formation, implying an age ranging from early Permian to Kungurian (Vaughn, 1964; Lawton et 

al., 2015). 

Clearly better age control is needed for Cutler Group Undivided strata and in particular the 

Organ Rock Formation and timing of ARM deformation in the adjacent area. Until a more 

accurate chronostratigraphy is established, reasonable ambiguity persists with regards to 

correlation between stratigraphic members and tectonic events. Here we rely on the stratigraphic 

nomenclature as defined by Lankford-Bravo (2021), who includes more detailed lithologic 

description of each unit (Fig. 5.9).  

The Moenkopi Formation (Lower Triassic) rests disconformably above the Undivided Cutler 

Group in the study area. In Fisher Valley, Moenkopi strata consist of well-lithified dark reddish-

brown quartz-rich sandstone, which is in stark contrast to the underlying Cutler’s less structurally 

cohesive sequence of orange-red, mica-rich sedimentary rocks. Like the Cutler strata, the 

sediment comprising the Moenkopi Formation was mainly derived from the ARM, however its 

topography was greatly subdued by the Triassic (Blakey, 1973).  

Fluvial sandstones, conglomerates, and mud-rocks comprise the Upper Triassic Chinle 

Formation, which disconformably overlies the Moenkopi sequence. However, the Chinle 

formation is exposed exclusively on cliffsides in the study area and thus is inaccessible, as are 

the younger Jurassic Wingate, Kayenta, and Navajo formations (Doelling, 2002). Thin packages 

of the Jurassic Morrison and Summerville are mapped together as Jurassic Undivided (Doelling, 

2002).  
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Figure 5.10:  Photos of outcrop exposures of the 14 Cutler subunits defined from Lankford-
Bravo (2021). Figure modified from Lankford-Bravo (2021) 
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Finally, Cenozoic sediments, including Pliocene Geyser Creek Fanglomerate, the Pleistocene 

Harpole Mesa Formation and Holocene Eolian sands, are present in the Eastern section of the 

study area where they form relatively thick accumulations due to the Cenozoic rise of the OCSD 

(Colman et al., 1986). 

5.3.3 Onion Creek Salt Shoulder 

From a regional perspective, the study area (Fig. 5.3), is part of the larger Fisher Valley Salt 

Wall, which is one of many elongated ridges of salt in the Paradox Basin, all of which form large 

scale anticlines (Doelling, 2002). The Onion Creek Salt Shoulder includes Cutler Group strata 

exposed immediately north of the Onion Creek Salt diapir within Fisher Valley, Utah. As one of 

the few salt diapir surface exposures in North America, the Onion Creek Salt diapir has attracted 

considerable research on understanding intrasalt deformation as well as the halokinetic 

deformation of surrounding sediments (i.e. Cutler Group strata) (Shoemaker, 1954; Colman, 

1983; Hudec, 1995; Doelling, 2002; Trudgill et al., 2004; Cain and Mountney, 2009; Trudgill, 

2011; Venus et al., 2015; Cook, 2017; Hudson et al., 2017; Astromovich, 2020). 

Using field observations, structural restorations, drone-based 3D-modeling, and 2D gravity 

modeling, Lankford-Bravo (2021) describes the structure of the Onion Creek Salt Shoulder in 

detail (summarized in Fig. 5.3). Lankford-Bravo (2021) identified a <600 m wide deformation 

zone involving folds of a range of scales located between the contact of the Onion Creek Salt 

Diapir and the larger anticlinal hinge, referred to as the “Outer Anticlinal Hinge” (Fig. 5.3).  

Overall, Lankford-Bravo’s model suggests that Cutler Group strata were folded adjacent to a 

steeply rising diapir and detached on a shallow instep of the salt margin within a 300 - 600 m 

zone from the currently exposed diapir contact, consistent with the hypothesis that this feature is 
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a salt shoulder. Finally, the sediment and facies variations observed across the many local 

structures in the immediate area imply that deformation was syndepositional. 

5.4 Methods 

~200 independently oriented specimens from ~83 sites were collected from exposures of 

Undivided Cutler Group rocks directly north of the Onion Creek Salt Diapir (Fig. 5.11) a region 

previously determined to encapsulate most of the Salt Shoulder (Lankford-Bravo, 2021). When 

practicable these samples were collected in-situ using a Pomeroy gas-powered rock-coring drill 

and oriented using a Pomeroy orientation device fitted with a Brunton compass. Oriented block 

samples (marked with strike and dip; uncorrected for local magnetic declination) were collected 

from less-cohesive materials, after they were impregnated with dilute sodium-silicate solution. 

All samples were prepared into specimens for measurement in the Paleomagnetism and Rock 

Magnetism Laboratory at the University of Texas at Dallas. ~2.54 by ~2.2 cm right cylinder 

specimens were cored from the oriented block samples using a drill press. All field cored 

samples were cut into standard specimens using a non-magnetic diamond saw blade. Oriented 

block samples deemed too small and/or fragile were cut with a non-magnetic diamond blade into 

~7 cc cubic specimens which were then placed into non-magnetic ceramic cubes manufactured 

by Beijing EUSCI Technology Ltd. In total ~449 specimens were prepared for AMS 

measurement and analysis. 

The AMS of all cylindrical specimens of appropriate size/shape was measured using an 

AGICO, Inc. MFK-1A Kappabridge, equipped with a 3D rotator (Studýnka et al., 2014) for 

AMS measurements. A 2D-cubic rotator was utilized for the measurement of all cubic specimens 
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(Jelínek and Pokorný, 1997; Pokorný et al., 2004, 2011). Representative material from the 

remains of samples was used for Rock Magnetic experiments.  

 

These experiments included measuring bulk magnetic susceptibility (ꭓ) as a function of 

temperature in an argon environment using the MFK-1A Kappabridge interfaced with a CS-4 

furnace.  Additional material was used for magnetic hysteresis measurements and isothermal 

remanent magnetization (IRM) acquisition, using a PMC Vibrating Sample Magnetometer 

(VSM) 3900 series, Unmixing of IRM acquisition curves were conducted using the MaxUnmix 

protocol (Maxbauer et al., 2016). 

Figure 5.11: Locations of samples taken from the study area. Map modified from 
Lankford-Bravo (2021) 
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5.5 Results 

5.5.1 Magnetic Mineralogy 

Bulk Magnetic Susceptibility as a Function of Temperature (ꭓ vs T) 

Heating and cooling curves of representative material from Cutler Group rocks taken from 

the study area, indicate a relatively uniform magnetic mineralogy (Fig. 5.12). Most specimens 

show a major decrease in magnetic susceptibility at ~650°C, indicating that the specimens are 

primarily dominated by hematite (Dunlop and Özdemir, 1997). Some specimens also reveal a 

stepwise drop in susceptibility at ~550 to ~580°C, indicating a mixture of low-Ti magnetite and 

hematite (O’Reilly, 1976, 1983; Dunlop and Özdemir, 1997; Fabian et al., 2013).  

 

Figure 5.12: (Bulk Magnetic Susceptibility as a function of temperature in an inert argon 
atmosphere (ꭓ vs T). Specimens were heated from room temperature to 700°C (Red lines) 
and then cooled back to room temperature (blue lines). Note that none of the specimens are 
reversible, implying a thermal alteration of the magnetic mineralogy. 
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Most curves exhibit an irreversible behavior where the cooling curves display substantially 

greater magnetic susceptibility values compared to the heating curves, indicating the thermal 

alteration of formerly non- or weakly-magnetic material into magnetite (Hrouda, 1994; Henry, 

2007; Tanikawa et al., 2008). Alternatively, this behavior could be representative of relatively 

coarser magnetite phases which can show a thermally induced increase in magnetic susceptibility 

values, due slight reorganization and homogenization of domain walls (Henry, 2007). 

Magnetic Hysteresis 

All magnetic hysteresis experiments of representative specimens demonstrate a relatively 

significant contribution from a low-coercivity component (~30 mT to ~50 mT), implying the 

presence of low-coercivity ferrimagnetic phases (such as magnetite or maghemite) (Fig. 5.13) 

(Tarling, 1983; Thompson and Oldfield, 1986; Tauxe et al., 2002). 

 

Figure 5.13: Magnetic hysteresis measurements of selects samples. Low Hc-values 
indicate that the hysteresis is primarily controlled by a low-coercivity ferrimagnetic 
phase (i.e., magnetite/maghemite). A significant paramagnetic contribution is inferred 
from the slightly asymmetric intersection points of the hysteresis curves in 
conjunction with the inability of the specimens to fully saturate at 1.8 T. 
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Nevertheless, a significant paramagnetic contribution is indicated by the inability of the 

specimens to reach full saturation when subjected to a peak field of 1.8 T; in addition to 

displaying slightly asymmetric intercepts (i.e. +Mr ≠ –Mr) (Stockhausen and Zolitschka, 1999; 

Jackson and Solheid, 2010).   

IRM Acquisition, Backfield Demagnetization, and Unmixing analysis 

The saturation of IRM acquisition curves typically was reached between ~0.5 and ~1.0 T, 

and backfield demagnetization yields coercivity of remanence values (Hcr) ranging from ~290 to 

~900 mT, both of which imply a domination of relatively hard magnetic phases (i.e. hematite 

and/or goethite) (Fig. 5.14) (Strangway et al., 1968; Dekkers, 1989; Dunlop and Özdemir, 1997; 

Tauxe, 2010; Özdemir and Dunlop, 2014). 

 

Figure 5.14: IRM acquisition (red line left graphs), backfield demagnetization (blue line left 
graphs), and unmixing of the IRM acquisition curve (right graphs) of select samples. Overall, 
the results show that the samples are dominated by a low-coercivity (likely magnetite) and a 
high-coercivity (likely hematite) component, refer to the text for more details. 
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Unmixing analysis, using the Max UnMix protocol (Maxbauer et al., 2016), revealed the 

presence of a relatively low-coercivity component with Bh values of 50–80 mT (potentially 

magnetite). Nevertheless, this low-coercivity component was always secondary to a modeled 

high-coercivity component with Bh values of ~380 mT (i.e., Hematite/goethite) (Fig. 5.14). It 

should be noted that both components are relatively well defined with narrow distributions 

(standard deviation of Bh (Bh.sd) is less than 0.145 log units).  

5.5.2 Anisotropy of Magnetic Susceptibility Data 

Magnetic and Anisotropy Parameters. 

The volume-magnetic susceptibility values (n=449 specimens) ranges from 8.4*10-6 –17*10-4 

SI volume units, with a median and mean of 1.206*10-4 and 1.43*10-4 SI volume units 

respectively (Fig. 5.15a). The mean and median values for sedimentary rocks dominated by 

hematite and paramagnetic phyllosilicates (10-4 to 10-5 SI) (Clark and Emerson, 1991; Parés, 

2015).  

When looking at the spatial distribution of the susceptibility values (Fig. 5.16a), there 

appears to be a concentration of relatively higher values (k ≈ 10.85*10-5 SI) along the western 

part of the salt-shoulder where the Cutler rocks are in contact with the salt of the OCSD. Western 

specimens taken close to the outer anticlinal hinge display even higher susceptibility values (k ≈ 

15.5*10-4 SI), while the specimens located in between the salt/sediment contact and the outer-

anticlinal hinge display relatively lower values (k ≈ 1.1*10-5 SI). Due to inaccessibility no 

specimens were taken north of the outer-anticlinal hinge in the western-section of the salt-

shoulder 
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Specimens originating from the eastern portion of the salt-shoulder generally have very low 

values at the salt/sediment contact (k ≈ 0.84*10-5 SI), that gradually increase with closer 

proximity to the outer-anticlinal hinge (k ≈ 1.1*10-5 SI) (Fig. 5.16c). Susceptibility values are 

significantly lower in specimens collected north of the outer-anticlinal hinge in the eastern-

section of the salt-shoulder (k ≈ 0.84*10-5 SI), apart from anomalously high values (k ≈ 17.2*10-

4 SI) in unit 13 (as defined by Lankford-Bravo, 2021).  

Corrected anisotropy (Pj) and shape parameter values (T) average ~1.08 and ~ +0.5, 

respectively. Furthermore, the Jelenick plot (T vs Pj) and the Flinn-type diagram (kmax/kint vs 

kint/kmin) reveals that most specimens plot in the oblate shape range (Fig. 5.15b-c), which is 

typical of weakly deformed sedimentary rocks (Parés, 2015). In terms of spatial distribution of 

shape parameter values, the Pj-(Fig 5.16b), and to a lesser extent the T-(Fig.5.16a), -values 

appear to roughly correlate with the many fold axes mapped by Lankford-Bravo, (2021). 

Specifically, specimens obtained from anticline hinges generally have a higher Pj and relatively 

lower T-value than specimens taken from syncline hinges. This implies that the sedimentary 

rocks along anticline hinges are slightly more deformed than the sedimentary rocks within 

syncline hinges.  

Moreover, samples specifically obtained from Cutler-Unit 4 (as defined by Lankford-Bravo 

(2021)) and correlating to isopach maps calculated from Lankford-Bravo (2021), show that 

relatively higher/lower Pj-values correspond to thinner/thicker sections of the unit, which in turn 

are located on anticlinal/synclinal hinges, respectively (Fig 5.17). Nevertheless, it should be 

stressed that this is only a tentative correlation until additional unit-specific specimens are 

obtained. A compilation of k, Pj, and T values with respect to each of the Cutler Units mapped 
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by Lankford-Bravo (2021) (Fig 5.16) shows little correlation among the different Cutler units, 

suggesting that the AMS data are not influenced by changes in magnetic mineralogy (Santolaria 

et al., 2015). 

  

Figure 5.15: Magnetic and Anisotropy Parameters. A) histogram of the volume-
normalized bulk susceptibility (km). B) Jelenick plot, note how most of the 
specimens plot in the oblate region. C) Flinn-Type diagram, specimens primarily plot 
in the oblate region, similar to 5.15b. D) km vs corrected degree of anisotropy (Pj). 
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Figure 5.16: Spatial distribution of (A) the Shape Parameter (T), (B) Corrected 
Anisotropy Degree (Pj), and (C) volume normalized bulk magnetic susceptibility 
(km). 
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Magnetic Lineations 

The K1 and K2 principal susceptibility axes (Kmax and Kint, respectively) of most 

specimens lie within sedimentary bedding planes (Fig. 5.18), and thus most k3 axes are aligned 

normal to the bedding planes. This observation implies that a primary depositional fabric is 

preserved in these rocks and is primarily responsible for the AMS signal (Parés, 2015). This is 

further supported in Fig 5.19b, which shows that the magnetic foliation and bedding planes have 

a Pearson correlation coefficient of ρ = 0.6698.  

Figure 5.17: Comparing, the spatial distribution of Pj and T values for Cutler Unit 4 to 
the unit’s isopach map calculated by Lankford-Bravo (2021). Note how slightly higher 
Pj and T values correlate to relatively thinner levels of the unit and vice-versa. 
Moreover, thinner, and thicker units correlate to syndepositional anticlines and 
synclines respectively (Lankford-Bravo, 2021). This implies that higher Pj values may 
be due to increased strain. 
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However, all K1 axes cluster in a NW-SE orientation (Fig. 5.18a-5.18b), and this direction is 

roughly perpendicular/oblique to the paleocurrent directions calculated by previous researchers 

(Venus et al., 2015; Lankford-Bravo, 2021). Furthermore, the NW-SE orientation is roughly 

parallel to the regional trend of the Fisher Valley salt wall (Doelling, 2002; Trudgill et al., 2004; 

Trudgill, 2011), suggesting that that the K1 axes, are magnetic lineations, recording halokinetic 

paleostrain. On a more local scale, the magnetic lineations appear to follow the trends of the 

many fold axes (Fig. 5.20) very closely, regardless of scale of the folds and deviations from the 

more regional NW-SE orientation, as measured by Lankford-Bravo (2021), providing even 

further evidence that the magnetic lineations reflect halokinetic deformation.  

 

Figure 5.18: Summary of AMS data. A) AMS of all specimens (N=449) mapped with 
their corresponding bedding planes. Note how the majority of Kmax and Kint plot on 
their bedding planes, implying depositional fabric. B) Density contours of the Kmax 
of each specimen, this shows that all the Kmax shown in 5.18a are primarily oriented 
NW-SE, which is parallel to the trend of the fisher valley salt anticline (i.e., the major 
regional trend of the steady area). This implies that the Kmax-axes are magnetic 
lineations recording halokinetic paleostrain. C)Density contours of the Kmin-axes, 
which agree well with the bedding poles of each specimen, implying that the AMS is 
primary and thus that the deformation is syndepositional. 
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Figure 5.19: A) Spatial distribution of the Magnetic foliation, B) Magnetic Foliations 
vs the bedding-plane strike. The relatively high correlation between these two 
variables implies that the magnetic foliation is primary and thus any deformation is 
syndepositional. 
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Figure 5.21: Spatial distribution of magnetic lineations compared to the structural data 
mapped by Lankford-Bravo (2021). 

Figure 5.21: Zoom-in of the Magnetic Lineation data showing how the lineations 
closely follow the smaller scale folds mapped by Lankford-Bravo (2021). 
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5.6 Discussion 

5.6.1  Development of the Magnetic Fabric within the Onion Creek Salt Shoulder 

Overall, the AMS data obtained in this study from Cutler Group rocks are tentatively 

interpreted to represent a depositional fabric, evidence for which includes a primarily oblate 

fabric, most k1 and k2 axes lying within bedding planes, and a relatively high correlation 

between magnetic foliation and bedding plane orientations. Nevertheless, there is evidence 

indicating that AMS fabric data have been influenced by and record syn-depositional 

deformation related to the late Paleozoic rise of salt diapirs from the Paradox formation.  This 

evidence includes the following. First, magnetic lineations (k1 axes) are perpendicular/oblique to 

the mean paleoflow directions recorded in these rocks (Fig.5.18, 5.22).   

Second, the general clustering of the magnetic lineations is in an orientation parallel to the 

trend of the Fisher Valley salt wall on a regional level (Fig. 5.20).  Third, there is good 

agreement between the orientation of the many smaller-scale fold axes and the trends of 

magnetic lineations on a local level (Fig. 5.21) On the basis of the AMS fabric data presented 

here, we propose a model for the development of the magnetic lineations, as a result of layer 

parallel shortening (Fig. 5.22).  

As discussed above, deposition of Cutler Group strata was likely coeval with the late 

Paleozoic rise of the Fisher Valley salt wall, which compressed the deposited sediment, resulting 

in a syndepositional weakly-developed axial plane foliation of paramagnetic phyllosilicates due 

to layer parallel shortening. In this model, the magnetic lineations are simply the intersection 

lineation between this axial plane foliation and the bedding plane, thus explaining why they are 

parallel to the larger salt structures (Parés and van der Pluijm, 2002). 
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However, differential rates of salt rise led to the development of the Onion Creek Salt 

Shoulder, forming several smaller scale topographic highs as salt ridges, separated by small 

valleys (Fig. 5.22). We consider these small-scale ridges to have served as the foundation for the 

syndepositional anticlines composed of thinner packages of Cutler Group strata. We hypothesize 

that the salt ridges continued to rise below the syndepositional anticlines, and the increase in 

strain in the host rocks due to salt inflation led to the increase in Pj values for rocks on anticlinal 

Figure 5.22: Tentative model of formation of the magnetic fabric during development 
of the salt-shoulder. Layer Parallel shortening due to salt rise leads to the development 
of the magnetic lineation parallel to the fold axes. Furthermore, the thinner anticlinal 
roofs have are subjected to increased strain due to underlying salt inflation resulting in 
an increase in Pj values. By contrast the thicker accumulations of sediment within 
synclinal depocenters are not subjected to underlying salt-inflation and thus have 
relatively lower Pj-values. Model of Salt-Shoulder modified from Lankford-Bravo, 
2021 
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hinges (Zak and Freund, 1980; Talbot and Jackson, 1987; Kratinová et al., 2006; Santolaria et 

al., 2015).  

Conversely, the valleys in between the rising ridges likely served as “micro-basins” allowing 

for a significantly thicker accumulation of Cutler sediments within these syndepositional 

synclines as they evolved.  The relatively low strain experienced by strata underneath the 

depocenters resulted in relatively lower Pj values for these rocks in the synclinal hinges (Fig. 

5.22). 

5.6.2 Future work 

This study demonstrates the utility of AMS data for providing a better understanding of the 

development of salt shoulders and thus salt diapirism in general.  Future studies should focus on 

collecting more specimens from the entire salt shoulder (e.g., the northern area, Fig. 5.11, 5.17) 

to better understand the spatial distribution of magnetic lineations as well as the spatial 

distribution of the magnetic and anisotropy parameters (k, T, and Pj). Additional work should 

also more heavily sample specific Cutler Group units (i.e., Unit 4) to test whether the Pj 

parameter further correlates with sedimentary unit thickness, as modeled by Lankford-Bravo 

(2021) (Fig. 5.17).  

If successful, then the approach used here can be further applied to other halokinetic 

structures in the area (i.e., the Fisher Valley Megaflap) (Grisi, 2018) as well as in other salt 

basins. Finally, the age of the Cutler Group and its subunits are a considerable source of 

ambiguity, particularly for Cutler units 1-10, which potentially correlate to the Carboniferous-

Permian Lower Cutler beds (Fig. 5.9) (Huttenlocker et al., 2018, 2021; Lankford-Bravo, 2021). 

Better resolution of the Carboniferous-Permian (C-P) boundary in these beds would allow for a 
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more accurate understanding of what role the Uncompahgre Uplift played in the development of 

the magnetic fabric, if any at all. However, ambiguity remains as to where the C-P boundary is 

located within the Cutler Group. Resolving this ambiguity by providing a detailed 

chronostratigraphic model for the lower Cutler Beds should be a primary focus of future 

research.   

5.7 Conclusions 

This study demonstrates that AMS fabric data can contribute to determining the petrofabric 

of halokinetic salt shoulders and thus be used for a better understanding of these salt tectonic 

features.  Based on a detailed understanding of the structure and stratigraphy of the study area, 

made possible by previous workers, meaningful interpretations of the AMS data from the salt-

deformed locations examined in this study are possible.  By correlating the AMS data obtained in 

this study with the stratigraphic, structural, and isopach data reported by Lankford-Bravo (2021) 

(Fig. 5.17), we infer that the magnetic lineations recorded in the Cutler strata in the Onion Creek 

Salt shoulder were likely acquired because of syndepositonal halokinetic deformation of the 

sediments during early diagenesis and burial.  

Evidence that deformation is syndepositional includes the primarily oblate magnetic 

ellipsoids (Fig. 5.15), and high correlation between the magnetic foliation and the bedding planes 

(Fig. 5.19). In addition, the general agreement between the trend of magnetic lineations and 

orientations of regional (Figs 5.18, 5.20) and considerably smaller-scale salt structures (e.g., 

traces of fold axial surfaces) (Fig. 5.21) implies that the deformation was in response to salt 

movement. The positive correlation between thinner/thicker units, anticlinal/synclinal hinges, 

and relatively high/low Pj values (Figs 5.16-5.17), respectively, allows for the construction of 
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potentially more accurate models of the development of halokinetic structures (Fig. 5.22), which 

could be of great economic benefit.   
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